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Abstract

A malicious web content manipulation software can be used to tamper with any type of web content (e.g., text, images, video, audio and objects), and as a result, organisations are vulnerable to data loss. In addition, several security incident reports from emergency response teams such as CERT and AusCERT clearly demonstrate that the available security mechanisms have not made system break-ins impossible. Therefore, ensuring web content integrity against unauthorised tampering has become a major issue. This thesis investigates the survivability of server-side static and dynamic web content using the Web Content Verification and Recovery (WCVR) system. We have developed a novel security system architecture which provides mechanisms to address known security issues such as violation of data integrity that arise in tampering attacks. We propose a real-time web security framework consisting of a number of components that can be used to verify the server-side static and dynamic web content, and to recover the original web content if the requested web content has been compromised. A conceptual model to extract the client interaction elements, and a strategy to utilise the hashing performance have been formulated in this research work. A prototype of the solution has been implemented and experimental studies have been carried out to address the security and the performance objectives. The results indicate that the WCVR system can provide a tamper detection, and recovery to server-side static and dynamic web content. We have also shown that overhead for the verification and recovery processes are relatively low and the WCVR system can efficiently and correctly determine if the web content has been tampered with.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 An Overview

Ensuring the survivability of server-side web content and the control of the exchanged data has become a major issue. Indeed, a digital nature, web-based textual and multimedia documents can be tampered with and distributed very easily. Therefore, the integrity of server-side static and dynamic web content against tampering is still in question.

In this context, the verification\(^1\) of server-side web content integrity is becoming more important because many web based-services are generated on the fly. It is therefore important to develop systems for integrity verification that are able to provide web content security, detection of malicious manipulation of web content and recovery from tampering.

Cryptography and watermarking seem to be the alternative solutions for reinforcing the security of multimedia documents against tampering attacks (1; 2; 3; 4). When the hidden or encrypted information is exposed (illegally decrypted) by an adversary, the purpose of cryptography and watermarking may be invalid (5). It is difficult to employ end-to-end encryption or end-to-end watermarking

\(^1\)Verification is quality control in which we only take corrective actions. For more on verification, see www.blurtit.com/q252833.html
on all data to achieve end-to-end security because proxies, web servers, and web browsers involve decrypting some or all data to read and even modify some of them to provide client-server services such as executing client and server scripts, transforming and filtering web pages (6).

1.2 Research Problem

Because much academic research focuses on developing a new hashing algorithm or a new encryption algorithm, data integrity has received little attention in information security research and technical security groups (7; 8; 9). Furthermore, there is little published research in methods for testing web content integrity (10). The published research and technical communities in the web security area are generally more concerned with cryptographic rules and algorithms. In an attempt to remedy this, this thesis focuses on the integrity of data. If the integrity of data is violated, its confidentiality and availability can be compromised. It should be noted that data integrity refers to the trustworthiness of information resources, thereby ensuring that only an authorised client can alter the data – unauthorised tampering may result in incorrect or malicious web application behaviour behind installed firewalls (11; 12; 13).

Adversaries can evade a server-side web content by using malicious web content manipulation software. Static and dynamic web server content can be tampered with by changing (i) the style classes such as Cascading Style Sheet (CSS), (ii) referenced objects (images, audio, video, and other objects) or (iii) the source code of the web page itself through running malicious code on the server that compromises a requested page before the client receives it (4; 7; 8; 9; 11; 14). For example, it is possible to replace an original image by another image containing malicious code. A victim requests the altered image and then it can disrupt the contents of a web server or client machine. In addition, the CSS object is threatened through a visualization spoofing attack. The strategy of this attack is to change any important information that is identified by a particular colour to another colour. The objective of this attack is to manipulate the user into making a decision that is based on incorrect information (9; 11; 14).
1.2 Research Problem

Users might notice the alteration of web content after the authentication scheme\(^2\) has been performed. However, at this stage the destruction of web content has already taken place (7; 12). The integrity of web content can be violated on the server even though the communication channel between the server and client is secure.

Ensuring static and dynamic web content integrity against unauthorised tampering, even when the communication channel between client and server-sides is protected, has become a major issue. **The question this thesis addresses is how the integrity of server-side static and dynamic web content can be verified against the tampering attacks before the client receives the requested page. As a part of problem, we have tried to solve the issue of data recovery if web content has been tampered with.**

The integrity of a web server environment depends on dynamic, unstructured data that is generated by running server-side scripting dynamic web pages (15). The key issue in this thesis is that even if the application knows that this data can impact on applications integrity, the hashing measurement of static web content on the repositories of a web server is useless because we cannot predict values that would preserve integrity. In addition, even though the server-side scripting dynamic web pages are verified, the integrity of generated dynamic web content can be tampered with.

In a web server, the key dynamic data are (15):

1. The various types of requests from remote clients, administrators, and other Servlets and
2. Database Management System (DBMS) tables.

To provide integrity verification services, we first examine the meaning of data integrity, in general.

\(^2\)The process of verifying the account credentials of systems or users.
1.2.1 Notions of Integrity

In the security context, an integrity objective is clearly defined as one which ensures that the sent and received data are identical. It means, ensuring that data have not been modified, whereas modifications include deletion or alteration of existing data and each addition of new data to existing data (16). This binary definition (i.e. the data either has integrity or it does not (16)) can also be applicable to any type of web content such as textual and multimedia content. Indeed, in real life situations, web content can be transformed into different formats and results. In other words, modifications to a web document may change its meaning or visually degrade it. In order to provide verification of integrity for web content, it is important to distinguish between malicious manipulations, which consist of changing the content of the original web content, and manipulations related to the use of an image or audio, such as format conversion, compression, filtering, and so on. Unfortunately this distinction is not always clear, it partly depends on the type of image or audio and its use (1; 2; 3; 11; 17; 18).

1.3 Problem Motivation

Our motivation for this thesis is sixfold:

1. Organisations that rely on information systems as the primary way to conduct sensitive transactions are increasingly concerned about their reputation when web systems are subverted (7; 19; 20; 21). The Computer Emergency Response Team (CERT\(^3\)) (22) has reported a dramatic increase in the number of security vulnerabilities\(^4\) which threaten web content (5990 in 2005 to over 7000 in 2007).

\(^3\)A centre of Internet security expertise, located at the Software Engineering Institute, a federally funded research and development centre operated by Carnegie Mellon University.

\(^4\)Weaknesses in a computing system that can result in harm to the system or its operations, especially when this weakness is exploited by a hostile person or organisation or when it is presented in conjunction with particular events or circumstances.
1.3 Problem Motivation

2. The Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) protocol (23) was developed to support the integrity of data transit (7; 8; 9; 12; 24) and can provide a secure point-to-point channel. However, it has problems in the presence of application gateways (6). This means that cryptographic security protocols, such as the SSL protocol, do not provide a complete solution to tackle the tampering attacks and must be complemented by additional protection mechanisms.

3. The current security technologies such as firewalls, Intrusion Detection Systems (IDSs), Intrusion Prevention Systems (IPSs), cryptography, and access control are not capable of verifying the integrity of web content before a request or response enters the secure communication channel (7; 12; 13; 25). A technical mechanism alone does not provide a standard policy and cannot distinguish between the original HTTP (Hyper Text Transfer Protocol) conversation and the altered HTTP conversation (8). In addition, many are designed at the network/host layer, not at the application layer level (25). Furthermore, tampering attacks can take place behind firewalls (4; 8). Therefore, there is no one-stop-shop security method that meets all the security requirements and design specifications of new or existing web applications.

4. HTTP is sessionless (24; 26; 27; 28). The integrity of web content relies on the integrity of the HTTP Request-Response model. Therefore, if this model fails, the data integrity may be violated (9; 29). This model can fail because web servers and web browsers do not properly manage the statelessness of HTTP, in which each client requests results in a new connection between a web browser and a web server. The Common Gateway Interface (CGI) supports the maintenance of state through the use of hidden variables or cookies that keep track of the current information for each request (28; 30). However, it is possible to save the HTML form, modify the hidden values of its fields, and then reload this altered form into a web browser for rendering (28; 31; 32). Zhou (26) has identified some problems with web server models including web server models cannot ensure the security of continuity of HTTP conversations on a server – they are more concerned with
the implementation of the cryptographic rules than the implementation of a security analysis of the system's functions.

5. Dynamic data is a critical issue. The generation of dynamic web content depends on user interaction. Different user information leads to different generated web content. Therefore, it is very difficult (even impossible) to analyse the requested page of dynamic code before processing on a web server (see Figure 1.1 and Figure 1.2). The dynamic code of server programming languages needs to be processed on a web server before returning the response to a web browser. As a result, we cannot guarantee that dynamic code is not tampered with even if the static code is verified; therefore the generated web content should also be verified.

```
1: <HTML><HEAD><TITLE> Preview </TITLE></HEAD><BODY>
2: <FORM><CENTER><B> Image 1 </B>
4: <INPUT TYPE=button VALUE=Close/></CENTER>
5: </FORM></BODY>
6: </HTML>
```

Figure 1.1: Snapshot of the requested static code “viewimage.html”.

In Figure 1.1, the web browser requests a static document such as an HTML file “image.html”. The web server locates the resources in their designated directories and serves the requested file back to the web browser. Requesting a document and responding to a request are defined by HTTP (23), which forms the basis of client-server interactions on the Internet. The Web server completely processes the request and there is no need for interaction with a Servlet (33) container or any web application server because the static HTML file does not generate dynamic web content. Therefore, it is easy to understand the code of a static file at the request level.
1.3 Problem Motivation

In Figure 1.2, the web browser requests a web page containing a Java Server Pages (JSP) page “view.asp”. The JSP pages generate dynamic contents on the fly. The Web server forwards the request to the JSP web application server and backend database to process and gets the value of `fileName` (see line 9 in Figure 1.2). After that the web server returns a static HTML file (see Figure 1.3) to the web browser for rendering. In Figure 1.2, it is impossible to know the name of the resource (image file name) at the request level before processing on the web application server and backend database.

```java
1: <% String name=request.getParameter("customerName");
2: DBConnection myDB= DBConnection.getConnection();
3: try {
4:     myDB.createConnection();
5:     Connection conn=myDB.getConnection();
6:     String sql= "select filename from file_information where name='" +
7:             fullName + "'
8:     ;
9:     PreparedStatement stmt = conn.prepareStatement(sql);
10:    stmt.executeUpdate();
11:    fileName=stmt.getString("filename")
12:   stmt.close(); }
13: catch(Exception ex) { ex.printStackTrace(); } finally {myDB.finalize(); }
14: write("<HTML><HEAD>");
15: write("</HEAD><BODY>");
16: write("<FORM ACTION=../Thank.jsp>");
17: write("<IMG SRC='" + fileName + ">/");
18: write("<INPUT TYPE=button/>");
19: write("</FORM>");
20: write("</BODY>");
21: write("</HTML>");
22: close();%
```

Figure 1.2: Snapshot of the dynamic code “view.jsp” at the request level.
1.3 Problem Motivation

6. Web applications\(^5\) often have direct access to backend databases and, hence, sensitive data is much more difficult to secure (37). If there is no direct access to backend databases, attacks can use legitimate application protocols such as HTTP, and Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) to capture data and transmissions (25; 37; 38). Access to databases through Web browsers is now common place with some form of web server being provided by all major vendors of database software (39). e-Commerce, online banking, enterprise collaboration, and supply chain management sites have concluded that at least 92% of web applications are vulnerable to some form of attack (40). The Gartner\(^6\) study found that 75% of Internet assaults are targeted at the web application level (25).

Web applications such as shopping carts, login pages, dynamic content, and other applications have been designed to allow web site visitors to

\(^5\)A web application is a collection of integrated static and dynamic web pages on a web system. The web application is run on a web browser, a web server, or both (34; 35). It is organised into three tiers: a web browser tier, a web server tier, and a backend database tier. The user interaction is proposed in a web browser tier, the program logic (such as ASP and JSP) is run in a web server tier, and the data operations (such as addition, deletion, and updating) are performed in a database server tier (35; 36).

\(^6\)Gartner Group is an information and technology research and advisory firm headquartered in Stamford, Connecticut. It was known as The Gartner Group until 2001. The group consists of Gartner Research, Gartner Executive Programs, Gartner Consulting and Gartner Events. For more details, visit http://www.gartner.com/.
1.4 Aim of Thesis

The aim of this thesis is to investigate the survivability of server-side static and dynamic web content using a Web Content Verification and Recovery (WCVR) system. In this thesis, the survivability is the capability of a web content to continue its mission over the HTTP request-response model even in the presence of illegitimate modifications to a web content. The question then arises, what happens when an altered web content has been detected? Our survivability strategy in the proposed WCVR system can be set up in two steps:

1. Detection and response by integrity verification process.
2. Recovering from tampering attacks by recovery process.

Our approach is applicable to all kinds of tampering attacks and processing of all data types on the server-side. For example:

- visualisation spoofing attack.
- textual spoofing attack.
- web application verify.
- tampering code manipulation (source code, path, and link).
- tampering object manipulation (audio, images, video, and other referenced objects).
- defacement of web page.
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1. Review the existing integrity verification systems and related work, and consider their strengths, weakness, and limitations.

2. Develop work assumptions, web security policy framework, and models.

3. Develop a web security system architecture and supporting software system to verify static and dynamic web content on the server before the client receives the requested page.

4. Conduct a series of experimental studies and evaluation of the system.


1.6 Contributions of Thesis

We have summarised the major contributions of thesis as follows:

- A novel approach to the verification of server-side dynamic web content integrity.

- A novel approach to the recovery of server-side dynamic web content.

- Improved performance in the verification of server-side static web content.

- Improved performance in the recovery of server-side static web content.

- The development of the proposed WCVR system to assist in the survivability of server-side static and dynamic web content.

- Experimental studies to evaluate the reliability and effectiveness of the WCVR system.
1.7 Organisation of Thesis

This thesis is organised into seven chapters as follows:

- Chapter 2 describes the elements of web system, web content, and the data flow over HTTP Request-Response model. It also identifies the web security definitions, issues and technologies.

- Chapter 3 identifies the tampering attacks of static and dynamic web content, and presents the limitations, requirements, strengths and weaknesses of existing systems and approaches.

- Chapter 4 describes the design of proposed integrity verification and recovery system (threat model, work assumptions, models, and framework), and compares the work in this dissertation to prior and related work.

- Chapter 5 presents the implementation of WCVR system and the proposed mechanisms. The tools used in creating the prototype are discussed and the architecture of the prototype is depicted. In addition, the components of the prototype and their functions are explained and how the components communicate each other is clarified. Chapter 5 also describes the experimental design, and pilot study. We have designed five experiments to meet the security and performance objectives.

- Chapter 6 shows and discusses results of experimental studies, and performance evaluation. We have carried out five case studies for evaluations purposes.

- Chapter 7 draws conclusions and discusses possible future work.
Chapter 2

Background

2.1 Introduction

Computer and web security are critical issues over HTTP request-response model (21; 41; 42). The infrastructure of networks, routers, domain name servers, and switches that glue these web systems together could fail, and as a result, web systems will no longer be able to communicate accurately or reliably. A number of critical questions arise, such as what exactly the infrastructure is, what threats it must be secured against, and how protection can be provided on a cost-effective basis. Underlying all these questions is how to define a secure web system (42).

Cryptography and watermarking seem to be the alternative solutions for reinforcing the security of multimedia documents against tampering attacks (1; 2; 3; 4). When the hidden or encrypted information is exposed by an adversary, the purpose of cryptography and watermarking may be invalid (5). It is difficult to employ end-to-end encryption or end-to-end watermarking on all data to achieve end-to-end security because proxies, web servers, and web browsers involve decrypting some or all data to read and even modify some of them to provide client-server services such as executing client and server scripts, transforming and filtering web pages. However, if sensitive data is decrypted to untrustworthy proxies, web servers, and web browsers for processing, it can result in information leakage and tampering (6).
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This chapter will present the description of web content and the HTTP request-response model in Section 2.2. In Section 2.3, it will discuss the web security issues, objectives, and technologies. Placing web security in perspective is important because it is a central issue and necessary to organisations, clients and even home users now and in the future. Indeed, what is web security? But few people realise it exactly. Core to web security are the issues of confidentiality, integrity and availability which refer to keeping data secret, ensuring data remains intact and ensuring systems are responsive.

2.2 The Web

In the late 1960s, the Advanced Research Projects Agency (ARPA) sponsored a project for implementing the ARPANET, the legacy of the Internet. The main purpose of the ARPANET project was to allow multiple users to make request and response messages simultaneously over the same communication channel via phone lines. The information was divided into a number of packets and then routed to their destinations. Each packet consisted of sender address, destination address, additional information for checking the integrity of communication, and part of the data. The communication protocol, which was used in ARPANET project, is called Transmission Control Protocol (TCP). The aim of this protocol is to ensure that the messages are correctly routed from sender to receiver over the communication channel of the ARPANET system (30; 34).

However, some challenges arose such as how to communicate across a network of networks. ARPANET improved the TCP protocol to be the Internet Protocol/Transmission Control Protocol (IP/TCP) protocols. Currently, they are the basic architecture of the Internet (30; 34).

Subsequently, Berners Lee (43) developed World Wide Web (WWW) at the CERN as a medium for the broadcast of read-only material in 1990, as well as the concept of hypertext. The WWW is a distributed environment that allows users to communicate and view multimedia-based documents over the Internet (13). In 1993, web-based services were explored by the Mosaic browser, which
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had a graphic Interface. Currently, most major web browsers (such as Microsoft Internet Explorer, Netscape Navigator, and Firefox) are used to explore the web-based services (27; 30).

The WWW Consortium (W3C) was founded in 1994 to make the web universally accessible and available regardless of ability, language, or culture (30). W3C provides the automatic online validation service, which is free of charge and enables web managers to test and correct their Hyper Text Markup Language (HTML), Extensible Hyper Text Markup Language (XHTML), Cascading Style Sheet (CSS) and Extensible Markup Language (XML) documents (30; 44).

Web technology has introduced a new distributed computing paradigm. This is suitable for various web oriented applications, web administrative applications and general web applications including e-Commerce, e-Banking, e-Shopping, e-Ticketing, e-Finance, and e-Management (7). Web technology has incorporated database connectivity to be able to access much information in an online state. This information is stored on a server using DataBase Management Systems (DBMS) database application for processing (30).

2.2.1 Web Content

Web content is a textual or multimedia content that is encountered as part of the user experience on web sites. It includes text, images, sounds, videos, objects and animations (7; 45; 46).

The use of hypertext concept, hyperlinks concept and a page-based model of sharing information help to define web content, and to form the architecture of web sites. Currently, the categorisation of web sites is based on a type of web site where web content is dominated by the page concept (44). When an address is requested, such as http://www.google.com, a range of web pages are viewed, but each page could have embedded tools to view video clips or other data types (30; 43; 46).

For example, e-Commerce sites could contain textual material and embedded graphics displaying a picture of the item(s) for sale. However, there are few sites
that are composed page-by-page using some variant of HTML. Generally, web pages are composed as they are being served from a database to a customer using a web browser. However, a user sees the mainly text document arriving as a web page to be rendered in a web browser (46).

Web content consists of dynamic and static data. Dynamic web content is the content (text, images, form fields, etc.) that can change on a web page in response to different conditions such as user interaction (30; 47). There are two ways to create this kind of interactivity (48; 49):

1. Using client-side scripting to change interface behaviours within a web page, in response to mouse or keyboard actions or at specified events. In this case the dynamic behaviour occurs within the presentation of a web page.

2. Using server-side scripting to change the supplied page source between pages, adjusting the sequence or reload of web pages or web content supplied to a web browser. Web server responses may be determined by such conditions as data in a posted HTML form, parameters in the (Uniform Resource Locator) URL, the type of web browser being used, the passage of time, or a database or server state.

The result of either technique is described as a dynamic web page, and both may be used in parallel. In the first approach of interactivity, web pages must use presentation technology called rich interfaced web pages. Client-side scripting languages such as JavaScript used for Dynamic HTML (DHTML) and flash technologies, are normally used to activate media types (sound, animations, changing text, etc.) of the presentation. The scripting also allows use of remote scripting, a technique by which the DHTML page requests additional information from a server, using a hidden frame, XMLHttpRequest object, or a web service (30; 47).

Web pages that adhere to the second approach are almost generated with the help of server-side languages such as Active Server Page (ASP or ASP.NET), Java Server Page (JSP), etc. These server-side languages typically use the Common Gateway Interface (CGI) to generate dynamic web pages (30; 47).
The client-side dynamic content is generated on a client’s machine. A web server retrieves the page and sends it as is. A web browser then processes the code embedded in the page and displays the page to a user. However, some users have scripting languages disabled in their web browsers due to possible security threats. In addition, some web browsers do not support the client-scripting language or they do not support all commands (such as \texttt{write} command and \texttt{innerHTML} property) of the language (47; 50).

Server-side dynamic content is a little bit more complicated. The following steps illustrate how the server-side dynamic web content is produced.

1. A web browser sends an HTTP request.
2. A web server retrieves the requested script or program.
3. A web server application executes the script or program which typically outputs an HTML web page. The program usually obtains input from the query string or standard input which may have been obtained from a submitted web form.
4. A server sends the HTML output to a web browser.

Another type of content is referred to as static. A static web page is a web page that always comprises the same information in response to all downloaded requests from all users (48). The most obvious requests are the transmission of images and blocks of text. This is the data that is found on virtually every first page in a site and which forms the basis of virtually every page. This type of page is usually called “static HTML”. In the next section, we describe the structure of HTML web page.

2.2.2 HTML Legacy Language

HTML is a legacy language of web technology. Each electronic document (or web document) contains a predefined set of HTML tags that might embed active
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content modules. The page is accessed by URL. HTML technology supports multimedia documents including video, sound, text and dynamic links as well as the textual interface (13; 27; 30).

A web document is platform-independent, based on HTML language and its successor is XML (13; 30). It can be viewed by various web browsers on various operating systems. HTML is a content mark-up language that a web browser uses to interpret and display web documents.

HTML analysers and Script analysers process web documents. The HTML analyser is to process the HTML tags, while the Script analyser is to process the embedded scripts either in the client-side or in the server-side (35).

HTML documents consist of two sections: head and body (51). Each section includes HTML elements and HTML sub-elements to describe a web layout. HTML supports form element <form> that permits user interaction. This element contains sub elements such as <input>, <select>, <textarea> and others (52). A HTML form has two fundamental functions (13; 53; 51):

1. Providing area on a web page to enter a particular data that is sent to a web server for processing.

2. Allowing validation of input data by invoking script element which resides on a web document.

HTML also includes script element that was provided by Netscape 2.1 and beyond for data input validation. This element supports powerful scripting languages (such as JavaScript and Visual Basic script) to perform interactive tasks. One of the main tasks of scripting language is to check the user input errors on the client-side rather than on the server-side, because if a server finds any input error, a server returns an error message to a web browser, therefore, the client-side validation modules saves round-trips over a network (36; 54).

Furthermore, <applet> and <object> HTML elements provide a link to embed Java Applets, multimedia objects, and ActiveX objects (30; 51). For example,
a web browser downloads an ActiveX object after rendering using <object> element to run inside a web page. However, ActiveX presents a vulnerability to the client because the ActiveX object is not restricted and can directly access operating system resources on a client machine. However, Microsoft Internet Explorer verifies the ActiveX object using Authenticode technology (27). This technology is supported by the digital signatures and the Public Key Infrastructure (PKI). It can sign the ActiveX object, which is run in a machine code or in a Java Bytecode.

Because it does not support specific HTML validation tags, HTML is not a specific high level domain language to validate the user interaction. In addition, HTML does not offer the extensibility of own user tags and attributes (52; 55). HTML is not also suitable for complex data entry that consists of many forms (56'). Therefore, W3C has developed the XML language. It is a purely declarative and high-level domain language (52). This means that XML supports extended tags and attributes for validation modules without the need for any programming skills.

2.2.3 HTTP Request-Response Model

HTTP request-response model is constructed from three parts: a web browser, a web server and a communication channel between a client and a server (26; 27; 44; 57). Figure 2.1 illustrates the components of HTTP request-response model architecture.

The web browser is a software application that is used to access WWW and has three basic functions (30; 44):

- Obtaining information on the Internet using the URL and communicating using HTTP.
- Rendering HTML source code that is receiving in the form of HTTP response from a web server.
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- Current web browsers provide Graphic User Interface (GUI) tool for performing different tasks such as saving web documents, searching, and others.

![HTTP request-response model architecture](image)

Figure 2.1: HTTP request-response model architecture

A web server is an independent platform (13) that is structured from software and hardware. However, a web server has several basic functions (13; 44; 58):

- Logging activities.
- Authenticating users.
- Responding web documents to authorised users.

All HTTP operations are based on the HTTP request-response model. In a web environment, a request is an operation to be performed on URL. Meanwhile, a response is defined as web server answers or replies for request operation to a web browser (44).

The data integrity relies on the integrity of the HTTP request-response model. Therefore, if this model fails, then the data integrity may be violated (9; 59). A user can access a client through a web browser to make a request by clicking on hyperlink text or hyperlink image, clicking on a submit button or command button, redirecting using the action attribute of form element, or by setting the requested URL at the address bar of a web browser (9; 44; 59).

Data is sent to a web server via the communication channel. Communication channels are normally secure and controlled by some communication protocols.
including TCP/IP, and SSL (27). The aim of a web server is to manage and control all user requests, communicate with the correct user, save the request information on a server database, and then control the access of user to web page resources. For sensitive web content, a web server authenticates a request that contains a username and a password and then:

- Accept the request, and then allow the connection if they are correct, otherwise,

- Refuse the request and then close the connection.

This request is processed on a web server by an application written in a server-side programming language. As a result, a data query may save data into a backend database. Finally, a web server sends the appropriate web page to a web browser, which renders it (27; 44).

### 2.2.3.1 Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions (MIME)

Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions (MIME) is a scheme that lets electronic mail messages contain mixed media (sound, video, image, and text). The WWW uses MIME content-types (text/html, application/html, text/html-external-parsed-entity, image/gif, etc.) to specify the type of data contained in a file or being sent from an HTTP server to a client (60).

Each web browser has a different configuration for mapping the types of data to particular function. Major web browsers can process various types of HTML documents, and CSS but other types are sent to various programs via the plug-in mechanisms such as sound player, video player (27; 30; 51; 60).

The six MIME types defined by the RFC are as follows (60):

1. Text.
3. Application.
4. Image.
5. Audio.
6. Video.

2.2.3.2 Uniform Resource Locater (URL)

Uniform Resource locator (URL) is a method of addressing web documents in the WWW. URL consists of (13; 44; 61):

1. Protocol (such as HTTP).
2. Host name.
3. Internet port number of service. If not specified, the default port number (80 for HTTP) is used.
4. Location of resource on a server (path/query).

The URL components can be specified in HTML/XHTML form element through action attribute. The URL can be specified in a Link element through HREF attribute of A tag.

2.2.3.3 The HTTP Request

There are three parts of HTTP request operation: a request line, request header and request body (this part is optional depending on the form author) (27; 44; 51). The request line starts with request method, followed by a resource identifier and the protocol version. For Example:

- Get/default.html HTTP/1.0
- Post/index.html HTTP/1.0
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The form element has a number of methods to send the user input from a web browser to a web server as follows:

- **GET**: is the default request type, which notifies a web server to fetch a document and send it back to a web browser. It is normally used to retrieve data such as search engine or data query. This type appends the form information directly to the end of the URL. The input field name and input field value are represented as a pair of parameter name and its value at end of URL after the question mark (44; 61; 62), as shown in Table 2.1.

- **POST**: is used to process any kind of data in various HTML form services such as sorting, updating, ordering a product, sending e-mail, or responding to a query (44).

- **HEAD**: is used to retrieve header information of a web document such as a version of a document, and availability of hyperlinks (44; 61).

- **DELETE**: is used to delete a recourse identified by a URL during the need of a web server (44; 61).

For utilization of request operation, a user can send additional information about a web browser and user itself. This additional information are called request header fields such as Accept, Encoding, Authorization, Authentication, Host and User Agent (7; 44; 61).

2.2.3.4 Behind the Scenes of a Web Page

The example in Table 2.1 shows a simple web page that contains a list of hyperlinks of universities in United Kingdom. A web server responses and sends back the HTML file and the header file to a web browser. A web browser parses this URL http://www.findaschool.org/index.php?Country=United+Kingdom. Table 2.1 shows meaning of each part of URL (27; 61):
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Table 2.1: Parts of URL

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Content</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WWW</td>
<td>World Wide Web</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>findaschool.org</td>
<td>Host name.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>index.php</td>
<td>A document path in a server.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>?Country=United+Kingdom</td>
<td>A query path, which contains the parameter names and their values. The values of parameters are URL-encoded: space becomes +, non-alphanumeric chars become %hexcode for encryption.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A web browser connects to findaschool.org using the HTTP protocol. The default port for HTTP is 80 if it is not specified. Figure 2.2 shows the structure of request message (62):

```
GET/ HTTP/1.0 (Request Get, HTTP protocol, Protocol version 1.0)
Connection: keep-Alive (TCP Connection is open until to disconnect)
User-Agent: Microsoft Internet Explorer 5.0 (Win XP)
Host: findaschool.org- (hostname on server)
Accept: image/gif, */* (>Media Type to be accepted)
If-Modified-Since: Friday, 10-Feb-06 11:12:30 GMT (last modified)
```

Figure 2.2: Request File

A web server returns the header file “header information” and HTML file to a web browser as shown in Figure 2.3.

### 2.2.3.5 Response Classes

The response classes rely on the status code in a header file. In respect to the first digit of status code, the type of response classes is determined as follows:
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(41):

1. 1xx: (Informational) request received, still in process.

2. 2xx: (Success) the operation is successfully received, parsed and accepted.

3. 3xx: (Redirection) further process required for completing the request.

4. 4xx: (Client Error) the header file of request contains syntax error and cannot be performed well.

5. 5xx: (Server Error) the server failed to perform a valid request.

```
HTTP/1.0 200 ok (Protocol version, status code)
Date: Sat, 10 Feb 2006 13:00:10 GMT (Current Time on the Server)
Server: Apache/1.1.1 (type of software running on server)
Content-Type: text/html (type of document that being sent to web browser)
Content-Length: 327 (size of document-byte unit)
Last-modified: Sat, 10 Feb 2006 13:30:10 GMT -> the recent modification time
<!DOCTYPE html PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD XHTML 1.0 STRICT//EN"
"http://www.w3.org/TR/xhtml1/DTD/xhtml1-strict.dtd"
<html><head>
<title>GEO | Colleges and Universities | United Kingdom</title>
...
</head><body>
...
</body></html>
```

Figure 2.3: Response File
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Any discussion of web security necessarily starts from a statement of requirements (i.e. what it really means to call a web system secure.). Generally, secure systems will control, through use of specific security policies, access to information such
that only properly authorised individuals, or processes operating on their behalf, will have access to read, write, create, or delete information (63).

Organisations that have a web presence are increasingly worried for their reputations if the web system is subverted. This is because current security tools may not prevent the web system vulnerabilities (8; 17). For example, with 7,247 vulnerabilities disclosed in 2006, total vulnerability count increased nearly 40% over the previous year. This trend of increase is expected to continue (64).

Stein (31) outlines a number of definitions of web security from the user's perspective. For some, web security is the ability to view Internet content in peace and safety. For others, it is the ability to conduct safe business and financial transactions. For web authors, it is the confidence that individuals will not damage their web sites.

### 2.3.1 Web Security Risks

Users and organisations are suffering from a growing number of attacks that abuse data on the Internet. These attacks become a source of threat for a web system (8; 17; 65). Stein (31) explains that an organisation that has established a strong reputation may suffer from persistent destruction to its reputation after an attack.

Web security vulnerabilities result from poorly configured operating systems, limitations of web servers and web browsers, weakness of web technologies and weakness of software engineers (66). There are three types of security risk (26; 27; 31):

1. Source code problems in a web server that enable an adversary to:

   - Read and copy confidential documents on a web server and this causes loss of data confidentiality.
   - Run malicious code on a server. This permits tampering with web documents and subsequent loss of data integrity.
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- Obtain header response information from a web server that will permit breaking into web system recourses. As a result, there is a loss of data availability.
- Activate denial-of-service attacks that might break into the web system.

2. Browser-side risks including:

- Enable active content vulnerabilities on a web browser such as malicious Java Applet attack, and script attacks.
- Loss of data integrity at the form level.

3. Network-side risks that cause the eavesdropping problem (i.e. listening to someone else’s conversation (67)) from any point including:

- A web browser connection.
- A web server connection.
- Communication channel of a web system.

2.3.2 Web Security Issues

Studies and surveys indicate that web security objectives are easily violated in a web environment (8; 17; 68). There are three basic security issues (8; 17; 69; 70; 71):

1. Data integrity: The data integrity objective ensures that the data can only legally be altered by an authorised client. Data integrity is considered in this thesis.

2. Data confidentiality: The data confidentiality objective refers to limiting information access and disclosure to authorised users. Confidentiality involves limiting the disclosure of data by ensuring that it only becomes known to authorised users. A common method to ensure confidentiality is to encrypt data (known as plaintext) with a secret key known only to the authorised
users to produce encrypted text known as the ciphertext. A good encryption scheme will make it difficult or impossible to recover the original data from the encrypted data without knowledge of the key. Data confidentiality is not considered in this thesis.

3. Data availability: The data availability objective refers to information system that is not available when you need it. Data availability is not considered in this thesis.

In information security, data integrity refers to the validity of data. Data integrity can be compromised through (7; 8; 17; 70):

1. Malicious modification, such as an adversary altering an account number in a bank transaction, or forgery of an identity document.

2. Accidental modification, such as crashing hard disk of a web server.

The privacy and security issues (confidentiality, integrity, and availability) are exploited for the lack of a web browser and limitation of web technologies (66). For example, Java is the safest security model because it supports sandbox class model to protect the Java Applet from some potential security vulnerabilities. Furthermore, Java Applets do not support direct or indirect connection to the operating system environment. On the other hand, JavaScript and ActiveX is the least secure model. Indeed, JavaScript supports methods to capture user details (confidentiality issue) by reading the user files. Integrity problems might result from JavaScript methods that alter or destroy user details. While data availability problems result from JavaScript methods that destroying the user session by reading the cookie details or running an infinite loop to open infinite number of windows and then crash the operating system (66).

2.3.3 Malicious Attack

A malicious attack in the web context is any code launched to disrupt or harm an intended request-response conversation on a web system, including attack scripts,
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Java Applet attack, input validation attacks and ActiveX control attack (72). A malicious attack causes disruption to the HTTP request-response operations, or causes eavesdropping problems (72; 73).

Due to the insecurities of the TCP/IP communication protocol, the open architecture of the Internet and the lack of web security mechanisms, the web environment is vulnerable to security risks (31).

- Analyse the server architecture, server type, operation system types and limitations of web browsers.

- Study the web environment architecture such as studying the HTTP Request type (GET, POST, and DELETE) and user input interaction. A criminal searches for security holes in a feedback form, an inquiry form or a login form.

- Study input validation modules. These modules determine whether a certain form data is safe or unsafe data is rejected during the validation processing.

In data integrity, malicious data corruption is more difficult to counter. A simple hash function such as MD5 is insufficient because hash functions are assumed to be public knowledge and easy to compute. An adversary would still be able to corrupt the data provided they also recomputed the corresponding hash. An alternative is to encrypt the hash value with a secret key to form a Message Authentication Code (MAC). Only authorised parties own the key and can generate and verify matching MACs. It is possible to use a hash function to build a MAC using an algorithm such as HMAC (74; 75). In this thesis, we have attempted to address only the data integrity issue.

2.3.4 Java Security

Much research (7; 61; 76; 77; 78) has proved that the Java and JavaScript languages are the most popular implementation of Applets and scripts respectively.
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Java was designed to work in a network-computing environment such as downloading Applets over networks. Currently, Java is a safe programming language that protects users from some security vulnerabilities. In addition, Java supports the code signing using JDK 1.6 for securing the integrity of Java Applets (27).

The existing Java security policy contains a number of classes to limit what a downloaded web page can do, including the Sandbox class, SecurityManager class, Bytecode Verifier, and Loader class (27). When Java programs are launched, a Bytecode Verifier is run to validate for any unauthorised operations. Bytecode is a name given to machine code for compiling a Java program in the Java Virtual Machine (JVM) and then interpreted on the running machine (73, 79). Figure 2.4 illustrates how to compile Java program and then download on a web system.

![Java Program Architecture](image)

Figure 2.4: Java Program Architecture

Java includes JVM platform to provide a trusted environment for running the Applets, which are embedded in a web page. However, JVM cannot secure a web page against a malicious Applet (80). McGraw and Felten (81) define a malicious applet as “Any applet that performs an action against the will of the user who invoked it should be considered malicious”. It is important to
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understand the architecture of java security model to know how to detect the Java
Applet vulnerabilities (82). The Java policy in JVM does not prevent untrusted
Applets from disrupting the users (79).

The default security policy of the Applet sandbox prevents from (79):

- reading and writing files on the client file system.
- making network connections except to the original host.
- creating listening sockets.
- starting other programs on the client system.
- loading a new dynamic library.

There are two attack techniques that cause to loss of data integrity as follows
(79):

1. Through type confusion: Because Java is a type safe language, any con-
version between data items of a different type must be performed in an
implicity way. This type occurs in a result of a flaw in one of the JVM
components, which creates the possibility to perform the cast operations
from one type to any unrelated type in a way that violates the Java type
casting rules. In a result of this attack, Java language security can be cir-
cumvented. For example, private, public and protected access is no more
important.

2. Through bad implementation of system classes: Any flaw in the implemen-
tation of a system might expose some restricted functionality of the native
operation system to the untrusted code.

Java supports a Servlet application to work over a web system. Servlet is used
to generate dynamic web pages on demand (each time the page is requested)
(27). The contents of a dynamic web page can be different each time at each
request, because the construction of dynamic page relies on a user interaction.
The Servlet includes \texttt{HTTPServlet} class that manages the multiple requests. This feature solves the sessionless HTTP drawback (28).

A Servlet was developed instead of CGI for better scalability and security (36; 38). A Servlet structure contains HTML tags that are embedded in the Java source code. It has full access to HTTP Layer and has the ability to trace each request-response conversation (61). However, the change of web page needs to change in Java code rather than HTML code. As a result, a designer needs to be familiar with Servlet structure or Java Programming language (38).

### 2.3.5 JavaScript Security

JavaScript is an object-oriented language that was developed to make animation, form field validation and other interactive features (27; 83). JavaScript programs reside in HTML files, usually surrounded by \texttt{<script> \</script>} in a web document. A web browser can render JavaScript commands in a HTML file. JavaScript supplies additional objects (83):

- **Client-side JavaScript**: JavaScript supplies objects to control a web browser and a Document Object Model (DOM). For example, an object can be extended to have some user-defined methods. This object is invoked by an event-handler on a form element including on click and on mouse over.

- **Server-side JavaScript**: extends by supplying objects to run on a server. For example, the request information could be stored on a backend database after communicating the application to a web server. Another example, the JavaScript might incorporate with Active Server Page (ASP) to apply validation modules on the server-side.

JavaScript has introduced several security problems including Denial-of-Service attacks, input validation attacks, script attacks, and privacy violations. For example, JavaScript methods can launch Denial-of-Service attacks on a client machine through a web page or electronic mail. A simple JavaScript Denial-of-Service is
to invoke `alert()` method inside a loop statement. Each time, the loop is executed a message window appears on the screen of a web browser. An adversary could construct a particular alert message to consume CPU resources. If a large number of these messages were sent, it could lead to Denial-of-Service (27; 80).

In addition, JavaScript has indirect access to operating system resources and user data through a set of JavaScript methods and objects such as the “history”, “navigator”, and “cookie”. For example, “history” object allows a user to discover the URL of all of the other web pages that have been visited during a session. This feature could be combined with the above feature to perform a form of automated eavesdropping attack (27; 80).

However, the HTML form content might be faked by cancelling the validation modules on the client-side. The server is fooled and then accepts the faked form. This is possible, because any user can display HTML and JavaScript code using web browser tools. Microsoft Internet Explorer can display the HTML source code for web pages but it cannot display encrypted scripts or compiled modules such as ActiveX controls (7; 67).

Safe-type programming language (such as Java) can explicitly declare the type of user inputs during program writing and then this gives less error and fewer security risks. JavaScript considers all user inputs have the same type and it is possible to apply any operation (such as mathematical addition or string concatenation) on any type of user input. Consequently, this leads to escape harmful meta-characters via user inputs. However, JavaScript form inputs are vulnerable to validation attacks (27; 30; 73; 84; 85).

### 2.3.6 Common Gateway Interface (CGI) Security

CGI is a communication protocol between a web page and a program that is executed on a web server (17). It permits the input data of HTML forms to be sent to a server, which runs a CGI script and passes this data to it through the standard input or standard query. The CGI program can then process the data, and return it in HTML form format through the standard output to a web
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browser. CGI can be written in any language (such as JavaScript, C, C++ and Perl) and can be run on various types of operating systems such as Mac, NT, UNIX or any operation system that runs on a web server (13; 35; 54).

One advantage of CGI is that it is used to generate dynamic web pages in relation to user interaction. For example, the creation of a web search engine, which reads a search string from a user, searches a database of web pages, and returns HTML data listing the matching sites (13; 24; 27; 54).

CGI returns the output data as part of the URL, and then output data is encoded to binary format. The blanks are represented by "+", and the other special characters are represented as "%XX" where XX is the ASCII value of a character in hexadecimal format. A CONTENT_LENGTH environment variable determines the number of bytes to be read on standard input or standard output. However, data tampering could be taken place when data has been altered either on the client-side or the server-side (80). For example, an adversary might bypass the data validation modules in a client, alter data input, and then the CGI scripts are tampered with. A tampered CGI script can disrupt a server, and might be exploited to gain access to a back-end database (8; 27).

CGI scripts only run on a server, and hence provide more opportunities to abuse data on a server. Many web sites adopt double-checking of data validation modules to ensure the integrity of a web system (80). However, the generated dynamic web content is an issue because the double-checking validation scheme is not able to ensure the data integrity against tampering.

Another security risk is that the HTTP is sessionless (24; 26; 27; 28). HTTP only provides once the type of request/response communication. Therefore, each time, there is a new connection between a web browser and a web server. CGI supports the maintenance of state through the use of hidden variables or cookies that keep track of the current information for each request (28; 30). However, this possible solution may be invalid through saving the HTML form to a disk, tampering the hidden values, and then reloading this altered form into a web browser for rendering (28; 31; 32).
2.3.7 Web Security Technologies

We have described the two basic technologies of web security: hashing and Message Authentication Code (MAC).

2.3.7.1 Hashing

Hashing is a web security technology that might assist to ensure the integrity of data. The hash function generates computationally unique hash values similar to fingerprint signature. The hash value is called a message-digest or a checksum that is expressed in hexadecimal or binary format (86).

The form of hash function is \( h = H(p) \) where \( h \) is the checksum in binary or hexadecimal form, and \( p \) is the variable length of a web document. The checksum is compared to the previous calculated hash value of a web document for checking the web document integrity (27; 86). The hash function is an effective cryptographic hash method for the following features (27; 86; 87):

- One-way hash function: the adversary cannot decrypt the checksum because it is one way function.

- Random values: it gives different checksums even though the binary string inputs are similar.

- No collision: it computationally finds the values of two binary strings \( x \) and \( y \) in different locations, even though the \( h(x) \) and \( h(y) \) are similar.

Table 2.2 shows a comparison between a set of hash functions (27; 86). Although a variety of hash functions are available, only MD5 and SHA-1 are in wide use (88; 89).
Table 2.2: A list of hash functions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hash Function</th>
<th>Hash sum size (bits)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MD4</td>
<td>128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MD5</td>
<td>128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIPEMD-128</td>
<td>128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIPEMD-160</td>
<td>160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHA-1</td>
<td>160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHA-256</td>
<td>256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHA-384</td>
<td>384</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHA-512</td>
<td>512</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tiger / Tiger2</td>
<td>192</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.3.7.2 Message Authentication Code (MAC)

MAC is a very small code to ensure the integrity of data beside the cryptography techniques. It is a one-way hash function that involves a private key (86; 90). Only the parties that know the private key can compute the MAC value (90). Therefore, a private key can be produced by one of the parties, and then sent in an encrypted format to other using the public key encryption method (86). A sender computationally generates a number (fixed-length data item) that is formulated from a combination of the key and the message. On the other hand, a receiver uses the same key with a computational procedure to re-compute this number, and this is called authentication code. If the matching is true then the message is not altered (86; 91).

2.4 Conclusion

This chapter has discussed the data flow over the HTTP request-response model. Data integrity relies on the integrity of the HTTP request-response model, if this model fails, then the data integrity may be violated.

We have explained that the strengths, and limitations of the current web technologies (HTML/XHTML, Java, JavaScript, and CGI) referring to a number of reasons: the bad implementation of a web system might expose some restricted functionality of the native operation system, and the limitations of web servers and browsers such as the transparency of a code on a web browser.

We have offered a review of web security issues and the related problems at the different levels of a web system including the main supporting web technologies such as Java, JavaScript and CGI. For example, we have identified the vulnerabilities of JavaScript validation modules. There are three basic security issues: confidentiality, availability, and integrity of data. In this thesis, we have focused on one of these issues, data integrity, because it has received little attention in the information security research.
2.4 Conclusion

In the next chapter, we will look in more detail on the integrity of web content by identifying the tampering attacks on a server-side static and dynamic web content. We will also discuss the limitations, requirements, strengths and weaknesses of existing systems and approaches such as integrity verification systems and web engineering approach. In addition, we will propose our solution to tackle the research problem.
Chapter 3

Integrity Verification Systems and Related Work

3.1 Introduction

The recent advances in textual and multimedia technologies have made the manipulation of web content (such as text, images, videos or audio objects) very easy (21; 41; 42). The broad availability of these new capabilities have enabled numerous new applications. Web content can easily be tampered with by almost anyone. Therefore, investigating web content survivability (i.e. detection and recovery) and the control of the exchanged data have become a major issue. To counteract this risk, a number of traditional security technologies have been proposed to ensure the integrity of web content but they fail to provide any provable security guarantee against malicious modification attempts (41).

In the previous chapter, we outlined a general background of web content, HTTP request-response model, and web security, and we have tried to place web security in perspective. Although many of the verification and security mechanisms have been adopted to ensure web content over HTTP request-response model, a number of web security issues are still unresolved. Security problems are discovered on browsers and servers, while important security policies and technological questions have yet to be answered in a meaningful way (21; 41).
In this chapter, issues of server-side data tampering will be described in Section 3.2. Section 3.3 will define the survivability elements in Internet security research. We review the problems associated with unauthorised data manipulation of static and dynamic web content in Section 3.4. We also survey the existing integrity verification systems and other approaches such as the web engineering security approach in Section 3.5. The main finding in this chapter is that unauthorised tampering is still a potential problem because dynamic web content is not verified and not recovered. Therefore, we will propose a systematic web security system (framework and model) that could ensure the survivability of web content to internal and external users, even though a web data manipulation problem may have occurred in Section ??.

3.2 Data Tampering

In this thesis, we have focused on the server-side security because the server is the central system and the repository of data resources (21). Regardless of which web server application is running, many issues are common, such as web server configuration, access issues and of data integrity.

A poor web server configuration can lead to disaster. Many web sites are installed in the cgi-bin scripts and accept the standard configuration of a web server application without question. A web server has two roots: the server root which includes the control information and the document root which contains content and web resources of web sites and web applications (21; 54).

Web servers must deal with some type of active content such as CGI. As discussed in the previous chapter CGI scripts are usually written in Perl, Java, or C (21). However, CGI scripts run on a server and hence provide more opportunities to abuse data (80), as shown in Section 2.3.6.

For example, a criminal might also bypass the data validation modules in a client, alter data input, and then the CGI scripts are altered (see Section 3.4.3). An altered CGI script can disrupt a server, and might be exploited to gain access to a backend database (8; 27).
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In our proposed web environment, an integrity objective is clearly defined as ensuring static and dynamic web content has not been tampered with (i.e. illegitimate modifications). Modifications include deletion or alteration of existing web content and each addition of new data to existing web content.

One of the issue of security exposure is the server-side data tampering (8; 27; 80). Some results of data tampering are:

- Modification or destruction of data on the server.
- Data theft which is an extreme to end of data tampering.
- A web server application integrity is compromised.
- A client integrity is compromised.

One suggested way to eliminate data tampering is tamper resistance. Tamper resistance is the manner by which normal users of a product, package, or system (or others with physical access to it) are prevented from tampering with the product, packages or system. There are a number of ways for employing tamper-resistance such as a secure cryptoprocessors, the IBM 4758 and chips used in smart cards (15). However, there is no one solution can be considered as “tamper proof”. Often multiple levels of security need to be addressed to reduce the risk of data tampering such as (92):

- Identify who a potential tamperer might be.
- Reduce the risk of data tampering by using the appropriate knowledge, materials, tools and others.
- Describe all suggested feasible methods of unauthorised access into a product, package, or system. In addition to the primary means of entry, also consider secondary or “back door” methods.
- Enhance the tamper resistance to make tampering more difficult, and time-consuming.
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- Add tamper-evident features to help indicate the existence of data tampering.

- Educate people to watch and monitor for evidence of tampering.

The tampering of dynamic web content is a real-time issue because the generation of dynamic web content depends on user interaction (32; 91). Different user information leads to different generated web content. Therefore, it is very difficult to analyse automatically and even manually the requested page of dynamic code before processing on a web server. The dynamic code of server programming languages needs to be processed on a web server before returning the response to a web browser. As a result, we cannot guarantee that dynamic code is not tampered with even if the static code is verified; therefore the generated web content should also be verified. Currently the dynamic web content can be tampered with using malicious web manipulation software (14). This software listens, monitors, and analyses the generated server-side web content. Therefore, the verification of dynamic web content is a challenge because the web developers, users, and others cannot predict the output of response.

The integrity of a web server environment depends on dynamic, unstructured data that is generated by running server-side scripting dynamic web pages (15). The key issue in this thesis is that even if the application knows that this data can impact on application integrity, the hashing measurement of static web contents on the repositories of a web server is useless because we cannot predict values that would preserve integrity. In addition, even though the server-side scripting dynamic web pages are verified, the integrity of generated dynamic web content can be tampered with.

In a web server, the key dynamic data are (15):

1. The various types of requests from remote clients, administrators, and other Servlets and

2. DBMS tables.
3.3 Survivability

The definitions of survivability have been stated by a number of researchers in (93; 94; 95). They have defined survivability as the capability of an entity to continue its mission even in the presence of damage to the entity. The damage caused by web attacks, system failures, or accidents, and whether a system can recover from this damage, determines the survivability characteristics of a system. A survivability strategy or scheme might be constructed from three elements: protection, detection, and recovery (95).

In this thesis, the high level strategy underlying for the proposed approach to designing a survivable system is to strategically combine elements of detection and adaptive reaction in the architecture of the system. Individually, each element is not sufficient to secure the system from any possible damage, such that:

1. Detection provides awareness to the status of the system and allows the system to detect attack.

2. Adaptive reaction enables the system to cope with undesirable modifications caused by adversaries through supporting recovery.

Therefore, the need to combine the elements of survivability (i.e. detection, and adaptive reaction) is based on the understanding that protection cannot be fully sufficient, some attacks will succeed or partially succeed, and some of the attacks will not be detected in time (41).

In this thesis, we have assumed that all manipulation components are susceptible to malicious attacks. These attacks may involve tampering with the existing source code or content of referenced objects to include undesired functionality, or replacing a genuine web content with a malicious one. When using such components in the web system, or illegitimately installed by malicious scripts, it must check to see if a web content has not been modified in an unauthorised manner since it was created. Therefore, we have proposed a novel approach to satisfy the requirements by checking the integrity of web content.
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Below, a number of basic protocols and schemes are reviewed in order to give a more detailed overview of web document integrity. There are four established methods in common usage for ensuring the integrity of web content: the SSL protocol to secure the communication channel, digital signatures to provide security by verifying the authenticity of the web document, form-field validation modules to validate user inputs against harmful data at the client and server-sides, and firewalls to protect against malicious codes and other attack strategies such as IP spoofing and DNS spoofing.

3.4.1 SSL

There are three basic levels of communication channel. Each one consists of several protocols as follows:

1. Network Layer: contains the basic protocols such as IPv4, IPv6, and IPSec (96). The standard protocol is IP. These protocols are used to provide the integrity of data at the network layer of Open Systems Interconnections (OSI) model (96). They control packets by routing them to the correct destination. However, CERT (65) outlines that the IP-based network is vulnerable to threats such as IP spoofing.

2. Transport Layer: contains the SSL, and Transport Layer Security (TLS) protocols (23). SSL and TLS are used to secure the transit over a communication channel against eavesdropping and tampering and to authenticate a web server (13; 96). They are designed to support the authenticity and non-repudiation (i.e. ensuring that neither the sender nor the receiver are able to deny the transmission (67)) for communications through TCP/IP connections (97; 98; 99). However, authentication techniques (user identification and password) or public key certificates are not sufficient to protect web sites against web spoofing. SSL and TLS do not provide an absolute solution although they are cryptographic security protocols (96).
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Readers should note that this thesis does not deal with integrity of data in transit. We deal with the integrity of data stored on web servers and the generation of dynamic web content during the HTTP request end response mode.

3. Application Layer: contains protocols such as HTTP, and SHTTP (44). These protocols specify some tasks such as security policies, cryptographic algorithms over the communication channel, and negotiation of key management mechanisms (13).

SSL protocol is located between the transport layer protocol and the application layer protocol and composed of two layers: the SSL record layer to provide secure connections and the SSL handshake layer to allow client-server authentication (97; 98; 99).

SSL controls the communication channel between a client and a server. Each server should have an SSL server certificate such as X.509 v3 digital certificate. A user interacts via a web browser to make a request to a web server. The web server sends its public key and digital certificate to a web browser. The aim is to authenticate the identity of a server and to encrypt the user data using a public key. Subsequently, a web browser checks the validity period field on the digital certificate to make a correct connection (86).

The main problem of SSL is that the security is only effective from a single point to another (100). Guest (100) outlines SSL is no longer applicable when the data reaches to end point over the SSL communication channel. For example, if we send a message from Client C to Server S, we can use SSL to secure the link between of the two. But if we send a message from Client C to another Server SS and it has to go via Server S – we cannot guarantee message security using SSL through this intermediary. Therefore, SSL is only designed to provide point-to-point security (6).

SSL has a number of limitations including (6):

1. SSL cannot help applications prevent information leakage and impersonation at an application gateway (such as proxy, web server application, web
browser, antivirus, interceptor and others) when an application gateway is required.

2. It only supports one type of cipher suit inside a connection.

3. It only supports one simplex channel, in which data is transmitted only in one direction.

4. It does not have sufficient negotiation mechanisms to enhance and provide end-to-end security.

A more complicated situation occurs when one or more intermediaries are present in the request-response chain. There are three common forms of intermediary: proxy, gateway, and tunnel (44). Figure 3.1 shows a finite number of intermediaries \(G_1 \ldots G_n\) between the Client \(C\) and Server \(S\). A request or response message that travels the whole chain will pass through \(n\) intermediaries separate connections.

![Figure 3.1: The end-to-end security model and gateway chain model of SSL](image)

The end-to-end security of SSL is shown in Figure 3.1, in which there is a number of application gateways between Client(C) and and Server(S). In this model, SSL can protect the communication between any two neighbouring entities but cannot prevent a gateway in the chain from reading and modifying sensitive data (6). Therefore, these application gateways are able to tamper with the static and dynamic web content because the encrypted data could be exposed (decrypted) for processing either in a web server application or a web browser. As
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can be seen in Figure 3.1 while SSL can provide a secure point-to-point channel, it has problems in the presence of application gateways: if an application gateway G is involved, client C normally sets up an SSL connection with G, and G acts as the delegate of C and sets up another SSL connection with server S (6).

3.4.2 Digital Signatures

Signature schemes normally consist of two algorithms including: a signing algorithm which requires the private key and another for verifying signatures which requires the public key of user. As a result, the output of the signature process is a digital signature (7; 12; 86). Digital signatures can provide security by verifying the authenticity of a document. However, a criminal may replace the current web page by an expired original web page through circumvention of digital signature (7; 12). Therefore, it is necessary to indicate when the document was signed because if the private key of the signer was lost or compromised, we cannot trust this signed document. This type of attack cannot be detected even if the web browser has enabled SSL digital certificates (101). To avoid this problem, the time-stamp signature should be provided. This time-stamp signature provides relative temporal authentication that every document is related to a relative time-stamp which positions the document at a particular point in time relative to documents stamped before and after it.

Time-stamp signature help to detect two types of forgery (7; 12; 101):

1. backward forgery (i.e. stamping a "past" time-stamp on the "present" document), and

2. forward forgery (i.e. stamping a "present" time-stamp on a "past" document or even "future" time-stamp on a "present" document by an unauthorized adversary).

However, the verification computation is proportional to the number of the issued time-stamps where the producing a time-stamp signature computationally is more demanding than producing a digital signature and this will increase the
server overhead. *Readers should note that even though the time-stamp signature can secure the originality of a document it is impractical to secure dynamic web content such as the shares and prices because dynamic data involves higher calculation costs than static data* (7; 12; 101).

We suggest using the hash functions in our proposed approach rather than the digital signature because the hash functions are faster by 1000 times than the RSA algorithm and they are 100 times faster than the RSA signature verification system (102).

### 3.4.3 Form Field Validation Scheme

Currently, when initiating user and organisation transactions and conducting their business, e-Commerce applications rely on HTML forms including enrolment, authentication, order entry, payment, and profiling, rather than XML forms, because of a lack of security mechanisms supported by SOAP (29). In addition, the XML form is not supported by the major web browsers because it needs additional installations on the client and server-sides (29; 52). Furthermore, the Gartner group has reported that the HTML events such as mouse and keyboard actions in the HTML/XHTML forms have become very widely used in business applications during 2004 through 2008 (25).

A form field validation scheme is the first defence against data tampering at the application level. Web developers have adopted a number of validation approaches to prevent loss of web content integrity:

- Server-side validation: this approach can be used to validate sensitive data on a server before processing them by an application server. Depending upon the application and network traffic, the time taken between the submitted form on a web browser and the error message that is returned from a web server can be considerable. In addition, it makes excess network traffic to enter the correct data format. Furthermore, it needs to define explicit server-side programming languages (52; 103).
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- Client-side validation: this is effective for minimizing the number of necessary communication hits between the submitted form and received error message (52; 104). However, the form validation modules of this approach can be cancelled or removed. In addition, this approach cannot ensure that the client and server are authentic. Brabrand and others (50; 52) suggest validating the field input on a client-side before clicking on the submit button for more efficiency.

- The double-checking validation: this approach duplicates the form validation modules on both client and server sides. This approach adopts alternative validation scheme on a server-side, even though the validation scheme is bypassed at the client-side. However, this approach is expensive and involves high latency (52; 104).

- Honkala and Vuorimaa (29; 59) propose extending the XForm form to a digital signature XForm. They adopt the digital signature for XForm forms rather than HTML forms because it is hard to apply a digital signature to an HTML form. They advocate the “what you see is what you sign” approach to secure web form components at the client-side. Therefore, XForms is a new standard for better graphical interfaces and specified to input validation rather than the embedded scripts (103). However, XForm is only supported by the <XSmile> browser.

- Brabrand and others (50; 52) introduce a PowerForms form for input validation. PowerForms form is implemented by the XML language to define a rich form that includes input validations without using a scripting language. PowerForms is only supported by the <bigwig> browser. However, unlike Firefox and IE, this browser is not free. In addition, it requires additional installations to interpret PowerForms forms on a web server because the MAWAL language is used in the <bigwig> system for domain of interactive web services. This language is designed to protect the client sessions as extended to SSL technology.

- Formatta organisation defines a Portable Form Files (PFF) form model that is not related to the HTML language. This form allows the user to
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encrypt and lock its form data before submitting it to a web server. However, the PFF form needs special software to install a web document on a web browser. In addition, the submitted data is sent by E-mail service to an organisation web server (7). Full details have been described in <www.formatta.com/>.

Many online book re-sales (such as Amazon) advocate checking inputs with JavaScript as a mechanism to reduce network traffic; modern books applications usually advocate doing input validation on the server for security purposes. Nevertheless, major e-Commerce and e-Service sites still use client-side validation and hidden fields (105). Authors (105) found client-side validation on amazon.com and netflix.com, and the use of hidden form fields to store sensitive information on fastlane.nsf.com.

A validation scheme is necessary for both client and server-sides, but is not sufficient to protect web content integrity against tampering, because fundamentally a form validation scheme is designed to validate basic properties of the input data: length, range, format, default value, and type. In addition, data validation can be used to enhance resistance to injection attacks such as SQL injection attack because SQL injection vulnerabilities result from insufficient data (input) validation (106). However, a validation scheme is useless if any malicious script or listener is already installed on a server (4; 32; 52).

Furthermore, web developers assume if the validation modules are properly managed then the static and dynamic web content will be secured. Unfortunately the attacks could come from inside the organisation and this approach cannot validate the data on the fly. HTTP provides the REFERER header to help in the detection of a tampered form. A REFERER contains the URL of the original form. However, this header is not sufficient to alert a web server and web browser because it is possible to tamper with the URL information of the header (7; 44). As a result of the transparency of code at the web browser level, the following approaches can cause loss of content integrity at the HTML form level:

- Hidden fields manipulation: an adversary saves the HTML form to a disk,
modifies a hidden field value (such as the price of a product), and then reloads this tampered form into a web browser for rendering (32).

- Script manipulation: an adversary removes the client validation modules from a web browser to submit illegal data to a web server. A web server accepts the tampered form and then the data is saved in a backend database. Many web application security vulnerabilities come from input validation problems including Cross-Site Scripting (XSS) and SQL injection (4; 7; 12; 73). This approach is made possible by removing all script modules between the `<script>` and `</script>` tags, removing the event-handler that invokes the validation modules, or turning off the script and Java Applet options via web browser settings.

- Modules of validation analysis manipulation: an adversary applies reverse engineering techniques on the validation modules (4; 7; 73).

- Session information manipulation (67): an adversary might access session information, which is saved in cookies. This is possible because a web browser is not fully secured by SSL. In addition, some client-side programming languages provide direct or indirect commands to access user machine resources. However, the cookie-securing mechanism of Park and Sandhu (28) can be adopted to avoid or reduce the danger of tampering the cookie information but it needs to declare the explicit modification to the existing web environment. This mechanism is implemented using CGI and Pretty Good Privacy (PGP) to verify secure cookie cryptography on the client. The encryption scheme is conducted by the server. Therefore, the cookie-securing mechanism is used to secure the session information on the cookies for continuing the Request-Response conversations.

### 3.4.4 Network and Application Firewalls

Network firewalls provide protection at the host and network level (8; 31; 32). There are, however, four reasons why these security defences cannot be used to detect data tampering attacks (8; 37):
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1. They cannot stop malicious attacks that perform illegal transactions, because they are designed to prevent vulnerabilities of signatures and specific ports.

2. They cannot manipulate form operations such as asking the user to submit certain information or validate false data because they cannot distinguish between the original request-response conversation and the tampered conversation.

3. They do not track conversations and do not secure the session information. For example, they cannot track when session information in cookies is exchanged over an HTTP request-response model.

4. They provide no protection against web application attacks since these are launched on port 80 (default for web sites) which has to remain open to allow normal operations of the business.

There are some general approaches that are adopted to protect the web environment in most commercial security products such as application and network firewalls (72). These are detailed below:

- **Analysis Approach**: analyse code and reject it if it could harm a web environment. Analysis approaches include scanner techniques that scan a file and reject it if contains any known virus and compilers that can determine previously known malicious code or detect the code bugs.

- **Rewriting Approach**: rewrite code before running it. This includes a rewriting tool that adds extra code to perform dynamic checks that ensure bad things such as destructions or disruption of data do not occur. For example, a Java compiler adds extra code to check that every array index is in bounds - otherwise, the code throws an exception, thereby avoiding the buffer overrun attacks.

- **Monitoring Approach**: monitor code during the execution and catch it before it does anything bad. Monitoring approaches include a reference monitor which is used to ensure programs do not do anything bad. For example,
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an operating system uses the page-translation hardware to monitor the set of addresses that an application attempts to read, write, or execute. So that, if the application attempts to access outside of its address range then the kernel makes an action (e.g. by signaling a segmentation fault.).

- Auditing Approach: audit code during execution. Commercial auditing tools create an audit trail that captures program behavior.

Firewalls are necessary, but they are not sufficient to ensure web content integrity against tampering because fundamentally they are designed to provide protection at the host and network levels. Therefore, they are useless if any malicious script or listener is already installed on a server behind them because they do not prevent the installation of scripts at the application level.

For example, once inside the network and running on a user’s machine, the firewall offers no protection against the mobile code accessing sensitive internal data and may be leaking it to outside of organisation. The security must happen at the user’s machine rather than at the firewall. Previously, a firewall could suppose that an adversary could only be on the outside. Currently, with mobile environment, an attack might originate from the inside as well, where a firewall can offer no protection (107).

3.5 Related Work

In this section, we present the related work in the area of integrity verification systems and the area of web engineering security. Below, a number of existing approaches and systems have been reviewed in order to give a more detailed overview of integrity verification. In this thesis, we have surveyed existing approaches, considered their strengths, weakness, and limitations. Some of these critical solutions are summarised in Table 3.1, which shows the source of the problem (client, server), the position of the solution (client, server) and the modifications necessary on the client and server. We start with web engineering approach.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Client-side Encryption System</th>
<th>Dynamic Security Surveillance Agent (DSSA) System</th>
<th>Adaptive Intrusion-Tolerant Server System</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Solution:</strong> Client&lt;br&gt;<strong>Modification:</strong> (Smart Card)&lt;br&gt;<strong>Type of web content:</strong> User input + Session information</td>
<td><strong>Solution:</strong> Server&lt;br&gt;<strong>Modification:</strong> Server&lt;br&gt;<strong>Type of web content:</strong> Static web content on the server.</td>
<td><strong>Solution:</strong> Server&lt;br&gt;<strong>Modification:</strong> Server&lt;br&gt;<strong>Type of web content:</strong> Static web content on the server.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Technique:</strong>&lt;br&gt; o Cryptography scheme on the Client-side.&lt;br&gt; o Use smart card for generating the private key.&lt;br&gt; o Use hash function.</td>
<td><strong>Technique:</strong>&lt;br&gt; o This system uses a timestamp signature and hash function.&lt;br&gt; o If DSSA detects any modification, it signals the Web server to block their transmission and take the preventive action.</td>
<td><strong>Technique:</strong>&lt;br&gt; o This system comprises redundant servers running on diverse operating systems, intrusion-tolerant proxies and client machines to verify the behaviour of servers and other proxies, and monitoring and alert management components.&lt;br&gt; o Use hash function.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Drawbacks:</strong>&lt;br&gt; o Generated key might be violated or lost.&lt;br&gt; o JavaScript that calls applet functions and Java Applet can be cancelled or tampered with.&lt;br&gt; o It fails to assess an existing web application.&lt;br&gt; o Tampering is still potential problem because this system does not verify the integrity of dynamic and static web content on the server.</td>
<td><strong>Drawbacks:</strong>&lt;br&gt; o Tampering is still potential problem because DSSA does not verify the integrity of dynamic web server content.</td>
<td><strong>Drawbacks:</strong>&lt;br&gt; o Tampering is still potential problem because the adaptive intrusion-tolerant server system does not verify the integrity of dynamic web server content.&lt;br&gt; o Performance is too slow if more than three application servers are needed.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.1: This table shows the current solutions, the source of the problem (client, server), the position of the solution (client, server) and the modifications necessary on the client and server.
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3.5.1 Web Engineering Security Approach

Glisson et al. (108) suggest that security should be visible in all steps of the development process if it is to be implemented with any success. In other words, web engineering principles, such as design, implementation and testing, should be integrated into web security to identify what a user and an organisation need for every stage of the software engineering principles. Therefore, Glisson and Welland (17) propose a Web Engineering Security (WES) methodology. The WES methodology serves to detect the vulnerabilities at each stage instead of processing them at the implementation stage. They conclude that technical tools alone will not solve current security issues and so it will be effective to incorporate security component upfront into the development methodology of web engineering phases. Glisson and Welland (17) take the advantage of existing security tools within the organisation. However, this integration may require the rebuilding of existing web applications as some consist of complex structures, comprising multiple programming languages and imported binary components with little or no documentation. Consequently, it may be difficult to define security vulnerabilities for legacy web applications at every stage of the software engineering life-cycle all the web policies that maintain security vulnerabilities.

Success comes to organisations that build security into all phases of their application development lifecycle (109). Vulnerabilities typically find their way into applications during each major phase of development – requirements collection, application design and application implementation. Every development team’s goal should be to identify all relevant security requirements at the same time that functional and performance requirements are collected. Once good security requirements are in place, the team should strive to identify vulnerabilities during the design, rather than discovering issues during implementation and going back to re-design pieces of the application. Therefore, security practices should be in place during requirements planning, design, implementation and testing in order to catch the majority of problems as early in the cycle as possible. Proper training on how to integrate security into each of these phases will provide consistency across the organisation. It is less expensive and less disruptive to discover
design-level vulnerabilities during the design rather than discovering them during implementation or testing (109).

3.5.2 Integrity Verification Systems and Approaches

3.5.2.1 Client-side Encryption Approach

Hassinen and Mussalo (9) have proposed a client-side encryption system to protect confidentiality, data integrity, and user trust. They encrypt data inputs using a client encryption key before submitting the content of an HTML Form. The client encryption key is stored on the server and transferred over an HTTP connection. A downloaded web page includes a signed Applet which handles the encryption and decryption values. This applet also reads the encryption key from a local file. In addition, a downloaded web page includes JavaScript methods that invoke the Applet methods for encryption and decryption. This approach uses a one-way hash function. It computes the hash value which is inserted into the main data input before encryption. After a new request, the JavaScript function invokes the Applet decryption method to decrypt the parameter value and places the returned value in the corresponding input field. The message validation includes finding a new hash value from the decrypted message and comparing it to the hash value which is received with the message. If they are the same, the data is accepted, otherwise, the data is deemed to have been altered and the validation will fail. This system has two main requirements (9):

1. It must be able to run on any major web browser.

2. Without the need to install additional hardware or software.

However, data integrity could be lost if this approach is adopted because the Java Applets can access the client’s local file system. Thus, a criminal can replace the original signed Applet with a faked Applet to access the client’s web content. Moreover, if a smart card is used to store the client encryption key, then the client machine requires a card reader and necessary drivers, which fails the second of the
above requirements. This encryption system can use the Java Card technology for two aims:

1. storing the generated key on the card so that it can be read only with a PIN to control authorization of the user.

2. storing the Applets that executed on the card.

Another potential weakness is the potential loss of the client’s smart card with its Personal Identification Number (PIN), in which case the whole web-based system would be compromised. In addition, the Applet and JavaScript methods can be bypassed. If this happens, the submitted values will be in plain text. Furthermore, in order to implement this technique, existing web applications will require modification. Finally, it does not include a risk analyser to protect user information on the web server if the web server has been tampered with.

3.5.2.2 Dynamic Security Surveillance Agent (DSSA) System

Sedaghat, Pieprzyk, and Vossough (7; 12) have proposed a Dynamic Security Surveillance Agent (DSSA) system on the server-side that automatically intercepts an HTTP request to verify the integrity of the requested page before the web server responds to the client. This system is positioned between the web server and the client’s machine where the DSSA uses a timestamp signature and hash function to verify the integrity of the full content of a requested web page including all of its embedded objects. If the hash value of the requested web page and its referenced objects equals the original hash value, which is registered in a secure database, the web server accepts the HTTP request and can respond to the client. If DSSA detects any modification, it signals the web server to block their transmission and take the preventive action such as DSSA sends an email message to alert the web site administrator. At the same time, DSSA attempts to send the requested page from a secure server to the user. In this situation, DSSA automatically rejects any further communication from the clients to the Web server until the problem is resolved.
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However, as the DSSA does not verify dynamic web content which is generated on the fly, tampering is still a potential problem. Therefore, verification of dynamic web pages are still a significant challenge. Furthermore, DSSA considers a tree scheme of digital signatures – which provides that a different message (hash value) be signed for each node (such as a web page) in a tree. If two or more nodes (such as web pages) reference the same object (such as an audio object) in a node, then the signature of that web page will be different from other web page. It assumes that every web page is independent from every other web page, even though some referenced objects are shared by more than one web page. Therefore, the performance is decreased during the verification of a web page.

Furthermore, DSSA supports a recovery component to recover the whole web page with its referenced objects, so that if any referenced object has been tampered with the DSSA recovers the whole web page and its referenced objects. Consequently, the system overhead is relatively high.

Readers should note that the notation of dynamism in this system does not apply to generation of web content.

3.5.2.3 Adaptive Intrusion-Tolerant Server System

Valdes et al. (110) propose an adaptive intrusion-tolerant server system for fully static web server content. The adaptive intrusion-tolerant server system (110) comprises redundant servers running on diverse operating systems, intrusion-tolerant proxies that position between web servers and client machines and verify the behaviour of servers and other proxies, and monitoring and alert management components based on the EMERALD (111) intrusion-detection system. However, the system adapts its configuration dynamically in response to intrusions or other faults. The adaptive intrusion-tolerant server system does not employ fault-tolerant replication protocols, but has a range of adaptive responses to isolate compromised parts of the system. This approach addresses the data integrity and data availability on a server: the system must be capable of servicing requests from correct clients even though one component of architecture is compromised.
When a client request arrives, the main proxy (leader) accepts client requests, forwards them to a number of application servers, and compares the hash values of the content returned by the application servers. If they match, the main proxy (leader) sends a response to the user, otherwise, a report is sent to a monitoring component for the correct action to be taken. The main proxy and application servers communicate over a private network that is monitored by an Intrusion Detection System (IDS). The IDS provides detection for any compromised application servers, so that compromises are likely to remain limited to a small number of application servers. An agreement policy determines which and how many application servers are involved by the main proxy for each client request. Therefore, a single client request will be served by one, two, or more web servers.

Valdes et al. (110) have identified three assumptions to design the architecture of adaptive intrusion-tolerant server system as follows:

1. The main proxy (leader) implements an agreement policy that serves correct content.

2. The leader is secure.

3. Only one critical component (such as application server and monitoring proxy) is compromised at the same time if intrusions occur.

However, because the adaptive intrusion-tolerant server system does not verify the integrity of dynamic web server content that is generated on the fly tampering remains a potential problem. Moreover, it cannot detect tampering attacks such as visual spoofing attack on static web content. It only tends to detect security vulnerabilities such as worms (e.g. code red virus). In addition, it does not support recovery if all the application servers are compromised. As stated in (110), the updates or the new modifications must be done offline.

Furthermore, the performance is too slow if more than three application servers are needed to check the integrity of web server content where this system requires redundant diverse web servers and various operating systems on diverse platforms to be able to provide a greater assurance of availability and integrity.
3.5.2.4 Application-Level Gateway Approach

Scott and Sharp (32; 112; 113) propose a gateway model which is an application-level firewall on a server for checking invalid user inputs and detecting malicious script (e.g. SQL injection attack and cross-site scripting attack). They have developed a security policy description language (SPDL) based on XML to describe a set of validation constraints and transformation rules. This language is translated into code by a policy compiler, which is sent to a security gateway on a server. The gateway analyses the request and augments it with a Message Authentication Code (MAC).

The MAC is used to protect the data integrity. For example, the MAC is used to secure session information in a cookie at the client-side. There are many ways to compute a MAC such as one-way hash algorithms (MD5, SHA-1) to create an unique fingerprint for data within the cookie. Further details regarding MACs are described in (86).

However, this approach has a number of limitations. One of these is that tampering is still a potential problem because dynamic web content that is generated on fly is not verified. Therefore, if referenced objects are tampered with the gateway cannot alert the web administrator and clients. Furthermore, the policies of validation constraints and transformation rules are enforced manually and need an engineer to write and check them by hand.

Further limitations of this approach are that it enables protection through the enforcement of strictly defined security polices but does not address tampering problems for referenced objects. In addition, it is difficult to define all the policies and rules of a legacy web application for every single data entry point, URL entry, and cookie unit because these can consist of complex structures of multiple programming languages and imported binary components with little or no documentation. Therefore, it is not practical for a web administrator or publisher to be familiar with all of the data entry points for an existing web application that contains many static and dynamic web pages. Finally, it is difficult to adopt this approach where web applications are implemented via a large number of web
technologies because the policies and transformation rules are enforced manually, and need an engineer to write and check them by hand.

3.5.3 Section Summary and Conclusion

Because of the statelessness of HTTP and the limitations of SSL, data integrity can be violated. Static and dynamic web server content can be tampered with through running malicious code behind the firewalls on the server. This code can compromise a requested page before the client receives it (4; 7; 8; 9; 11; 14). Ensuring static and dynamic web content integrity against unauthorised tampering, even when the communication channel between client and server is protected has therefore become a major challenge. The question this thesis addresses is how the integrity of server-side static and dynamic web content can be verified before the client receives the requested page and then to provide continued reliable and correct services to users, even though a tampering problem has occurred. Indeed, this chapter has reviewed the problems associated with unauthorised data manipulation of static and dynamic web content and the existing approaches, considered their strengths, weakness, and limitations.

We conclude that the above existing solutions are not sufficient to tackle our research question. For example, SSL is a cryptographic protocol to secure the data in transit against eavesdropping problems. Therefore, the ends of web-based system (such as web browser and web server) remain unprotected. The user information, source code of web pages, code of web applications, and reference objects remain unprotected against tampering problems.

We also suggest using the form validation modules. They can validate the user information from harmful characters that cause input attacks such as XSS and SQL injection. We recommend that these modules be operated on the client and server because if the client validation modules is subverted, the server validation modules can still work. Some developers suppose that if user information has been properly validated, the static web content (source code of web pages, reference objects, code of web application) will be secure. However, malicious code might
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be installed on a server either inside or outside organisation. Furthermore, as seen above, the form validation modules can be bypassed.

Network and application firewalls are necessary but they are not sufficient to protect the ends of web system. Firewalls can be used to protect against DNS spoofing attacks and penetration of ports at the network and host levels. Furthermore, firewalls do not understand the HTTP conversations between clients and servers. In this thesis, we have distinguished between the network level and application level because the security vulnerabilities of a network level is different from an application level.

Client-side encryption approach is used to protect user information. Even if the client validation modules is enhanced by an encryption approach, the static and dynamic web server content can be tampered with because moving the encryption to a client-side is vulnerable to security risks. The encryption can be exposed through applying penetration strategies such as reverse engineering techniques.

DSSA system and an adaptive intrusion-tolerant server system cannot ensure the survivability of server-side dynamic web content. However, even if the static web server content is verified, the dynamic server data can be tampered.

3.6 Conclusion

In this chapter, we have discussed data tampering and the definition of the survivability. In addition, we have reviewed the existing approaches and considered their strengths, weakness, and limitations. This thesis focuses on the integrity of data. We have shown that given the limitations of the SSL protocol, a loss of data integrity is made possible by the statelessness of HTTP. In an attempt to overcome this problem, we propose the WCVR system that can provide continued reliable and correct services to internal and external users, even though a web data manipulation problem may have occurred.

In the previous chapters, we have discussed the statistics from CERT that have
shown a large year on year increase in reported security incidents and vulnerabilities. We have also shown that traditional approaches to security - specifically network firewalls and the SSL protocol - are insufficient to deal with tampering attacks arising due to the increased logical and physical accessability to organisations.

In the next chapter, we will describe the design of the proposed WCVR system to tackle the research question. In addition, we will compare the proposed solution with the existing approaches, systems and schemes.
Chapter 4

Design of WCVR System

4.1 Introduction

This chapter presents a novel system architecture to investigate the survivability of server-side static and dynamic web content against tampering attacks. Chapters 1-3 have surveyed the critical factors and challenges that underpin this thesis. A significant challenge to identify tampering problems is a difficult analysis of dynamic web pages (32; 91). Adversaries can evade server-side web content by using malicious web content manipulation software to produce malicious web content at the run-time (14). Chapter 2 and 3 have included a summary of the HTTP request-response model and how to follow the data flow over this model, web security issues, limitations of web technologies and an overview of related work and existing integrity verification systems and approaches.

To design a software system, several architecture styles have to be combined to construct the overall architecture of the system (114). The various architecture styles or architectural approaches relies on the fact of what kind of functional or non-functional quality requirements the system should satisfy. In this study, the satisfaction level of system requirements is evaluated through estimation the technical parts of architectural approach. Our system architecture relies on a number of work assumptions that derive from the literature review in chapters 2 and 3. The proposed framework architecture consists of five components: a web
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register, a response hashing calculator, an integrity verifier, a recovery component and DBMS tables. Readers should note this thesis focuses on an integrity system and does not focus on developing or deploying a new hashing algorithm.

It should be noted that the current recommendation for newly designed applications is SHA-256 because SHA-1 may be broken (115). However, we have continued to use SHA-1, because:

- SHA1 has been tested in many applications and can be implemented using Java, C#, and C++; while the SHA-256 has not been fully tested yet (12; 74; 110).

- Although a variety of hash functions are available, only MD5 and SHA-1 are in wide use (88; 89).
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As discussed in chapters 1-3, the problem to be addressed is that the integrity of the dynamic and static web content on a server can be compromised even though the communication channel between the client and server-sides is secured. Therefore, we have developed a novel system called the Web Content Verification and Recovery (WCVR) system for investigating survivability of server-side static and dynamic web content against tampering attacks before the client receives the requested resource. The WCVR system consists of a web security framework that executes a state protocol to enforce a set of web policies.

In this research work, a conceptual model called the Client Interaction Elements (CIE) model is formulated with the aim of understanding how to dynamically produce units of web content. Another important aim is to devise a simple method for automatically and manually analysing a web site that contains a large number of elements and where each web page includes a large number of interaction elements (e.g. forms, frames, links, and HTML and non-HTML objects).

As there is always a trade-off between security and performance (110; 116), we have then developed a new hashing strategy to utilise the hashing calculations for static and dynamic web content.

An evaluation of the proposed CIE model and new hashing strategy by the experimental work are presented in chapter 6.

4.2.1 Work Assumptions

Before we describe the components of our framework architecture, we have established four work assumptions because without such restrictions, there would always be adversaries (inside or outside organisation) that are able to fool remote clients and server.
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1. The SSL protocol secures data in transit (7; 8; 9; 12); it provides digital certificates to encrypt the data in transit against malicious coding and eavesdropping attacks. Further details can be found in Section 3.4.1.

2. We assume that a data validation scheme should operate on both sides (client and server) to validate the user inputs of a request before it is processed on a web server. This means that if the client validation scheme is subverted, there is another validation scheme still running on the server before the request is processed. This is because the data resulting from user interaction on the client is inherently untrustworthy; user input may contain malicious code (such as SQL injection code) that could harm a web server or a backend database; or the client validation scheme can be violated (32). As a result, all user data that is sent as a request to a server is untrustworthy. Further details can be found in Section 3.4.3.

3. We also assume that the authentication scheme, authorisation scheme and Access Control List\(^2\) (ACL) are correctly configured across a network (20; 21).

4. DataBase Management System (DBMS) is created, maintained and operated in a secure manner for ensuring the correctness of the internal state of the DBMS. Therefore, the protection of the hash value database is assumed.

4.2.2 Overview of Web Security Framework Architecture

An illustration of WCVR system architecture is presented in Figure 4.1. This framework consists of a number of components (117):

- DBMS tables: the DBMS contains two tables; offline-transaction table for mapping the hash values of static web contents to their specific repositories

\(^2\)A list of all user accounts and groups that have been granted access for the file or directory on an NTFS partition or volume, as well as the type of access they have been granted. When a user attempts to gain access to a web resource, the ACL must contain an entry, called an access control entry (ACE), for the user account or group to which the user belongs. Further details can be found in http://www.iexbeta.com/wiki/index.php/Tech_Dictionary.
of web servers and online-transaction table for mapping the hash value of current dynamic web content to its server scripting web page. As well as the DBMS online-transaction table, any dynamic web content has be sent to a client, DBMS deletes the record of this web content because it contains only the current online transaction that is process.

The DBMS can maintain details about web contents in the background by rendering a specified relation as an online-transaction table, and offline-transaction table. In the DBMS offline-transaction table, an important property of all static web contents are stored is that it is append-only; modifications only add information with no information deleted. Hence, if old information is changed in any way then tampering has occurred.

The property of online-transaction table is append-edited; modifications add information and delete information.

The WCVR system supports DBMS tables to store and maintain every
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detail about web content. Current approaches such as the client-side encryption approach (9) and application-level gateway approach (74) add the original hash value between the tags (such as Meta tag) of a HTML or XML response, and as a result, the malicious web content manipulation software could intercept and analyse the output response to obtain the original hash value so it is easy to evade the web system by tampering the original hash value of web content.

• Web register component: manages the hashing calculations for all static web content that have been developed for use in the secure environment. In this stage, the hashing calculations are done offline. If any static web content undergoes any add-on (new code that is added to the original web content (93)), it is released. The updated web content must be regenerated by producing a new hash value. In addition, a web register sends the list of hashing values to DBMS offline-transaction table for storing and maintaining.

It also monitors all resources of the web site and web application in their secure repositories for any authorised change that occurs. A repository constructs a list from static web content that have been developed for use.

• Integrity verifier (manager): mediates between the server and client machines by managing the HTTP requests and responses via a state protocol, which enforces a set of web policies that apply to the elements of the web system and to communicate between the other components of the WCVR system. The web policy specifies the next action or decision to be taken and when the policy should be enforced. In this thesis, we have defined four web polices, including request availability policy (policy 1), integrity failure policy (policy 2), integrity passing policy (policy 3) and recovery policy (policy 4).

When DBMS sends the hash value (checksum) of a request or response to the verification process, the verification process checks to see if the web content has been modified since it was used. The cryptographically original checksum is obtainable through the DBMS. The checksum of the requested
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content is calculated and compared with the one retrieved from the DBMS table. Any tampering causes the content integrity check to fail. If there is a mismatch between the calculated checksum and the original checksum, the content integrity check will fail. Based on whether the test passes or fails, the integrity verifier component executes the state protocol to enforce the policy that makes the decision about the next step in the process. If the integrity check passes, the web content is sent to the running process straight away. If it fails, it is sent to the recovery component.

- Response hashing calculator: aims to do hashing calculations and backup for the generated dynamic web content before response sends it back to the manager.

- Recovery component: recovers the tampered web content if the action of the enforced web policy from the integrity verifier is satisfied. In other words, if the integrity verification process fails, it is sent to the recovery component, which tries to extract the original web content that is known to be safe. Once it is determined that the web content has been modified in an unauthorised manner, the system will try to recover the original web content through restoring it from the secure backup, put it in a new assembly and discard the tampered web content. When the new assembly is generated, the recovered assembly is sent to its direction and execution continues as normal.

Figure 4.1 illustrates how the proposed framework is separate from a web server. Note that the components of the framework do not need to run on a dedicated machine, they can be run as separate processes on the server.

It is suggested that the WCVR offers integrity of data, and a higher level of trustworthiness to organisations and the users. The proposed framework should be capable of verifying web pages and referenced objects in the designated directories of the web server and dynamic web content against tampering. To investigate survivability of web content, the WCVR system is able to detect web content against tampering and recover the original copy of the compromised object. Furthermore, at the monitoring stage, if a web system has been tampered
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with, it provides alerts to the web server administrator. The WCVR system has a number of advantages over other approaches:

1. It does not require modifications to existing web application architectures.
2. It does not require any additional changes on the client and server.
3. It is compatible with all major web browsers.
4. It does not rely on a database of known tampering attacks.

It should be noted that we compute a SHA-1 hash with a changeable private key over the complete contents of the web resources. The resulting 160 bit hash value identifies the resource's contents. Different resource types, versions and extensions can be distinguished by their unique checksums.

Further, an essential part of our architecture is the ability of web administrator to ensure that the hashing list in a secure DBMS tables is:

- fresh and complete, i.e., includes all hash values up to the point in time when web contents are updated or modified legitimately.
- unchanged, i.e., the original hash values (original checksums) represent the original static and dynamic web content and have not been tampered with in a secure DBMS tables. Note that the operating system's we policy indicates that the access to this hash list is only permissible to web administrator or master of web server (refer to assumptions 3 and 4 in Section 4.2.1).

4.2.3 New Model of Interaction Elements

We have formulated a new model to deal with every interaction element (both HTML and non-HTML objects) in a web page called Client Interaction Elements (CIE) model. A CIE model extends Offutt et al.’s (4) HTML Input Units (IU) model which is only used to HTML input units to create tests on the client for web applications that violate checks on user inputs.
A CIE model is formulated to provide the automatic extraction of parameters (e.g. HTTP transfer mode, user, data, type of interaction element, and server page) of the client interaction element. The automatic extraction method provides a simple method for automatically analysing a web site that contains a large number of elements and where each web page includes a large number of interaction elements (e.g. forms, frames, links, and HTML and non-HTML objects).

Offutt et al.'s (4) also propose Input Validation Testing (IVT) that checks user inputs to ensure that they conform to the requirements of web applications. A common scheme in web applications is to perform input validation on the client-side with scripting languages such as JavaScript. Bypassing input validation modules on the client-side can cause faults in a web browser and can also break the security on web applications, leading to unauthorised access to data, system failures, invalid purchases and entry of malicious data. Therefore, the data integrity can be violated.

Note that, our Client Interaction Elements (CIE) model is used for server purposes whereas the HTML Input Units model is used for client purposes.

Ricca and Tonella (105) propose an analysis model and corresponding testing strategies for fully static web page analysis. Our proposed model can be used for static and dynamic web pages analysis. This is because the recent developments in web technologies and web applications are currently are being built on dynamic content, and therefore our model is proposed to deal with these static and dynamic web pages.

As discussed previously, web applications contain static web files and programs that dynamically generate HTML or XHTML pages (4; 7; 14). Each web page, whether a static web file or dynamically generated, may have either no interaction elements, one interaction element or more than one interaction elements that make users interact with a web server via a web browser. An interaction element $I$ is characterized by five parameters: $I \cong (IT, SP, D, T, U)$. $IT$ is the type of interaction element that can be used for interacting with a web server. The data inputs $D$ are sent to a server page $SP$ for processing user requests.
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$D$ (user input) is a set of ordered parameter-value pairs $(p_i, v_i)$, where $p_i$ is a parameter name, and $v_i$ is the value of a data item (e.g. text box, selection list, etc.) that can be assigned to $p_i$. $T$ is the HTTP transfer mode (viz. GET, POST, DELETE, PUT and HEAD). Each HTTP transfer mode $T$ has a different method to transfer data to $SP$ (44). $U$ is a user who interacts via a web browser to conduct HTTP conversations. A user $U$ can legitimately access web content on designated directories of a web server through secure authentication and authorization schemes.

Figure 4.2 shows the interaction model of a generic web page structure. In this Figure, a web page is the main entity that contains different types of interaction elements $I$. The web page can be dynamic or static. A dynamic web page generates different web contents depending on the information provided by the user.

![Diagram of web page structure](image)

Figure 4.2: Interaction model of a web page

The basic interaction element is a form, which is specified in the HTML `<Form>` tag. This tag includes two attributes: the action attribute specifies the $SP$ of a form element, while the transfer mode $T$ is specified within the method attribute of the `<Form>` tag. Another type of interaction element is a link, which is represented using the `<A>` tag. $SP$ is specified in the HREF attribute within the `<A>` tag, while the transfer mode $T$ of a link is GET because a link only has one
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value. Therefore, GET is specified by default (4; 7). Definition (4.1) is used to simplify the analysis of a web page through extracting the parameter values (the user input data \((IT, SP, D, T, U)\)) of the interaction elements in the target web page by the integrity verifier component of the proposed framework (see Figure 4.1) before processing a request.

\[ (4.1) \quad I \cong (IT, SP, D, T, U), D \cong \{ (p_j, v_j) \mid j = 0, \ldots, n \} \]

We donate a zero entry with \((p_0, v_0)\) where \(p_0 = v_0 = 0\). A generation of web content units involve interaction elements of the three basic parameters: \(IT\), \(SP\), and \(T\). Therefore, we are interested to extract the values of \(IT\), \(SP\), and \(T\) because we focus on the integrity of the data and not on whether the user \(U\) is authorised or not (see assumption 2 in Section 4.2.1), and sent data \(D\) is validated or not (see assumption 2 in Section 4.2.1).

The injection attacks such as SQL and scripting attacks are not example of data tampering attacks. Injection attacks are a specific type of input validation problem so that data validation can be used to enhance resistance to injection attacks (84; 106). Therefore, we are not focused on user input \(D\) is validated or not.

Therefore, Definition (4.1) is used to extract the parameter values of the interaction elements for every requested element (see Function \(\text{extractRequestedResource}\) in Figure 4.10) before processing a request. Figure 4.3 illustrates an example of the HTML \(<\text{Form}>\) tag that contains a number of data items. It is assumed that user (UserX) types “schools in UK” in the input box of the search engine.

In accordance with Definition (4.1), we obtain from Figure 4.3 the interaction element \(I \cong (\text{Form, search.asp, D, POST, UserX})\) where for example \(D \cong \{ (\text{search.value, "schools in UK")} \}. The integrity verifier component extracts only the following values to take the next action: (Form, search.asp.POST).
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![HTML form input element]

Figure 4.3: HTML form input element

4.2.4 New Hashing Strategy

We have developed a new hashing strategy to describe hashing calculations for the referenced objects that are shared among the web pages of the target web site or the web application. This strategy applies for all web referenced objects that have been developed before use over the secure HTTP request-response model. This new hashing strategy to improve the hashing performance and minimise overhead times of the proposed WCVR system.

We have set a number of assumptions and specifications to develop our new hashing strategy. We have started with three assumptions (118):

1. (A1) a web site is a collection of web pages that generate units of web content.

2. (A2) a web page is a tree of referenced objects and each web page, whether static or dynamically generated, can have zero or more referenced objects in addition to the code of the web page itself.

3. (A3) a referenced object is any object that has a link within the web page such as image, audio, video and other objects.

Moreover, this strategy has four specifications (118):

1. (S1) a web site includes a finite set of referenced objects.

2. (S2) external Cascading Style Sheet (CSS) objects and external codes are treated as referenced objects.
3. **(S3)** links to web pages and referenced objects for different host servers are not specified in the range of referenced objects.

4. **(S4)** it is possible to have one or more referenced object shared among the web pages of the target web site or the web application.

Let $WS$ denote a target web site, $WP_i, i = 1, 2, \ldots, n$ be a web page, $O$ be a referenced object and $C$ denote the source code of a $WP, \forall C \in WP_i$, where $n$ is the number of web pages, and $m$ is the number of referenced objects in $WS$.

From assumptions A1, A2 and specification S1 we obtain:

\[(4.2) \quad WS \cong \{WP_i \mid i = 1, \ldots, n\}\]

From (A3) we obtain

\[O \cong \{O_j \mid j = 1, \ldots, m\}\]

From (A2, A2, S1–S4) we obtain:

\[(4.3) \quad WP_{ji} \cong \{(O_j, C_i) \mid j = 1, \ldots, m, i = 1, \ldots, n\}\]

Substituting (4.3) into (4.2), where $WP_{ji} \cong \{(O_j, C_i)\}$ denotes a web content related to $O_j$ and $C_i$

\[(4.4) \quad WS \cong \{WP_{ji} \mid j = 1, \ldots, m, i = 1, \ldots, n\}\]

\[\cong \{(O_j, C_i) \mid j = 1, \ldots, m, i = 1, \ldots, n\}\]

To analyse this strategy, an example is presented in Figure 4.4. $WS$ which is a web site that contains three web page: $WS \cong \{WP_1, WP_2, WP_3\}$ and seven referenced objects $O \cong \{O_j \mid j = 1, \ldots, 7\}$. 
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From (4.3) we get:

\[ WP_1 \cong \{(O_j, C_1) \mid j = 1, 2, 3\} \]
\[ WP_2 \cong \{(O_j, C_2) \mid j = 1, 4, 5\} \]
\[ WP_3 \cong \{(O_j, C_3) \mid j = 1, 6, 7\} \]

And from (4.4) we get:

\[ WS \cong \{WP_{ji} \mid j = 1, \ldots, 7, i = 1, \ldots, 3\} \]

So, from **Specification 4** we get:

\[ Z = WP_1 \cap WP_2 \cap WP_3 = \{O_1\} \]

Where \( Z \) is the interaction of referenced objects.

As seen in Figure 4.4, the hash value of \( O_1 \) is the same in all shared web pages at the registry level (hashing measurement)

\[ \text{Hash}(O_1 \in WP_1) = \text{Hash}(O_1 \in WP_2) = \text{Hash}(O_1 \in WP_3) \]

Merkle (119) proposed a tree scheme of digital signatures. This scheme provides a different message to be signed for each node in a tree. If two or more trees reference the same object in a node then the signature of that node will be different in each tree. Therefore, our strategy is different from Merkle’s in that shared referenced objects have the same signature even though they belong to different web pages. This could achieve fair balance between performance (minimising the number of calculated signatures of each referenced object in the repositories of web servers) and security. Theoretically, our new hashing strategy helps to increase the hashing performance compared with the Merkle scheme which involves the computation of the hash value for every web content attributed to a web page even though it is the same web content but it is attributed to a different web page. We have conducted a set of experimental studies to test our system which are
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discussed in Chapter 6. We have found out that the new hashing strategy can utilise the performance of WCVR system.

The tables of DBMS offline-transaction table only includes one hash value for $O_1$. In contrast, the existing approaches calculate unique hash value for every referenced object-related to a web page in the target web site or web application. This means the hash value of $O_1$ which belongs to $WP_1$ is not equal to the hash value of $O_1$ which belongs to $WP_2$. Similarly, this applies for each shared referenced object. Therefore, the proposed hashing strategy increases the hashing performance.

Figure 4.4: Example of a web site with 3 web pages and 7 referenced objects

Those approaches, because of their redundancy (recalculating the hash value of each referenced object even though it is shared) are more expensive and less effective in terms of the signing (hashing calculations) process than our proposed approach (93). Therefore, unlike traditional code-signing techniques, our approach allows integration a web page with other pages.

4.2.5 Functional Overview

We propose the functionality steps of the suggested solution. Before the web contents is published, the following steps are performed:

1. DBMS creates two tables to store additional details about the server-side static and dynamic web contents as a secure history. Table one is an offline-
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transaction table for mapping the hash values of static web contents to their specific repositories of web servers and an online-transaction table for mapping the hash value of dynamic web content to its name of dynamic web page. Note that we have assumed that the DBMS transaction tables remain a secure.

2. A publisher or web administrator retains the original backup of all web content that have been developed for use in a secure manner for recovery purposes. Note that this type of backup is conducted offline only for all static web content, whereas we cannot make a backup for dynamic web content because we cannot predict the generated dynamic web content that relies on the user interaction. Therefore, online backup is managed by the response hashing calculator component.

3. The web register component manages the hashing calculations for all static web contents that have been developed in the repositories of target web servers for use in the secure environment. In addition, the web register sends the list of hashing values to the DBMS offline-transaction table for storing.

When a client request arrives, the following steps are performed:

1. The integrity verifier (manager) component intercepts the HTTP request (such as web page, audio, video, images, and others), checks it, analyses it, extracts the hash value of the original copy of the static web content from DBMS offline-transaction table, re-calculates the hash value of the web content, and compares the two hash values for integrity verification process. If they match, then the integrity of the requested web content is valid; otherwise, the the requested web content has been tampered with. The integrity verifier (manager) forwards the request to a web server if the enforced web policy is satisfied. If it is not satisfied, the integrity verifier sends the request to the recovery component to identify the tampering problem and reports this attack to web administrator.
2. Once a web server application has processed the request, the response hashing calculator component calculates the hash value of output response and makes a backup for the output response. The hash value of the response (dynamic web content) is appended to DBMS online-transaction table.

3. The response is intercepted by the integrity verifier component. The manager analyses the response, extracts its original hash value (this value is appended to the secured online-transaction table), re-calculates it and compares the two hash values for integrity verification process. If they match, then the integrity of the response is valid; otherwise, the response has been tampered with. Therefore, if it is not valid, the manager sends the response to the recovery component to identify the tampering problem and reports this to the web administrator.

4. The integrity verifier component forwards the correct response to the target client.

4.2.6 Security Framework Components

4.2.6.1 Web Register Component

Web register component manages the hashing measurements (calculations) for all static web contents that have been developed in the repositories of target web servers for use in the secure web environment. In addition, the web register sends the list of hashing values (checksums) to DBMS offline-transaction table for storing and maintaining. Note that modifications to the DBMS offline-transaction table are not permissible as that would enable an adversary to hide integrity-relevant actions.

If any static web content undergoes any add-ons (new modifications that are added to the original web content (93)), it is released. The updated web content must be regenerated by producing a new hash value. In addition, web register sends the list of hashing values to DBMS offline-transaction table for storing. Therefore, the web register component monitors all static web contents for any
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authorised change that occurs. This requires a new measurement for every web content that is legally updated. The hashing calculation process in a web register component can take place where one of three conditions is satisfied:

1. when a new static web content is developed for use.

2. when a used element is legally changed.

3. when the digital certificate of a used element has expired.

On each modification, the DBMS obtains a checksum and computes a cryptographically strong one-way hash SHA-1 function of the (new) data of a web resource. However, some web developers may not take into account the digital certificate expiration of (used) published elements because they rely on web browsers and operating system settings. Therefore, an adversary can replace an original element with an expired original element to evade the web content of a web server or client machine (7; 12). To counteract this risk, we compute the checksum using SHA-1 hashing function in concatenation with private key, transaction id, issue date, expiration time and IP address, as shown in Figure 4.6.

To utilise the performance of a web register component, this component uses a new hashing strategy to describe how to do hashing calculations for the referenced objects that shared among the web pages of the target web site or the web application. This strategy applies for all web referenced objects that have been developed before use over the secure HTTP request-response model. For example, it is important to register a page code when there is any change, either in the viewed content, the structure of the web page or both. This is because this change causes a change in the presentation of the web page.

As regards the Notations 4.2-4.4, the process of this registration technique applies to the referenced objects and code of requested pages. Therefore, we have developed an algorithm (see Figure 4.5) that describes the functions and steps required to register a web content. The proposed algorithm can be applied
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to all referenced objects and any page code regardless of the type of client or server-scripting language, and size of page code.

The algorithm in Figure 4.5 consists of steps and functions to perform hashing calculations and storage in the DBMS offline-transaction table. As shown in lines 1-7, we present the inputs of this algorithm:

1. element set \( E_i \): each element is a web content and the element set contains three description items including identification number (\( ID \)), hash value of element (\( elementHashValue \)) and element path on the repositories of a web server (\( elementName \)).

2. secret key \( SK \): where secret key is used to sign the registered web content element. The secret key can be distributed from secure certificate authority or it results from some mathematical equation that is conducted on the web content element. In this thesis, the secret key relies on the web content element and on other factors such as the time factor, which specifies the expiry of a secret key to identify tampering attacks.
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1. **algorithm** registeredElement($E_i \in WS, SK \in CharSet$) **return**
   elementRecordset
2. $E : ElementsSet /* E = \{E_i | 0 \leq i \leq n\}, E_i = (ID, elementHashValue, elementName)*/$
3. $ID : LongIntegerSet /* Identification number*/$
4. $elementContentBuffer : CharSet /* element content */$
5. $elementHashValue : CharSet /* Element Hash Value*/$
6. $elementName : CharSet /*Path of Element on a web server*/$
7. $E \leftarrow \emptyset$
8. foreach $E_i \in WS$ do
9.   $elementContentBuffer \leftarrow extractElementContent(E_i)$
10. /* extractElementContent(elementName) extracts the content of $E_i$*/
11. if (not Register(elementName) or Changed(elementName)) then
12.   $elementHashValue \leftarrow Sign(elementContentBuffer, elementName)$
13.   $Path \leftarrow extractPath(E_i)$
14.   $backupCopy(elementContentBuffer, elementName, Path)$
15.   $E_i \leftarrow E_i \cup (ID, elementHashValue, elementName)$
16. end if
17. end for
18. $DB \in DatabaseSet$
19. /*To store the code details in DBMS offline-transaction table*/
20. $DB \leftarrow connectDatabase()$
21. $elementRecordset \leftarrow \emptyset$
22. foreach $E_i \in WS$ do
23.   $elementRecordset \leftarrow elementRecordset \cup Put(E_i)$
24. end for
25. Output(elementRecordset)
26. end algorithm

Figure 4.5: Algorithm of registration static phase for web contents
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We have also developed two basic functions that are invoked for the registration algorithm (see Lines 8-16):

1. `extractElementContent(elementName)` function to extract streaming content element in web site $WS$ set. Figure 4.7 includes an algorithm which describes how to extract content element.

2. `Sign(elementContentBuffer, elementName)` function to calculate the hash value and extract digitally unique fingerprint for this element, as illustrated in Figure 4.8. In this thesis, a Message Authentication Code (MAC) has been used in our secure web environment to ensure the data integrity. MAC is used to compute the checksum of a web content in the repositories of web server. We compute a MAC using one-way hash functions (SHA-1) and a changeable secret key $SK$ to create a special fingerprint for web content. The function in Figure 4.6 shows how to compute the MAC value using SHA-1 hash function.

```
MAC= SHA-1 ("secret key" +SHA-1 ("Transaction ID" + "issue date" + 
"expiration time" + "IP address" + "secret key")).
(Combined all transaction fields to private key and then hashed).
```

Figure 4.6: Production of MAC value

In line 14, the backup process has been established by `backupCopy`. This function makes a backup of the data files to a directory, disk or computer across the network. Web register component then monitors the source files and keeps the backup updated with new or changed files. It runs in the background with no user interaction.

Finally, as shown in lines 16-24 in Figure 4.5, the results are stored in DBMS offline-transaction table using `Put(E_i)` function. Table 4.1 shows a sample of expected results for the registered element in `elementRecordset`. The schema of this `elementRecordset` contains four elements: $ID*$ ($ID$ is the primary key of this schema), `elementHashValue`, and `elementName`.
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1: Input\( (\text{elementName} \in \text{CharacterSet}) \)
2: \textbf{function} extractElementContent\( (\text{Input}) \textbf{ return} \text{contentBuffer} \)
3: \text{contentBuffer} \in \text{CharacterSet}
4: \text{binaryBuffer} \in \text{CharacterSet}
5: \text{connectFileInputStream}
6: \textbf{foreach} \text{binaryBuffer} \in E_i \textbf{ do}
7: \hspace{1em} \text{contentBuffer} \leftarrow \text{contentBuffer} \cup \text{readBinary} (\text{binaryBuffer})
8: \hspace{1em} /*\text{readBinary} (\text{binaryBuffer}): \text{is a function to read the content of element}
\hspace{1em} \text{in binary format} */
9: \textbf{end for}
10: \text{Output} (\text{contentBuffer})
11: \textbf{end function}

Figure 4.7: Extracting of content element for hashing calculation

1: Input\( (\text{elementContentBuffer} \in \text{CharacterSet}, \text{key} \in \text{CharacterSet} ) \)
2: \textbf{function} Sign\( (\text{Input}) \textbf{ return} \text{hashValue} \)
3: \text{hashValue} \in \text{CharacterSet}
4: \text{hashValue} \leftarrow \text{MAC}(\text{SHA-1}, \text{Key}, \text{elementContentBuffer})
5: \hspace{1em} // \text{MAC is Message Authentication Code function which use hash function}
\hspace{1em} \text{(SHA-1)}
6: \hspace{1em} // \text{To produce an unique hash value}
7: \hspace{1em} \text{Output} (\text{hashValue})
8: \textbf{end function}

Figure 4.8: Producing hash value using SHA-1 hash function and private key (MAC technology)
### Table 4.1: Expected results in the DBMS offline-transaction table.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>elementHashValue</th>
<th>elementName</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>331</td>
<td>0FD3CF858FEA3F594F4283DFCBCC22DBB6E9526E</td>
<td>F:\ShoppingCart\defaultroot\apply_hash.js</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>332</td>
<td>26519C866BEBEE9A195A2B41A71236DD915B05D4A</td>
<td>F:\ShoppingCart\defaultroot\arrow_rm.cur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>333</td>
<td>DE78CF92345444F06ED056A2FFA20665342937E</td>
<td>F:\ShoppingCart\defaultroot\Cart.jsp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>334</td>
<td>C5AB00CBD0515C319D0250B3AA202AE822E9C2D</td>
<td>F:\ShoppingCart\defaultroot\cookie.js</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>335</td>
<td>BAE5BC53317BD4A6E684F6038CE07E63EC8A1659</td>
<td>F:\ShoppingCart\defaultroot\CookieformBean.class</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>336</td>
<td>1479BBAA3E9A97F2C0544F8DBA34B5AD6446920DD</td>
<td>F:\ShoppingCart\defaultroot\Copy of stuff.js</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>337</td>
<td>6720D40EC32AA46B7A24F022AC9A77AF54024D</td>
<td>F:\ShoppingCart\defaultroot\Copy of ThankYou.jsp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>338</td>
<td>8820289818C0ABEC9A8A5437BEE467008EF77F0E</td>
<td>F:\ShoppingCart\defaultroot\pdbform.inc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>339</td>
<td>8751D4DAFB930E807FF93769CB827CE536953AD</td>
<td>F:\ShoppingCart\defaultroot\frm_lineivr.png</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>340</td>
<td>179B84928A780D2A6C38F3F1DBBA6EE28181CB5</td>
<td>F:\ShoppingCart\defaultroot\images\books.gif</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>341</td>
<td>EC3F5863BC42DF7066B94B8CC910BC9A5997</td>
<td>F:\ShoppingCart\defaultroot\images\dollar.gif</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>342</td>
<td>607FC2A1B0F2806E0A1A9E11812376AF2A1CF954</td>
<td>F:\ShoppingCart\defaultroot\images\greenpaper.gif</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>343</td>
<td>658336D6E4A3191E5257D48825654CG0493A8F4</td>
<td>F:\ShoppingCart\defaultroot\images\arrow.gif</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>344</td>
<td>BBDB863C9202184F1D04D6317DA451C1A5A7401A2E</td>
<td>F:\ShoppingCart\defaultroot\images\arrow.gif</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>345</td>
<td>D51D5D5E8812962625CD353DF4FC858471A775</td>
<td>F:\ShoppingCart\defaultroot\Images\Thumbs.db</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>346</td>
<td>A389151D2DF6DFE1A764BB4C4ECB887296DABB5A</td>
<td>F:\ShoppingCart\defaultroot\Purchase.jsp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>347</td>
<td>BBE71E3635BF60333604F72F316E44A76A948C</td>
<td>F:\ShoppingCart\defaultroot\mic.exe</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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4.2.6.2 Integrity Verifier Component

The integrity verification aims to detect the alterations in the verification data, which should be significantly much smaller than the multimedia data, can be stored in secure DBMS tables.

The integrity verifier component (manager) is positioned between the client machines and the target web server. This component manages the HTTP requests and responses via a state protocol that enforces a number of web policies that apply to the elements of the web-based system. The web policy specifies the next action or decision to be taken whether the request or response is valid or not and when the policy should be enforced. This component executes a state protocol to dynamically generate a collection of enforced web policies.

The integrity verifier component launches an online state protocol to enforce a set of web polices, as shown in Figure 4.9. The web policy specifies the next action or decision to be taken whether the request or response is valid or not and when the policy should be enforced. In this thesis, we have four web polices as follows:

- request availability policy (policy 1): is used when the requested resource is available at the repositories of target web server(s).
- integrity failure policy (policy 2): is used when a tampering attack is detected during integrity verification process.
- integrity passing policy (policy 3): is used when the web content has not been tampered with.
- recovery policy (policy 4): is used when the tampered web content has been recovered.

Note that the outputs of web servers, as well as requests are examined in our integrity verification process, as shown in Figure 4.9.

As an integrity check, this state protocol is similar to adaptive intrusion-tolerant server systems (110). Figure 4.9 shows the finite automata of the state
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protocol that contains a number of steps to generate the enforced web policies. The manager comprises the following stages when enforcing the correct web policy.

Figure 4.9: The finite automata of state protocol

We have proposed two levels of integrity verification:

1. The integrity verification at the request level for verifying a static web content.

2. The integrity verification at the request level for verifying a dynamic web content.

The integrity verification at the request level has two phases where each phase has a number of tasks.

1. The integrity verifier (manager) component intercepts the HTTP request. Function `extractRequestedResource()` in Figure 4.10 illustrates how to extract the requested resource $SP$, based on the derived Definition (4.1). For
example, in a web form, we extract the path of a requested resource from the Action attribute.

2. At this point, the state protocol enforces the request availability policy which is used when the requested resource is available at the repositories resources. Figure 4.12 illustrates how to check whether or not the requested resource SP is available at the repositories of web servers. If this policy is satisfied, the integrity verifier passes to integrity verification process. Otherwise, the integrity verifier sends back a message to target user that this requested resource does not exist.

3. The next web policy is the integrity failure policy (policy 2) which is used when a tampering attack is detected during the integrity verification process. The verification process contains the following steps:

(a) re-calculating the hash value of a requested resource SP. The following algorithm in Figure 4.7 shows how to extract the content of SP and then sign computationally the content of SP to retrieve an unique checksum, as shown in Sign function in Figure 4.8.

(b) extracting the hash value of the original copy of the static web content from DBMS offline-transaction table.

The function extractRegisteredHashValue in Figure 4.11 illustrates how to extract a checksum of registered content element from DBMS offline-transaction table. Line 12 outputs originalHashValue, which specifies a a checksum of registered element.

(c) comparing the two hash values for integrity verification process. If they match (policy 3 is satisfied) then the integrity of the requested web content is valid and the integrity verifier then forwards the request to a web server. Otherwise, the requested web content has been tampered with (policy 2 is satisfied) and the integrity verifier then sends the request to the recovery component to identify the tampering problem and reports this attack to a web administrator. The function shown in Figure 4.13 illustrates a comparison of two elements to produce the correct policy.
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1: Input($I_j \in I$)/*I is the interaction element*/
2: function extractRequestedResource(Input) return requestedPath
3:  requestedPath $\in$ CharSet
4:  $I_j \leftarrow (IT, SP, D, T, U)$
5:  requestedPath $\leftarrow I_j(SP)$
6:  Output(requestedPath)
7:  end function

Figure 4.10: Extraction of $SP$ path

1: Input(requestedElement $\in$ CharSet)
2: function extractRegisteredHashValue(Input) return originalHashValue
3:  originalHashValue $\in$ CharSet
4:  originalHashValue $\leftarrow \emptyset$
5:  $DB$ $\leftarrow$ connectDatabase
6:  foreach record $\in$ Recordset do
7:     if (requestedElement $\in$ recordset) then
8:         originalHashValue $\leftarrow$ record(elementHashValue)
9:     end if
10:  end for
11:  Output(originalHashValue)
12:  end function

Figure 4.11: Extraction of original hash value
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1: Input(requestedPath ∈ CharSet)
2: function extractRequestAvailabilityPolicy(Input) return requestAvailabilityPolicy
3: requestAvailabilityPolicy ∈ CharSet
4: foreach WPi ∈ WS do
5: if (requestedPath ∈ WPi) then
6: requestAvailabilityPolicy ← “Valid”
7: Exit Loop
8: else
9: requestAvailabilityPolicy ← “Invalid”
10: end if
11: end for
12: Output(requestAvailabilityPolicy)
13: end function

Figure 4.12: Enforcing request availability policy

1: Input(requestedHV ∈ CharSet, originalHV ∈ CharSet)
2: function matchHV(Input) return integrityRequest
3: integrityRequest ∈ CharSet
4: if (requestedHV = originalHV) then
5: integrityRequest ← integrityPassingPolicy
6: else
7: integrityRequest ← integrityFailurePolicy
8: end if
9: Output(integrityRequest)
10: end function

Figure 4.13: This function compares between the original checksum and the recalculated checksum for integrity verification of static web content
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To minimize the performance overhead for hashing calculations at the request level, we eliminate future measurement computations as long as the web content has not been altered. The process of our integrity verification (including the hashing calculations) is based on the principle of HTTP request-response model which declares the statelessness of HTTP (each client request results in a new connection between a web browser and a web server). In other words, our integrity verification takes into account how the HTTP requests are processed where each explicit or implicit request is served separately. To analyse this, Figure 4.14 takes for example which is presented in Figure 4.4. This Figure illustrates how the hashing calculation in our system works.

We use the RFC of HTTP protocol (44). Therefore, there is no waiting to calculate the hash values for referenced objects of requested page. Each implicit or explicit request has been verified separately and then it sends to a web browser without waiting other objects of the target web page. As a result the performance overhead of integrity verification process is minimised. In contrast, existing systems such as DSSA identifies waiting to calculate the final hash value for the requested web page and all their referenced objects for integrity verification purposes.
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Figure 4.14: The process of the hashing calculation in our WCVR system
4.2.6.3 Response Hashing Calculator

A response hashing calculator is an extension to the web server application. When the web server application processes a request, response hashing calculator is invoked. Once the response hashing calculator is invoked, it makes a backup for each output response if a web resource is a server-side dynamic page. In addition this component calculates the hash value of an output response before sending it back to the manager. The hash value of the response (dynamic web content) is appended to DBMS online-transaction table.

If policy 4 is satisfied, a response is sent back to the client. The following algorithm in figure 4.15 shows how to extract the content element of a responded web page. This algorithm takes place after processing a request on a web server.

In line 15, the backup process has been established by \textit{onlineBackupCopy}. This function offers an online backup of HTTP generated responses to a directory, disk or computer across the network. The backup function helps to protect data by restoring files on the designated directories of the web server. In this way, if the server-side web content crashes or is infected by a malicious application that results in loss of data, access to data on the backup disks is still possible.

Table 4.2 shows a sample of expected results for the registered response in a \textit{responseRecordset}. The schema of this \textit{responseRecordset} contains four elements: \textit{ID} (\textit{ID} is the primary key of this schema), \textit{responseName}, and \textit{responseHashValue}.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>responseName</th>
<th>responseHashValue</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>466</td>
<td>/StartHere.jsp</td>
<td>A337E22716E5F33D503192A07743E4B4B4189CCEFE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>467</td>
<td>/Store.jsp</td>
<td>5895EEB9373FE84313634F3E78214505E9C94B4C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>468</td>
<td>/Cart.jsp?num=2&amp;count=6</td>
<td>1920D4534FE025E62487757A96054E339A364775</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>469</td>
<td>/Purchase.jsp</td>
<td>7A6F34DD52A4B8C210996DA1147104445F3407CC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>470</td>
<td>/Cart.jsp?num=4&amp;count=6</td>
<td>1920D4554FE025E62487757AB6054E339A435677</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>471</td>
<td>/ThankYou.jsp</td>
<td>4487CA7216AF5021E195C75B48943DB42959B527</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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1: \textbf{algorithm} registeredResponse\(\text{(response} \in \text{CharacterSet, } SK \in \text{CharacterSet)} \text{ return responseRecordset}
2: \quad R : \text{ResponseSet} /* R = \{R_i \mid 0 \leq i \leq n\}, R_i = \{ID, responseHashValue, responseName\} */
3: \quad ID : \text{LongIntegerSet} /* Identification number */
4: \quad responseContentBuffer : CharacterSet /* response content */
5: \quad responseHashValue : CharacterSet /* Response Hash Value */
6: \quad responseName : CharacterSet /* Response Name */
7: \quad R \leftarrow \emptyset
8: \quad \text{foreach } R_i \in WS \text{ do}
9: \quad \quad \text{responseContentBuffer} \leftarrow \text{extractElementContent}(R_i)
10: \quad \quad \text{Check type of responseContentBuffer}
11: \quad \quad /* \text{extractElementContent(responseName)} extracts the content of } R_i */
12: \quad \quad responseHashValue \leftarrow \text{Sign(responseContentBuffer, responseName)}
13: \quad \quad responseName \leftarrow \text{extractResponseName}(R_i)
14: \quad \quad R_i \leftarrow R_i \cup \{ID, responseHashValue, responseName\}
15: \quad \quad onlineBackupCopy(responseContentBuffer, responseName)
16: \quad \text{end for}
17: \quad DB \in \text{DatabaseSet}
18: /* To store the response details in DBMS online-transaction table */
19: \quad DB \leftarrow \text{connectDatabase()}
20: \quad responseRecordset \leftarrow \emptyset
21: \quad \text{foreach } R_i \in WS \text{ do}
22: \quad \quad responseRecordset \leftarrow responseRecordset \cup \text{Put}(R_i)
23: \quad \text{end for}
24: \quad Output(responseRecordset)
25: \text{end algorithm}

Figure 4.15: Algorithm of response registration
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4.2.6.4 Integrity Verifier Component at the Response Level

The response is intercepted by the integrity verifier component. The manager analyses the response, extracts its original hash value \textit{originalHV} (this value is appended to the secured online-transaction table), re-calculates its \textit{responseHV}, and compares the two hash values in the integrity verification process (see Figure 4.16). If they match, then the integrity of the response is satisfied; otherwise, the response has been tampered with. Therefore, if policy 2 is satisfied, the manager sends the response to the recovery component to identify the tampering problem and reports this to the web administrator.

The integrity verifier component forwards the correct response to the target client if the policy 3 is satisfied.

1: Input(\textit{responseHV} \in \textit{CharacterSet}, \textit{originalHV} \in \textit{CharacterSet})
2: \textbf{function} matchResponseHV(Input) \textbf{return} integrityResponse
3: \hspace{1em} integrityResponse \in \textit{CharacterSet}
4: \hspace{1em} \textbf{if} (\textit{responseHV} = \textit{originalHV}) \textbf{then}
5: \hspace{2em} integrityResponse \leftarrow \textit{integrityPassingPolicy}
6: \hspace{1em} \textbf{else}
7: \hspace{2em} integrityResponse \leftarrow \textit{integrityFailurePolicy}''
8: \hspace{1em} \textbf{end if}
9: \hspace{1em} Output(integrityResponse)
10: \textbf{end function}

Figure 4.16: This function compares between the original checksum and the re-calculated checksum for integrity verification of dynamic web content
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4.2.6.5 Recovery Component

The Recovery component recovers the tampered web content if the action of the enforced web policy 2 from the integrity verifier is satisfied. If the integrity verification check fails, it is sent to the recovery component, which tries to extract the original web content that is known to be safe. Once it is determined that the web content has since been modified in an unauthorised manner, the system will try to recover the original web content, put it in a new assembly and discard the tampered web content. When the new assembly is generated, the recovered assembly is sent to its direction, which accesses the functionality it needs and execution continues as normal.

In this thesis, it is important to back up of the data. The backing up of data is the ability to recover that same data and recover it in a timely state to keep a service up and running. It should be noted that each backup copy (at the request and response levels) has unique name for searching purposes. In the case of static content, the web register component makes a backup copy for every static content that has been registered (i.e. register a backup copy in the offline-transaction table by generating a new assembly of hash value). This backup copy stores in the secure server backup for recovery purposes.

In the case of dynamic content, the response hashing calculator makes a backup copy for every generated web content on the fly before it is served to a client. This backup copy stores in the secure server backup for recovery purposes. In addition, the generated web content is hashed and the hash value stores in the DBMS online-transaction database (i.e. registering a backup copy in the online-transaction table by generating a new assembly of hash value).

The steps of recovery process for a web content are as follows:

1. If the detection of altered web content happens at the request level;
   
   (a) get backupCopy (Extract request details, get the request name, search using the unique name in the secure server backup) as as shown in line 14 - Figure 4.5;
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(b) verify backupCopy from tampering (by the integrity verification process as shown in Section 4.2.6.2)

c. forward backupCopy to a web server; and

d. store backupCopy in the web server root.

2. If the detection of altered web content happens at the response level;

(a) get onlineBackupCopy (Extract response details, get the response name, search using the unique name in the secure server backup) as shown in line 15 - Figure 4.15;

(b) verify onlineBackupCopy from tampering (by the integrity verification process as shown in Section 4.2.6.2); and

(c) forward onlineBackupCopy to a client.

3. Discard the tampered web content.

4. Generate a log file (This file contains details such as the request information; the response information; the original hash value; the re-calculated hash value; the state of database; the state of verification process; and the state of the recovery process).

4.3 Threat Model

We have supposed that all network communication is performed through secure protocols such as SSL, as shown in Section 3.4.1. An adversary can penetrate the web system in many forms (120; 121). An insider adversary who gains physical access to a web server is able to to destroy any type of static content in the root of a web server. It is not only physical access to a server that can corrupt a web system. A malicious web content manipulation software can penetrate a server machine and once located on the server such malicious software can monitor, intercept, and tamper online transactions in a trusted organisation. The result typically allows the adversary full root access to server data and web server application. Once such access has been established, the integrity of any
data or software on a server is in question: the source code of web applications and web sites, the data in the database and the log files could all have been tampered with. It should be noted that the information of hash values and other details are stored in secure DBMS tables and to remain secure and unaltered (see Section 4.2.6.1).

Even though adversaries gain access to static or dynamic web content, and they change the data of particular web content, they cannot manipulate the hash value (checksum) which is stored in secure DBMS tables so the web content remains valid. This is because the WCVR system uses a cryptography hash function where the hash function is one-way (only forward) (86; 87; 122). Note this can hold even when adversary has access to the hash function itself and the hash value of original web content which is assumed to be stored in secure DBMS tables. The adversary can instead compute a new hash value for the altered web content but that hash value will not match the one that was requested. Therefore, the proposed recovery component in WCVR system sends the original requested web content to a client.

As an integrity check, the proposed state protocol is similar to adaptive intrusion-tolerant server system (110). For each web resource whose integrity is to be checked, a checksum (hash value) is computed from a private key. To resist possible guesses by an adversary, the checksum is computed by applying a one-way SHA-1 hash function to the concatenation of the private key and the content to be checked. The resulting checksum is then compared with a pre-computed one. This is sufficient to check if a web content has been tampered with.

However, we must also consider the possibility that an adversary with complete control of a web server modifies the web server application to return a correct response for a web content incorrectly modified. In particular, if the private key is always the same, it is easy for the adversary to pre-compute all responses, store the results in a hidden part of the memory and then modify the web content. An adversary would then be able to return correct responses for incorrect web content. Mihçak et al. (123) describe that using the same secret key for a number
of different items such as audio items may compromise security since each item may leak partial information about the hash value.

Therefore, we could guarantee the freshness of the request and response computations by using a changeable private key. The integrity verifier component could check that each response corresponds to the specified private key by keeping a local copy of all sensitive files and running the same computation as the server but this imposes an extra administrative and computational load on the manager.

In this thesis, we compute a SHA-1 hash with changeable private key over the complete contents of the web resources. The resulting 160 bit hash value unambiguously identifies the resource’s contents. Different resource types, versions and extensions can be distinguished by their unique checksums.

4.4 Conceptual Comparison

In order to address the limitations and weakness of the existing approaches, the proposed WCVR system needs to consider the following:

1. To ensure the integrity of a static web content against unauthorised tampering. The WCVR system should be able to detect all kinds of tampering problems such as defacement of web page and reference objects and visual spoofing attacks at the request level.

2. To ensure the integrity of a dynamic web content against unauthorised tampering. The WCVR system should be able to detect all kinds of tampering problems at the response level.

3. To provide a recovery component that should be able to recover any altered static and dynamic web content. Therefore, the survivability of web content can be achieved.

In addition, the WCVR system shows a number of advantages over other approaches:
1. Unlike adaptive intrusion-tolerant server architecture, the WCVR architecture is not complex. The WCVR architecture does not involve redundant servers running on diverse operating systems and various operating systems.

2. Unlike the performance of Dynamic Security Surveillance Agent (DSSA) and adaptive intrusion-tolerant server system, the WCVR increases the end-of-end performance by utilising a model for hashing strategy that could minimise the latency for online verification.

3. Unlike other existing approaches, the WCVR system does not require modifications to existing web application architectures. It does not also require any additional changes on the client and server and it is compatible with all major web browsers.

4. Unlike all existing approaches, the WCVR system would be able to analyse the code at the request and response level. This analysis will be able to verify the integrity of dynamic web content. Therefore, the WCVR system would not be a blind system that is unable to understand the HTTP request and response across a network.

5. Unlike all existing approaches, the WVCR system would also verify the dynamic web server content as well as the static web content.

6. Unlike all existing approaches such as DSSA, the WCVR system supports a recovery component to recover only the altered web content so it does not need to recover the whole generated static and dynamic web content for a requested web page.

7. Our proposed system does not rely on a database of known tampering attacks.

8. Unlike client-side encryption approach and application-level gateway approach, the WCVR system supports DBMS tables to store and maintain for every details about web content instead of adding the hash value between the tags (such as Meta tag) of HTML or XML response, and as result, the malicious web content software could intercept and analyse to obtain
the original hash value from the output response so it is easy to evade the web system by tampering the original hash value of web content.

Furthermore, it should be noted:

1. The WCVR system does not validate the user information either on the client or server because we would use the form validation scheme to validate the user information. Therefore, we recommend that the validation modules to be operated on the client and server because if the client validation modules is subverted and the server validation modules are still in work.

2. As described above, ensuring the integrity of user information is not sufficient to ensure survivability of the whole web system. Therefore, WCVR system would also use the SSL protocol, form validation modules and firewalls.

There is always a tradeoff between the security and performance. We focus on the integrity check on the original element to detect malicious codes added in an unauthorised manner. The proposed WCVR system could detect the page code and every referenced object on the designated directories of web server and web content that is generated on the fly against tampering problems. The attackers are interested in targeting the referenced objects and page code on the fly. For example:

- It is possible to replace any original image by another image that contains malicious code where a victim requests the altered image and then it can destroy a web server or client machine.

- For example, it is possible to create a Java utility that can listen, intercept, monitor and capture both client request and server response this because communication channel between a client and a web server is conducted with streams and sockets (124).
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- The Cascading Style Sheet (CSS) object is threatened through a visualisation spoofing attack. The strategy of this attack is to change any important information that is identified by a particular colour to another colour. The objective is to manipulate the user into making a decision that is based on incorrect information.

WCVR automatically checks for the following vulnerabilities:

- visualisation spoofing attack.
- textual spoofing attack.
- web application verify.
- tampering code manipulation (source code, path, and link).
- tampering object manipulation (audio, images, video, and other referenced objects).
- defacement of the web page.

4.5 Conclusion

The current solutions are not sufficient for ensuring the survivability of server-side static and dynamic web content. For instance, the SSL protocol is unable to ensure the data integrity at the ends of web system (such as web browser and web server) (125). In addition, the current technologies such as input validation schemes, firewalls, cryptography and access control are not capable of verifying the integrity of web content before a request or response enters the secure communication channel because a malicious code can be installed behind firewalls.

In an attempt to overcome the research problem, we have proposed a novel survivable system that could provide continued and correct services to internal and external users, even though a web data manipulation problem may have occurred. The proposed framework includes a new state protocol to enforce a
set of web policies, and a supporting software system to verify server-side static and dynamic web content before the client receives the requested page. This approach would add confidence in terms of users correctly accessing web services and displaying electronic materials on their web browsers.

We have also compared our WCVR system to prior and related work. In this thesis we have described how our proposed system can continue to function in case of an attack on a web content it is trying to use.

In the next chapter, we present the implementation of WCVR system and its proposed mechanisms. The tools used in creating the prototype are discussed and the architecture of the prototype are depicted. In addition, chapter 5 will describe the experimental design and pilot study. Thus, we design five experiments to meet the security and performance objectives.
Chapter 5

Implementation of WCVR
System and Initial Testing

Chapter 4 has described the design of WCVR system for investigating survivability of server-side static and dynamic web content against tampering attacks. The WCVR system has been constructed from a web policy framework of a number of components, the client interaction elements model, the new hashing strategy and work assumptions. In addition, chapter 4 has explained the steps of the proposed state protocol to enforce the appropriate web policy at the response and request levels. Furthermore, we have compared the WCVR system with other existing systems, approaches and protocols.

In this chapter, we will describe the implementation of our proposed system. The WCVR system is implemented in Java, Servlets and Filters. The DBMS Microsoft Access 2007 Database is selected as the repository for storing and retrieving details about static and dynamic web contents. In order to demonstrate that our WCVR system is able to ensure the survivability of server-side web content against tampering, we have undertaken some experimental testing. For experimental design, we have used a local network of two HP server machines: web server and database server, two routers, two switches and four client machines. The web servers used are Apache 1.3.20 running on MS Windows Server 2003, Microsoft IIS 6.0 running on MS Windows Server 2003 and Apache Tomcat
5.01 on MS Windows Server 2003.

Section 5.1 will describe the tools used for the implementation of WCVR prototype. Section 5.2 will illustrate a high level architectural design showing the main components and modules of the prototype. In addition, it will describe components of the main modules of the prototype and explain how the components work and communicate with each other. In Section 5.3, we will define a testing strategy to evaluate the WCVR system to meet the security and performance objectives. Section 5.4 will discuss the pilot study in some detail.

We will show with an implementation and a pilot study, that the overhead for verification and recovery process are relatively low and that the WCVR system can efficiently and correctly determine if the server-side static and/or dynamic web content has been compromised. Section 5.5 will offer conclusions on the implementation of WCVR system, testing strategy and results of a pilot study.

5.1 Tools used for the Implementation

A number of tools are involved with the implementation of the WCVR prototype as follows: Java, Servlets and Filters. The reasons for choosing these tools are given below.

5.1.1 Programming Languages for Implementing the Prototype

5.1.1.1 Java

Currently, several programming languages are used, we have selected Java to implement the prototype of our WCVR system since (see Section 2.3.4):

- Java is a platform independent and several benchmarks (78) has shown that Java has acceptable performance compared with other programming languages such as C and C++ (126).
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- Java was designed to work in a network-computing environment (see Section 2.3.4).

- Java supports the code signing using JDK 1.1 for securing the integrity of Java Applets (24; 27).

- Java includes Java Virtual Machine (JVM) platform to provide a trusted environment for running the Applets, which are embedded in a web page. However, JVM cannot secure a web page against a malicious Applet (80).

- Java supports multi-threaded applications\(^1\).

5.1.1.2 Servlets

We have used Servlets in our implementation. Servlets can be written in some programming languages such as Java, and C#. In this thesis, a Servlet is a Java program that runs on a web server. We have chosen the Servlets in Java for the following reasons:

- Java supports a Servlet application that works over a web system. Servlet is used to generate dynamic web pages on demand (each time, the page is requested) (27).

- The Java Servlets includes HTTPservert class that manages the multiple requests. This feature solves the sessionless HTTP drawback (28). Therefore Servlet is developed instead of CGI for better scalability and security (36; 38).

- Java Servlets is a standard extension to the Java platform for writing reliable and portable web applications (40; 127).

- Along came Java Server Pages (JSPs) introducing an easier way to generate HTML (127).

\(^1\)Multi-threaded applications allows different parts of a application to run concurrently. Further details can be found in www.intel.com/products/glossary/body.htm.
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5.1.1.3 Java Filters

The Servlet 2.3 Application Program Interface (API\textsuperscript{2}), now a proposed final draft, has been released and it brings with it another powerful feature called Filters. The Filters are implemented by Servlet containers (127).

Java Filters permit a declarative pre- and post-processing of requests and responses handled by web resources such as Servlets, JSP, HTML files and even other Filters in a web application (127). Where declarative means the Filter can be applied in a deployment descriptor of a web application or applied in a web administration tool rather than programmatically in a Servlet or JSP. Figure 5.1 show how the Java Filters which positioned between the requested recourses to monitor, and intercept each request and response for various purposes.

![Filter Process Diagram]

Figure 5.1: Filter Process

Java Filters have several capabilities as follows (127):

- They are able to intercept requests to one or more web resources to perform some actions,
- Modify the request header, and
- Pass a request to the next Filter in the chain or to the requested resource such as a server application or a web browser.

\textsuperscript{2}A set of calling conventions defining how a service is invoked through a software package. Further details can be found in www.epcc.ed.ac.uk/other-information/glossary/.
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- They are also able to intercept the response, perform some action, modify the response, pass it on and block it. In this thesis, we have used the Java Filters for this beneficial capability in implementing response hashing mechanism.

Other potential capabilities of Filters include (127):

- Authentication - if not logged in, Filters are directed to a login page.
- Logging - logs the URL and request parameters and/or all HTML output.
- Content screening - checks for disallowed content in request parameter's values and/or response output. The request or response could be blocked or the malicious content could be deleted.
- Browser cache blocking - prevents pages from being cached in the browser by modifying the settings of response headers or adding the appropriate HTML.
- Compression or encryption - response can be compressed or encrypted.

5.2 Architecture Design of the Prototype

The WCVR prototype consists of three mechanisms: Web register, HTTP interface, and response hashing mechanism. The high level architectural flowchart in Figure 5.2 depicts components of the main modules of the prototype and explains how the components work and communicate with each other.
Figure 5.2: High level architectural flowchart of WCVR prototype
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5.2.1 Web Register Mechanism

The functionalities of the web register mechanism are summarized into the following:

- Reading in binary format for every static web content in the secure repositories.
- Calculating the hash value for every static web content using SHA-1 function.
- Requesting Microsoft Access DBMS to store details for every static web content.
- Checking the modification status for every static web content, if modified, recalculate the hash value with taking into account the new assembly of a private key which is used in SHA-1 hashing function.

5.2.2 Response Hashing Mechanism

We have implemented the response hashing mechanism by Filters and Servlets in Java. This mechanism aims to calculate the hash value of the output response (dynamic web content) which is generated by server scripting language such as JSP, ASP, PERL, and others, and to make online backup for the output response (the produced dynamic web content) in a secure server repositories. The hash value of dynamic content is stored in the DBMS online-transaction table for integrity check before the client receives the requested page.

The main classes and interfaces that have used in the response hashing mechanism include:

1. **Filter** - the main interface to implement.

2. **FilterChain** - it passed to the Filter in its `doFilter()` method. It is used to call the next Filter (or target resource) in the chain.
3. **FilterConfig** - it passed to the Filter in its `init()` method. It is used to retrieve Filter initialization parameters and to retrieve the `ServletContext` object for the web application.

4. **ServletResponseWrapper** - generic wrapper allowing interception and modification of the response.

5. **HttpServletResponseWrapper** - HTTP specific response wrapper.

When a Filter is loaded, the `init()` method is invoked. We have saved a reference to the `FilterConfig` object to retrieve an instance of the `ServletContext` object. It could also have been specified as a Filter initialization parameter in the deployment descriptor of web application (a listing of web.xml in Figure 5.3).

Once a Filter is loaded and the `init()` method is invoked, the Filter can process requests. Each request that should be filtered calls the `doFilter()` method.

The `doFilter()` method first extracts the request object. This class only handles HTTP requests, so the next step checks whether the request coming in is an HTTP request by checking the type of the response object (`HttpFilter` interface). In each check, it must also explicitly cast the response to an `HttpServletResponse` type because the custom response wrapper in this class `OutputCaptureResponseWrapper` extends `HttpServletResponseWrapper`, which wraps an `HttpServletResponse`. An instance of `OutputCaptureResponseWrapper` is then created so that it can be passed along in place of the regular response object.

In this `FilterChain` object, there is only one Filter that calls `doFilter()` method so that the target web resource is invoked. The target resource emulates producing dynamic content. This means it just forwards a request to a static HTML file containing the target web content.

The `OutputCaptureResponseWrapper` class uses a custom `ServletOutputStream` invoked `ByteArrayServletOutputStream`. These two classes allow the capture and retrieval of the response output.

Then, we have invoked the `doFilter()` method and have captured the content produced by the resources, thus we can retrieve the content and calculate the hash.
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value of this content by SHA-1. The buffer is flushed to make sure that all the output as a String or byte array when it is retrieved. If the content type is "text/html", we will perform three actions:

1. online backup of the output response.
2. calculating the hash value of output response.
3. storing details (such as hash value) in a secure DBMS online-transaction table.

Otherwise, it just lets the content pass through.

Wrapper classes are used when the Filter must modify what the request or response returns. For example, in our OutputCaptureResponseWrapper, we have needed to override the methods related to the OutputStream and Writer used for outputting content. It should be noted that the getOutputStream() and getWriter() methods have returned our custom classes (which captured output), rather than the standard. The target resource can then be using our custom OutputStream and Writer.

5.2.2.1 Deployment

To invoke the main Filter class in our response hashing prototype, we have needed to deploy this through the deployment descriptor (web.xml) (128). Figure 5.3 shows a listing of the deployment descriptor (web.xml) for this Filter example.

The client's web browser requests the URL as follows:

http://192.168.10.1/test.html

And the Apache Tomcat web server looks up "192.168.10.1/test.html" using configuration data provided in the web.xml file for this application, as shown in Figure 5.3. Once a Filter is loaded, the Filter can process requests. This configuration data gives the complete package and class name.
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<?xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO-8859-1"?>
<!--
Copyright 2004 The Apache Software Foundation

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

-->

<web-app xmlns="http://java.sun.com/xml/ns/j2ee"
  xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
  xsi:schemaLocation="http://java.sun.com/xml/ns/j2ee
  http://java.sun.com/xml/ns/j2ee/web-app_2_4.xsd"
  version="2.4">

<display-name>Welcome to Tomcat</display-name>
<description>Welcome to Tomcat</description>

<!-- JSPC servlet mappings start -->

<filter>
  <filter-name>responseHashingCalculator</filter-name>
  <filter-class>shoppingcart.responseHashingCalculator</filter-class>
</filter>

<!-- JSPC servlet mappings end -->
</web-app>

Figure 5.3: The "web.xml" for Response Hashing Deployment.
5.2.3 HTTP Interface Mechanism

The HTTP interface mechanism is the manager of the WCVR system based on the integrity verifier component. This component launches a state protocol to enforce the target web policy. The value of web policy determines the action(s) that should be taken by the HTTP interface mechanism. All the web policies have been implemented in this mechanism. The goals of HTTP interface mechanisms are:

- Online verification of integrity of server-side static web content.
- Online verification of integrity of server-side dynamic web content.
- Online recovery of server-side static web content if the static web content has been tampered with.
- Online recovery of server-side dynamic web content if the dynamic web content has been tampered with.

The HTTP interface prototype takes advantage of the fact that web browser requests are directed at both a specific host and a specific port. In this thesis, the Apache Tomcat and Microsoft IIS web servers listen on port 8081. The HTTP interface mechanism listens for browser requests on a default port 80 and redirects to Tomcat and to IIS. Responses coming to this mechanism are both sent to the client on port 80 and copied to a secure repository for recovery purposes.

In this thesis, we have developed a multi-threaded java application for handling concurrent connections (requests in parallel) using multiple threads that increase the power and flexibility of a web server and client programs significantly.

The HTTP interface mechanism is a multi-threaded server application that creates a new thread for every client request and another thread for every server response because this mechanism aims to intercept, analyse and monitor every request and response to investigate tampering attacks on server-side static and dynamic web content. Each client has its own TCP connection to a web server.
for passing data back and forth. We have used the implementation of a version 1.0 of HTTP (44), where separate HTTP requests are sent for each web resource in a web page. Therefore, the HTTP interface mechanism establishes a TCP connection to a web server on a particular host and port number in its httpServer class. The httpServer class creates a Socket object with a computer name (the IP address of a server: 192.168.10.1) and port number (such as 8081) where the HTTP interface program is listening for client connection requests. After that, it creates a PrintWriter object to send data over a socket connection to a web server. It also creates a BufferedReader object to read the text sent by a server back to a client. It receives the text sent back to it by a server and prints the text out. The httpServer class loops on the server and accept call waiting for a client connections and creates an instance of the ClientWorker class for each client connection it accepts.

Therefore, there are two aims:

1. To make a client multi-threaded, so that it runs the user interface with one thread and handles the I/O with a server in a separate thread.

2. To make a server multi-threaded.

We have handled the user interface with one thread. A second thread listens on a well-known port for client TCP connections. A third thread is started when a client connection is made to handle that client’s requests. After launching the thread to handle a client’s connection, a server continues listening for additional client connections. If another connection comes in while an earlier client is being served, a fourth thread is started to handle the new client’s requests, and so on. Thus a server includes at least three threads but it may start additional threads for multiple simultaneous connections.

To simplify this programming task, the system is developed the code of HTTP interface mechanism in two stages. In the first stage, we have written a multi-threaded program that simply listens, intercepts, and analyze to display the contents of the HTTP request for verification purposes at the request level. After
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this program is running properly, we forward the request to a web server for generating an appropriate response. We have next developed another multi-threaded program that listens, intercepts, and analyses before displaying the contents of the HTTP response for verification purposes at the response level. We forward the response to end user.

The end user can test the TCP connection to a target web server from his/her a web browser where the serving through the standard port 80 so that it is not important to specify this port number within the URL in a web browser. For example, if a server machine name or the the IP address of a server machine is 192.168.10.1, a server is listening to port 80, and we need to retrieve the web file test.html, then it is important to specify the following URL within a web browser:

\[ http://192.168.10.1/test.html \]

When a web server encounters an error, it sends a response message with the appropriate HTML source so that the error information is displayed in a web browser window.

HTTP interface prototype has contained 8 classes and we have summarised as follows:

1. **HTTPSert class**: extends from thread class. Therefore, two separate classes are defined in the HTTPSert class including HTTPSertWorkerReq, and HTTPSertWorkerRes. The structure of our own HTTPSert class is shown in Figure 5.4.

2. **HTTPSertWorkerReq class**: a thread class to listen for each requests on port number 80. We have analysed a request (we have analysed the information in the header lines such as name, size, type of requested web resource and the name of web server) for verification purposes at the request level and forward it to a web server.

3. **HTTPSertWorkerRes class**: a thread class to listen for each response on port number is 8081.
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4. **dbConnection** class: is defined to connect with DBMS Microsoft Access 2007 for storing and retrieving the details for every web content.

5. **Signature** class: is defined to compute the MAC value using SHA-1 hash function and a private key for every web content.

6. **HTTPLog** class: is defined to report the result of the integrity verification process.

7. **originalObject** class: is defined to connect the **dbConnection** class and **Signature** class.

8. **Main** class: is defined to make the main socket and invoke **HTTPSsServer** class.

There are three parts to the response message: the status line, the response headers and the entity body. The status line and response headers are terminated by the character sequence **CRLF**. In the case of a request for a nonexistent file, we return “404 Not Found” in the status line of the response message, and include an error message in the form of an HTML document in the entity body.

5.2.4 Registry and Integrity Verification using SHA-1 Checksums

A basic function performed by the integrity verifier component is checking that the requested web resources returned by application server match. To improve the efficiency of this process, we use SHA-1 checksum to compute each web resource served. This checksum is cryptographically strong (74; 88; 89; 110): given current computing technologies, the production of a fake web resource that matches a given SHA-1 checksum is currently impossible.

When comparing content of requested or responded web resources, we need to compute the SHA-1 checksum and compare it with the original one. The integrity verifier component compares the checksums and ensures that they match; if so, the client receives the correct requested web resources; otherwise, the integrity
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```java
import java.io.*;
import java.net.*;
import java.util.*;

public class HTTPSServer extends Thread
{
    public HTTPSServer(String wsip, int wsp, int clp)
    {
        ....
    }

    public void run(){
        try{ ... HTTPServerWorkerReq httpswReq = new
                HTTPServerWorkerReq(clSocket, wsSocket);
            httpswReq.start();

            HTTPServerWorkerRes httpswRes = new
                      HTTPServerWorkerRes(clSocket, wsSocket);
            httpswRes.start();
            ....
            }
        catch(IOException ioe){
            HTTPUtil.log(ioe.toString());
        }
    }
}
```

Figure 5.4: Structure of a HTTPServer Class
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verifier forwards this web resource to recovery component to recover it and send it back to integrity verifier for further process.

It should be noted that the current recommendation for newly designed applications is SHA-256 because SHA-1 may be broken (115). However, we have continued to use SHA-1, because:

- SHA1 has been tested in many applications and can be implemented using Java, C#, and C++; while the SHA-256 has not been tested yet (12; 74; 110).

- Although a variety of hash functions are available, MD5 and SHA-1 are in wide use (88; 89).

Readers should note this thesis focuses on an integrity system and does not focus on developing or deploying a new hashing algorithm.

5.3 Testing Strategy

The aim of this testing strategy is to tackle the central points of this thesis: How does WCVR system assist in survivability of server-side static and dynamic web content? and How does WCVR system meet the performance objective in case of static web content and in case of dynamic web content? This chapter has described a number of experiments designed to explore these questions.

To evaluate the proposed WCVR system, we have suggested two kinds of testing strategy including security testing strategy and performance testing strategy. Therefore, five experiments have been conducted to find out the behaviour of WCVR system compared with the existing systems such as DSSA and without any verification system in two trends: security (detection and recovery) and performance.
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5.3.1 Considerations

Theoretically, the WCVR system can provide a tamper detection and recovery to server-side static and dynamic web content. The WCVR is not confined to a specific web server and web application and it does not involve additional resources and platforms. In the testing design, we have provided JSP web application to generate dynamic web content on Apache Tomcat web server because we have used the powerful features of Java Servlets and Filters. Apache Tomcat service supports the Servlets and Filters technologies but Microsoft IIS does not. Currently, there are some commercial products such as JspISAPI\(^3\) to run the JSP features on Microsoft IIS which supports Active Server Page (ASP) to generate dynamic web content. Therefore, the proposed WCVR can be scalable to various web servers, platforms, and operating systems.

Note that our response hashing mechanism is implemented by Servlets and Filters in Java for powerful features of Servlets and Filters technologies as explained in Sections 5.1 and 5.2.2.

We believe the WCVR system might offer advantages over the existing systems that the WCVR system can verify, and recover the dynamic web server content as well without the need to restructure the existing web applications (see Section 4.4).

5.3.2 Formal Experimental Statement

*The WCVR system can ensure server-side static and dynamic web content survivability (tamper detection, and recovery).*

This statement has been tested for two trends: security and performance. We have identified five questions to be answered by this thesis:

1. How does WCVR system provide tamper detection and recovery in the

\(^3\)http://www.neurospeech.com/Products/JspISAPI.aspx
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server-side static and dynamic web content on Apache Tomcat web server over wired client-server network?

2. How does WCVR system provide tamper detection and recovery in the server-side static web content on Microsoft IIS web server over wired client-server network?

3. How does WCVR system meet the performance objective compared with DSSA mechanism on IIS web server in the case of static web content?

4. How does WCVR system meet the performance objective compared with DSSA mechanism on Tomcat web server in the case of static web content?

5. How does WCVR system meet the performance objective compared without any verification system or mechanism (on Tomcat web server) in the case of dynamic web content?

To answer these questions, we have designed the following testing strategy.

5.3.3 Security Testing Strategy

We have tested the proposed WCVR system to detect and recover the server-side web content from the tampering attacks. In other words, we have tackled this question (How does WCVR system provide tamper detection, and recovery in the server-side static and dynamic web content on Apache Tomcat and Microsoft IIS web servers over wired client-server network?) by conducting two experiments with taking into account the following Table 5.1:

Therefore, we have carried out two experiments to test the security of the proposed WCVR system:

1. Experiment 1: To investigate the tamper detection and recovery in a server-side static and dynamic web content on Apache Tomcat web server
2. Experiment 2: To investigate the tamper detection and recovery in a server-side static web content on Microsoft IIS web server.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Server-side Web Content</th>
<th>Web Servers</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tomcat Web Server</td>
<td>IIS Web Server</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Static Web Content</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dynamic Web Content</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.1: Table of the used web servers in the experimental design

It should be noted that we have not carried out an experiment to investigate the tamper detection and recovery in a server-side dynamic web content on IIS web server because the proposed response hashing mechanism is implemented by Java Servlet and Filters and consequently, the IIS web server does not support Java Servlet and Filters.

5.3.3.1 Network Layout

We have constructed a local are a network consisting of two HP server machines: web server and database server, four client machines (2GHz CEN 1GB RAM OS Windows XP), two routers (CISCO 2800 series) and two switches (Catalyst 2960 series). The Configuration of IP addresses is static for every machine in this LAN.

The network has been used to test the proposed system for security and performance objectives. The Figure 5.5 shows the schematic of the network layout.
Figure 5.5: The schematic of the network layout for testing purposes.
5.3.3.2 Experiment 1

Experiment 1: Tamper detection, and recovery in the server-side static and dynamic web content using the WCVR system on Apache Tomcat web server over local network.

Participants: Three undergraduate computing students.

Objective:

1. To verify the server-side static and dynamic web content on Tomcat web server using the WCVR system.

2. To recover the server-side static and dynamic web content on Tomcat web server using WCVR system.

3. To illustrate how such attacks can be detected on a Tomcat web server using WCVR system.

4. To illustrate how the modified static and dynamic web content can be recovered on a Tomcat web server using WCVR system.

OS component: Windows server 2003 for server machine, and any windows-type for client’s machines.

Other component: Tomcat Apache Server (v5.0.28).

Network Architecture: Server machines, two switches, two routers, and four client machines (2GHZ CEN 1GB RAM OS Windows XP) over wired network.

Tools (Required tools for the experiment):

1. WCVR system.


3. Request capture tool to automatically launch various tampering attacks to web content.
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4. Paint tool to manually tamper any static image.

5. Notepad tool to manually tamper any static web content.

6. MS Internet Explorer (IE) or Mozilla Firefox.

**Data:**

1. Given Borland JBuilder JSP shopping cart⁴ and UK Hillside Primary school web site⁵

**Setup:**

1. Construct LAN network which contains a server machine, three client’s machines and two routers using TCP protocol.

2. Fick every client machine and check connectivity with server.

3. Install Apache Tomcat service on a server. This service will be listening on every request and response with port number 8081 where the default port number is 80.

4. Make two copies of the target web site. One on a web server and one in secured directory for recovery purposes.

**Procedure:** The following procedures take place on the server and client sides.

**Server-side**

1. Run Web Register mechanism.

2. Copy the target web site to Tomcat root.

3. Run Tomcat web server.

4. Run the HTTP interface mechanism.

---

⁵ [http://hillside.needham.k12.ma.us/cyberventues/st_proj.html](http://hillside.needham.k12.ma.us/cyberventues/st_proj.html)
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5. Run the response hashing mechanism.

6. Launch a number of tampering attacks by (i) change manually any web content on the root of Tomcat web server, (ii) run the request capture tool for automatic modification.

7. Repeat step 6.

Client-side

1. Run the IE web browser in a client machine (Start-Programs-Internet Explorer)

2. Enter the following URL (HTTP://192.168.10.1/test.html) in address bar.

3. Check the requested web resources.

4. Is it the original one or the tampered one? If the original file, this mean the WCVR system does detect this tampering attack and recover the requested web resource.

5. Repeat step 4.

5.3.3.3 Experiment 2

Experiment 2: Tamper detection, and recovery in the server-side static web content using WCVR system on Microsoft IIS web server.

Participants: Three undergraduate computing students.

Objective:

1. To verify the server-side static web content on IIS web server using the WCVR system.

2. To recover the server-side static web content on IIS web server using WCVR system.
3. To illustrate how such attacks can be detected on IIS web server using WCVR system.

4. To illustrate how the modified static web content can be recovered on on IIS web server using WCVR system.

**OS component:** Windows server 2003 for server machine, and any windows-type for client’s machines.

**Other component:** IIS web server (v6.0).

**Network Architecture:** Server machines, two switches, two routers, and four client machines (2GHZ CEN 1GB RAM OS Windows XP) over wired network.

**Tools (Required tools for the experiment):**

1. WCVR system consisting of Web Register mechanism and HTTP Interface mechanism.

2. IIS web server.

3. Request capture tool to automatically launch various tampering attacks to static web content.

4. Paint tool to manually tamper any static image.

5. Notepad tool to manually tamper any static web content.

6. MS Internet Explorer (IE) or Mozilla Firefox.

**Data:**

1. Given UK Hillside Primary school web site.

**Setup:**

1. Construct LAN network which contains a server machine, three client’s machines and two routers using TCP protocol.
2. Pick every client machine and check connectivity with server.

3. Install IIS service on a server. This service will be listening on every request and response with port number 80.

4. Make two copies of the target web site. One on a web server and one in secured directory for recovery purposes.

**Procedure:** The following procedures take place on the server and client sides.

**Server-side**

1. Run Web Register mechanism.

2. Copy the target web site to the root (**wwwroot**) of IIS folder.

3. Run IIS service.

4. Run the HTTP interface mechanism.

5. Launch a number of tampering attacks by (i) change manually any static web content on the root of IIS web server, or (ii) run the request capture tool for automatic modification.

6. Repeat step 5.

**Client-side**

1. Run the IE web browser in a client machine (Start-Programs-Internet Explorer)

2. Enter the following URL (**HTTP://192.168.10.1/test.html**) in address bar.

3. Check the requested web resources.

4. Is it the original one or the tampered one? If the original file, this mean the WCVR system does detect this tampering attack and recover the requested web resource.

5. Repeat step 4.
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5.3.4 Performance Testing Strategy

To test the performance of the WCVR system, we have used Neoload application to find out the end-to-end performance measurement over a wired network. In case of static web content, there is a comparison between the proposed WCVR system with DSSA mechanism on the both web servers: Tomcat and IIS.

It should be noted that in the case of dynamic web content, the comparison focuses on the differences between using the WCVR and not using the WCVR - currently there is no verification system able to detect and recover dynamic web content.

A load test can be used to test an application’s robustness and performance, as well as its hardware and bandwidth capacities (129). Therefore, we used the Neoload application which is a stress and load testing tool to:

1. test a web site’s vulnerability to crashing under load.
2. check response times under the predicted load.
3. determine the number of simultaneous users supported by the application.
4. define hardware and bandwidth requirements.

The NeoLoad application has a number of features that motivate us to use it in our testing as follows:

1. Recording HTTP traffic between browser and server
2. Defining virtual user behavior and setting scenario parameters such as load policy (constant, ramp-up, peak) or the number of virtual users to be simulated in the test.
3. Setting performance monitors (CPU, memory, disk usage and others) for your servers.

<http://www.neotys.com/>
4. Monitoring the ongoing test with the aid of real-time graphs and states.

5. Obtaining a summary of the test and then examining its details using the graphs and statistical tables.

5.3.4.1 Experiment 3

Experiment 3: To measure end-to-end performance of static web content on Microsoft IIS.

Participants: Three undergraduate computing students.

Objectives:

1. To find out the response time (i.e. the running time between a request and the reception of its answer including web server response time, communication response time, and browser response time) for the following two cases:
   
   (a) With the DSSA system.
   
   (b) With the WCVR system.

2. To compare the results in accordance to the response time and overhead times among them and then evaluate the performance of WCVR system.

3. To find out the statistics summary such as average and standard deviation of response time for request and page, average throughout, and number of hits.

OS component: Windows server 2003 for server machine, and any windows-type for client's machines.

Other component: IIS.

Network Architecture: Server machines, two switches, two routers, and four client machines (2GHZ CEN 1GB RAM OS Windows XP) over wired network.

Tools(Required tools for the experiment):
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1. WCVR system.

2. IIS web server.

3. Request capture tool to automatically launch various tampering attacks to static web content.

4. Paint tool to manually tamper any static image.

5. Notepad tool to manually tamper any static web content.

6. MS Internet Explorer (IE) or Mozilla Firefox.

7. DSSA mechanism.

8. Neoload application.

Data:

1. Given UK Hillside Primary school web site.

Setup:

1. Install IIS service on a server. This service will be listening on every request and response with port 80.

2. Construct LAN network which contains a server machine, three client’s machines and two routers using TCP protocol.

3. Pick every client machine and check connectivity with server.

4. Make two copies of the target web site. One on a web server and one in secured directory for recovery purposes.

5. Install DSSA mechanism.

6. install Neoload application.
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**Procedure:** The following procedures take place on the server and client sides.

Case (a)

Server-side

1. Run Web Register mechanism.
2. Run IIS service.
3. Run the DSSA system.

Client-side

1. Run Neoload tool.
2. Request the following URL (HTTP://192.168.10.1/test.html).
3. Generate a separate report.

Case (b)

Server-side

1. Run Web Register mechanism.
2. Run IIS service.
3. Run the HTTP interface mechanism.

Client-side

1. Run Neoload tool.
2. Request the following URL (HTTP://192.168.10.1/test.html).
3. Generate a separate report.
5.3.4.2 Experiment 4

**Experiment 4:** To measure end-to-end performance of static web content on Apache Tomcat.

**Participants:** Three undergraduate computing students.

**Objectives:**

1. To find out the response time for the following two cases:
   
   (a) With the WCVR system.
   
   (b) With the DSSA system.

2. To compare the results in accordance to the response time and overhead times among them and then evaluate the performance of WCVR system.

3. To find out the statistics summary such as average and standard deviation of response time, number of hits, average throughput, and number of errors and maximum and minimum user load.

**OS component:** Windows server 2003 for server machine, and any windows-type for client’s machines.

**Other component:** Apache Tomcat web server.

**Network Architecture:** Server machines, two switches, two routers, and four client machines (2GHZ CEN 1GB RAM OS Windows XP) over wired network.

**Tools(Required tools for the experiment):**

1. WCVR system consisting of Web Register mechanism and HTTP Interface mechanism.

2. Apache tomcat web server.

3. Request capture tool to automatically launch various tampering attacks to static web content.
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4. Paint tool to manually tamper any static image.
5. Notepad tool to manually tamper any static web content.
6. MS Internet Explorer (IE) or Mozilla Firefox.
7. DSSA system.
8. Neoload application.

Data:

1. UK Hillside Primary school web site.

Setup:

1. Install Apache Tomcat service on a server. This service will be listening on every request and response with port number 8081 where the default port number is 80.
2. Construct LAN network which contains a server machine, three client’s machines and two routers using TCP protocol.
3. Pick every client machine and check connectivity with server.
4. Make two copies of the target web site. One on a web server and one in a secured directory for recovery purposes.
5. Install DSSA mechanism.
6. install Neoload tool.

Procedure: The following procedures take place on the server and client sides.

Case (a)

Server-side

1. Run Web Register mechanism.
2. Run Tomcat web server.

3. Run the HTTP interface mechanism.

Client-side

1. Run Neoload tool.

2. Request the following URL (HTTP://192.168.10.1/test.html).

3. Generate a separate report.

Case (b)

Server-side

1. Run Web Register mechanism.

2. Run Tomcat web server.

3. Run the DSSA mechanism.

Client-side

1. Run Neoload tool.

2. Request the following URL (HTTP://192.168.10.1/test.html).

3. Generate a separate report.

5.3.4.3 Experiment 5

Experiment 5: To measure end-to-end performance of dynamic web content on Apache Tomcat.

Participants: Three undergraduate computing students.

Objectives:
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1. To find out the response time for the following two cases:
   
   (a) Without any mechanism or system for tamper detection and recovery.
   
   (b) With the WCVR system.

2. To compare the results in accordance to the response time and overhead times among them and then evaluate the performance of WCVR system.

3. To find out the statistics summary such as average and standard deviation of response time, number of hist, average throughout, and number of errors and maximum and minimum user load.

OS component: Windows server 2003 for server machine, and any windows-type for client’s machines.

Other component: Tomcat.

Network Architecture: Server machines, two switches, two routers, and four client machines (2GHZ CEN 1GB RAM OS Windows XP) over wired network.

Tools(Required tools for the experiment):

1. WCVR system consisting of Web Register mechanism, HTTP Interface mechanism and Response Hashing Calculator mechanism.

2. Apache tomcat web server.

3. Request capture tool to automatically launch various tampering attacks to static web content.

4. Paint tool to manually tamper any static image.

5. Notepad tool to manually tamper any static web content.

6. MS Internet Explorer (IE) or Mozilla Firefox.

7. Tomcat service.

8. javac command.

Data:

1. Borland JBuilder JSP shopping cart.

Setup:

1. Install Apache Tomcat service on a server. This service will be listening on every request and response with port number 8081 where the default port number is 80.

2. Construct LAN network which contains a server machine, three client's machines and two routers using TCP protocol.

3. Pick every client machine and check connectivity with server.

4. Make two copies of the target web site. One on a web server and one in secured directory for recovery purposes.

5. Install Neoload tool.

Procedure: The following procedures take place on the server and client sides.

Case (a)

Server-side

1. Run Apache Tomcat web server.

Client-side

1. Run Neoload tool.

2. Request the following URL (HTTP://192.168.10.1:8081/test.html).

3. Generate a separate report.
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Case (b)

Server-side

1. Run Web Register mechanism.

2. Copy the java classes to WEB-INF of Tomcat root.

3. Run Tomcat web server.

4. Run the HTTP interface mechanism.

5. Run the response hashing mechanism.

Client-side

1. Run Neoload tool.

2. Request the following URL (HTTP://192.168.10.1/test.html).

3. Generate a separate report.

5.4 Initial Testing

We carried out a pilot study to evaluate the reliability and effectiveness of our proposed system. The objective of the initial test is to evaluate the proposed approach in term of both reliability and performance of the tamper detection and recovery processes. The reliability of the approach is its ability to correctly detect the tampering attacks and perform recovery if any tampering has been detected.

In this Section, we detail the phase of the evaluation process. The reliability is evaluated by launching manually tampering attacks against the generated dynamic and static web content on IIS and Tomcat web servers.

In the pilot study, we carried out these experiments to illustrate the two main objectives:
1. Security Objective: *How does WCVR system provide tamper detection, and recovery in server-side static and dynamic web content on Apache Tomcat and IIS web servers?*

2. Performance Objective: *How does WCVR system meet the performance objective in case of static web content and in case of dynamic web content?*

We carried out experiments 1e, and 2 to meet the security objective, whereas, we carried out experiments 3, 4, and 5 to meet the performance objective.

**Experiment 1** was carried out on MS Windows environment and Apache Tomcat web server. After running this experiment we had manually and/or automatically launched 45 tampering attacks (such as visualisation spoofing attack, textual spoofing attack, tampering code manipulation tampering object manipulation, and defacement of web page), and as a result, we obtained a set of results as shown in Table 5.2. This results has shown that that our proposed WCVR system provides tamper detection, and recovery in server-side static and dynamic web content. Table 5.2 illustrates how such attacks can be detected using the proposed WCVR system.
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Table 5.2: Table of the static and dynamic web content in Tomcat web server

Figure 5.6 shows a (partial) list of measurements for the original hash values of web contents which is shown in Table 5.2. The measurements in Figure 5.6 have been taken by the web register mechanism. Figure 5.7 shows the corresponding list of the same web contents that were compromised. The entries in Figure 5.7 have illustrated that after the attack, the signature of the arbres-07.gif was different, indicating that the attack replaced the original arbres-07.gif with a faked copy.

Experiment 2 was carried out in MS Windows environment and IIS web server. After running this experiment we had manually and/or automatically launched 45 tampering attacks, and as a result, we obtained a set of results as
shown in Table 5.3. This results has shown that that our proposed WCVR system provides tamper detection and recovery in server-side static web content. Table 5.3 illustrates how such attacks can be detected using the WCVR system.

| #001: 6FD08C991E77FD867C96D86E64C1095620E69D29 vivian.htm |
| #002: 150E93F8C29EC534178DA0647251807BDC12BFF2 vivian_1.GIF |
| #003: 0DC2F919A3BBBC6554A462AD80AE57679B9C6969 Thumbs.db |
| #004: 1E7707F952FCBF9627076FAE387C1E6685FA6192 trees.htm |
| ... |
| #040: 0B81CE4C28596973C97ED109C3A44DAF8D41F105 arbres-07.gif |
| ... |

Figure 5.6: A list of measurements for the original hash values of web contents

| ... |
| #040: EB81CE4C77796973C97ED109C3A44DAF8D41FDE8 arbres-07.gif |
| ... |
| #400: 1FB659F0535DAAD725FFB79C6C0458C75685128A andrew.html |
| ... |

Figure 5.7: Detecting tampering attacks
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>URL</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Surveyed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/Tidigrams/cyberverse/Hackett_tred77.html.htm</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/Tidigrams/cyberverse/Hackett_tred77/Hashlet-77.gif</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/Tidigrams/cyberverse/Hackett_tred77/Hashlet-77-77-77-77-77</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/Tidigrams/cyberverse/Hackett_tred77/Hashlet-77-Hashlet-77-77</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/Tidigrams/cyberverse/Hackett_tred77/Hashlet-77-Hashlet-77-77-77-77</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/Tidigrams/cyberverse/Hackett_tred77/Hashlet-77-Hashlet-77-77-77-77-77</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/Tidigrams/cyberverse/Hackett_tred77/Hashlet-77-Hashlet-77-77-77-77-77-77</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/Tidigrams/cyberverse/Hackett_tred77/Hashlet-77-Hashlet-77-77-77-77-77-77-77</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/Tidigrams/cyberverse/Hackett_tred77/Hashlet-77-Hashlet-77-77-77-77-77-77-77-77-77</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/Tidigrams/cyberverse/Hackett_tred77/Hashlet-77-Hashlet-77-77-77-77-77-77-77-77-77-77-77</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/Tidigrams/cyberverse/Hackett_tred77/Hashlet-77-Hashlet-77-77-77-77-77-77-77-77-77-77-77-77-77</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/Tidigrams/cyberverse/Hackett_tred77/Hashlet-77-Hashlet-77-77-77-77-77-77-77-77-77-77-77-77-77-77-77</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/Tidigrams/cyberverse/Hackett_tred77/Hashlet-77-Hashlet-77-77-77-77-77-77-77-77-77-77-77-77-77-77-77-77-77</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/Tidigrams/cyberverse/Hackett_tred77/Hashlet-77-Hashlet-77-77-77-77-77-77-77-77-77-77-77-77-77-77-77-77-77-77</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.3: Table of the static web content in IIS web server
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Experiment 3 and 4 were individually carried out using MS Windows environment (i.e. MS Windows XP Professional for client machines and MS Windows Server 2003) with IIS and Tomcat web servers. Experiment 3 is designed to show end-to-end performance (i.e. verification of the integrity of server-side static web content, recovery response if a web content has been tampered with, network speed, web server response and web browser response) via (i) the proposed WCVR system and (ii) the existing DSSA system on IIS web server. Experiment 4 is designed to show end-to-end performance via (i) the proposed WCVR system and (ii) the existing DSSA system on Tomcat web server.

In this pilot study, the duration of the test was almost exactly 5 minutes where the generating a number of virtual users was almost 5 that increased throughout the test. The virtual users were connecting at 100Mbps through a local network.

We have summarised the results in Table 5.4. All these measurements were performed from the client point of view (i.e. all durations show the time between a request and the reception of its answer). Each row in the table displays the average response time (request) maximum response time (request), and minimum response time (request) in seconds of all requests during the test and average page response time for all pages where each page may contain a number of requests. Note that the average response time is the mean-time necessary to process a request by each web server when the proxy, browser and the WCVR system are active. The activation of the WCVR implies that HTTP request-response communication has changed. The activation of the of the recovery component implies that the server-side static and/or dynamic web content has been tampered with. The communications (network response time) are parts of the measured duration.

A comparison of the WCVR and DSSA systems indicates that the end-to-end performance of the WCVR (on IIS and Tomcat web servers) is better than that on the DSSA as illustrated in Table 5.4. The average response time (request) through the WCVR was 0.574 seconds on IIS and was 1.05 seconds on Tomcat, while the average response time (request) through DSSA was 0.648 seconds on IIS and was 2.42 seconds on Tomcat.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>Web Server</th>
<th>Graph Min (request)</th>
<th>Average response time (request)</th>
<th>Graph Max (request)</th>
<th>Median (request)</th>
<th>Average 90% (request)</th>
<th>Std. Deviation (request)</th>
<th>Average page response time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DSSA</td>
<td>IIS</td>
<td>0.052</td>
<td>0.648</td>
<td>4.06</td>
<td>0.148</td>
<td>0.501</td>
<td>1.07</td>
<td>0.942</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WCVR</td>
<td>IIS</td>
<td>0.075</td>
<td>0.574</td>
<td>4.03</td>
<td>0.092</td>
<td>0.414</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>0.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSSA</td>
<td>Tomcat</td>
<td>0.153</td>
<td>2.42</td>
<td>4.03</td>
<td>3.96</td>
<td>2.41</td>
<td>1.86</td>
<td>3.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WCVR</td>
<td>Tomcat</td>
<td>0.078</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>4.04</td>
<td>0.099</td>
<td>0.916</td>
<td>1.65</td>
<td>1.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.4: Comparison between the response times through DSSA and WCVR systems, in seconds, of all requests during the test on IIS and Tomcat web servers.

The running time increased close to a linear state as the number of users increased as shown in Figure 5.8. The curves in Figure 5.8 show the average response time in seconds of all requests and the number of virtual users as the vertical axis during the ramp-up (increasing) load test. Note that we used the Neoload product to measure the performance, where the Neoload generates number of virtual users after recording all requests and responses during the test.

The WCVR is less costly in performance terms when verifying the server-side static web content against tampering attacks. This is understandable, because we utilised the WCVR system by formulating a new hashing strategy. It is anticipated that our system can give better results for security and performance compared with other existing systems. In this study, we can see the overhead is acceptable and is adapted to a real-time use.

Figure 5.9 displays the percentage of pages that were performed within a given time range. These graphs help determine the percentage of pages that meet a performance objective. For example, graph (a) in Figure 5.9 presents the distribution of response page time for DSSA on IIS web server within 4 seconds. It indicates that 90% of the requested pages had a response time under 3.5 seconds. Where as graph (b) in Figure 5.9 presents the distribution of response page time for WCVR on IIS web server within 4 seconds. It indicates that 90% of the requested pages had a response time under 2.0 seconds. This suggests that the WCVR takes less response time as a percentage to verify a static web content on
IIS than DSSA.

Graph (c) in Figure 5.9 presents the distribution of response page time for DSSA on Tomcat web server over 4 seconds. It demonstrates that about 25% of the requested pages had a response time under 0.5 second. Graph (d) in Figure 5.9 presents the distribution of response page time for WCVR on Tomcat web server within 4 seconds. This indicates that 70% of the requested pages had a response time under 0.5 seconds. This suggests that the WCVR takes much less response time as percentage to verify a static web content on Tomcat than DSSA. In this study, the WCVR (when compared with DSSA) satisfies the performance objective as seen in Section 5.4.
Figure 5.8: Static web content: Graphs for response time (request) curves through DSSA and the WCVR on IIS and Tomcat servers, in seconds, of all requests during the test.
(a) The distribution of page response time for DSSA on IIS.

(b) The distribution of page response time WCVR on IIS.

(c) The distribution of page response time for DSSA on Tomcat.

(d) The distribution of page response time for WCVR on Tomcat.

Figure 5.9: Displays the distribution of page response time, in seconds, of all pages during the test.
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Experiment 5 was carried out in a MS Windows environment (i.e. MS Windows XP Professional for clients machines and MS Windows Server 2003) using a Tomcat web server. This experiment is designed to show end-to-end performance (i.e. verification of the integrity of server-side dynamic web content, recovery response if a web content has been tampered with, network speed, web server response, and web browser response) via (i) the proposed WCVR system and (ii) without any verification system on Tomcat web server. In this study, the response times for Scenario A (without any mechanism or system for tamper detection and recovery) and Scenario B (with the WCVR system) were collected.

Table 5.5 shows the statistics summary such as the HTTP requests, the minimum response time, average response time, and maximum response time. In Scenario A, the minimum request response time was 0.01 second, average response time as 0.021 seconds, maximum response time was 0.126 seconds, standard deviation was 0.031 seconds. whereas in Scenario B, the minimum request response time was 0.149 second, average response time as 0.212 seconds, maximum response time was 0.297 seconds, standard deviation was 0.051 seconds.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>Web Server</th>
<th>Graph Min (request)</th>
<th>Average Response Time (request)</th>
<th>Graph Max (request)</th>
<th>Standard Deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Without any verification system</td>
<td>Tomcat</td>
<td>&lt;0.01</td>
<td>0.021</td>
<td>0.126</td>
<td>0.031</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WCVR</td>
<td>Tomcat</td>
<td>0.149</td>
<td>0.212</td>
<td>0.297</td>
<td>0.051</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.5: Comparison between the response times without verification system and WCVR systems, in seconds, of all requests during the test on Tomcat web server.

As shown in Table 5.5, the end-to-end performance of WCVR system is relatively acceptable because the overhead of WCVR system on Tomcat web server is minimal in comparison with Scenario A. The average response time (request) through WCVR was 0.212 seconds on Tomcat, whereas the average response time (request) when using without any verification system was 0.021 seconds on Tomcat. The running times of WCVR system is more time than the running times without any verification system.
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The curve (a) in Figure 5.11 shows the percentage of pages (distribution of page response time) that were performed within a given time range. It indicated that 90% of the pages had a response time under 0.125 seconds. The curve (b) in Figure 5.11 indicates that 90% of the pages had a response time under 0.55 seconds.
Figure 5.10: Dynamic Web Content: Graphs for response time curves through without verification system and the WCVR on Tomcat, in seconds, of all requests during the test.
Figure 5.11: Displays the percentage of dynamic pages that were performed within a given time range. These graphs help determine the percentage of pages that meet a performance objective.
5.5 Conclusion

The WCVR prototype is implemented into three mechanisms: web register, response hashing and HTTP interface mechanism. We carried out a set of experiments to address the security objective (detection, and recovery) and the performance objective. The results of a pilot study have shown that the proposed system (WCVR) provides a high coverage of detection and recovery.

The performance evaluation of a pilot study is limited and does not show a significant enhancement. Thus, our pilot study is not sufficient to evaluate the proposed WCVR system for the following four reasons:

1. The test duration in the pilot study was only 5 minutes. The duration of the test should change depending on the testing goals. The performance information can be obtained for a test that takes a few minutes long. However, we will try to stress a web site/application to know if anything breaks using the WCVR and DSSA. In addition, we will gain more useful performance information and hence we will run the test over a longer period of time.

2. The number of virtual users started with 5 and reached up to 30. The virtual user traffic to load test a web site/application should nearly be to real traffic, and hence we will run the test using a greater number of virtual users.

3. The number of tampering attacks was 45. We will run three experimental studies. Each one will launch 45 tampering attacks. This will be stronger evidence that the WCVR is able to detect and recover tampering attacks.

4. The experimental studies have been conducted by one user.

To achieve more reality in our system evaluation, the next chapter will present further evaluation to the experimental results depending on a number of evaluation criteria such as response times and error rate. The objective of the tests that have been conducted is to evaluate the proposed approach in terms of both
reliability of the tamper detection and recovery processes. The reliability of the approach is its ability to detect correctly the tampering attacks and recover them if any tampering has been detected.
Chapter 6

System Evaluation

6.1 Introduction

In the previous chapter, the implementation of the prototype and design of the experiments have been explained. To test our approach, we implement the WCVR system to verify real-world web applications. We conducted a pilot study to test the reliability and performance of WCVR system and the results obtained appear to demonstrate that the overhead time for the verification process and recovery process are relatively low and that the WCVR system can efficiently and correctly determine if a web content has been compromised.

The findings in (121; 130) have shown how easy and effective for an adversary to automatically find potentially vulnerable web sites. An adversary could probably create a list containing several hundred vulnerable web sites using malicious web content manipulation software run on high-performance servers, a high-bandwidth uplink and several weeks of scanning.

In this chapter, we present five experimental studies to evaluate the reliability and performance of WCVR as follows:

1. Case study - Security objective to evaluate whether the WCVR is able to detect and recover from the tampering attacks.
2. Case study for micro-benchmarking\(^1\) performance to measure offline the performance of the web register mechanism (using SHA-1 and SHA1-extended).

3. Case study K to measure the end-to-end performance with (i) the proposed WCVR system, (ii) the existing DSSA system, and (iii) without any verification system.

4. Case study R to measure the end-to-end performance through (i) the proposed WCVR system, (ii) the existing DSSA system and (iii) without any verification system.

5. Case study J to measure the end-to-end performance through (i) the proposed WCVR system, (ii) the existing DSSA system, and (iii) without any verification system.

It should be noted that in each of the above case studies, inputs such as bandwidth, throughput and number of hits, etc. are varied.

### 6.2 Reflections on Methodology

There are several research methodologies in computing and software engineering areas such as simulation, mathematical or/and logical proof and experimental study (126). Our thesis has used the experimental study to test the hypotheses related to conceptual design and to system reliability and performance.

This methodology has helped to answer the research question which is used to develop the hypothesis verified by the experimental study. The conclusion derived from the experimental results supports the hypothesis as follows:

- By confirming the conceptual approach to find a solution through implementation and testing.

\(^1\)Benchmarking is a process to measure, assess and describe performance of a mechanism or a certain function against agreed criteria. Further details can be found in www.citywestwater.com.au/about/glossary.htm.
By showing that the performance of WCVR is relatively effective.

By illustrating how tampering attacks can be discovered, and how tampered web content can be detected and recovered reliably using the WCVR system.

### 6.3 System Evaluation: Security and Performance

To verify the accuracy and reliability of WCVR in detecting tampering attacks, three computing students at the Computer Forensics lab at Northumbira University picked over five hundred web requests from the (i) UK Hillside Primary school web site\(^2\) and (ii) Borland JBuilder JSP shopping cart\(^3\). The students identified a potential victim list of target web resources and manually confirmed exploitable flaws in the identified web resources.

In order to evaluate the security objective, the students performed the following two experiments:

- **Case study 1** (see Section 6.2.1)
  - Experiment 1: To investigate the tamper detection and recovery in a server-side static and dynamic web content on Apache Tomcat web server.
  - Experiment 2: To investigate the tamper detection and recovery in a server-side static web content on Microsoft IIS web server.

To measure the runtime performance of the web register mechanism using SHA-1 and SHA1-extended, we will present the following case study:

\(^2\)http://hillside.needham.k12.ma.us/cyberventures/st_proj.html

\(^3\)http://www.borland.com/uk/products/jbuilder/
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To evaluate the effectiveness of the WCVR system, the students individually conducted the following experiments:

- Case study 3, 4, and 5 (see Section 6.2.3)
  - Experiment 3: To measure end-to-end performance of static web content on Microsoft IIS.
  - Experiment 4: To measure end-to-end performance of static web content on Apache Tomcat.
  - Experiment 5: To measure end-to-end performance of dynamic web content on Apache Tomcat.

It should be noted that we have not carried out an experiment to investigate the tamper detection and recovery in a server-side dynamic web content on IIS web server because the proposed response hashing mechanism is implemented by Java Servlet and Filters and consequently, the IIS web server does not support Java Servlet and Filters.

Defining the success or failure criteria is a prerequisite to any experimental test. Therefore, before testing a web application, we have defined a number of the acceptable levels for robustness and performance. These criteria are defined in terms of response time as follows:

- Average response time per page (may be different from one page to another).
- Maximum response time per request.
- Minimum response time per request.
- Average response time per request.
- Standard deviation of response time per request.

A web page contains one or more HTTP requests. Wherever web pages or containers are concerned:
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- The response time is the time taken to respond to all the requests contained in the page or container.
- The size is the sum of the sizes of all the requests contained in the page or container.
- A page or container is flagged as containing an error if one of its sub-requests contains an error.
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6.3.1 Case Study - Security Objective (Detection and Recovery)

As stated in (131), the security objective is difficult to measure. There is no standard accepted methodology by which to evaluate it. To assess how successful the WCVR system is able to detect and recover from the unknown tampering attacks, students (K, R, and J) started to run the proposed web register mechanism. This mechanism takes the hashing measurements for every server-side static web content stored in the designated directories of the suggested web sites/applications hosted on Tomcat and IIS web servers. The response hashing mechanism takes the hashing measurement for the generated dynamic web content during online transactions (when a user requests a web resource). Over 70 tampering attacks were launched against the designated directories of the suggested web sites hosted on Tomcat and IIS web servers. Measurements were taken after the tampering attacks for integrity verification purposes (see Table 6.1).

Table 6.1 shows a partial list of measurements for the web content and Table 6.2 shows the corresponding list of the same web content that has been compromised by the tampering attacks. The entries in Table 6.2 illustrates that after the attack, the checksum of the requested resource "/cyberventures/st_proj.html" is different, indicating that the malicious software replaced the original version. The WCVR system uses the difference in the hash value to detect whether malicious software has replaced the original resource. The verification process checks to see if the web content has been modified since it was used. Based on whether the test passes or fails, the HTTP interface mechanism executes the state protocol to enforce the policy that makes the decision about the next step in the process. If the integrity check passes, the web content is sent to the running process straight away. If it fails, it is sent to the recovery component.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>N</th>
<th>Hash Value (Signature)</th>
<th>Requested Resource</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>D35C729762B3FC8795FB90631BCF64DEA061E33B</td>
<td>/cyberventus/st.proj.html</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>83EEED714BACD7AECB74A054A58E54A185C9C52</td>
<td>/Hachett.trees07/trees.htm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>D9F8C0A13CEA7C87CD515E2277E299195A1436</td>
<td>/Hachett.trees07/amanda.html/kiana.htm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>E7707F952FCBF0627076FAC8E387C1E6685FA6192</td>
<td>/Hachett.trees07/amanda.html/natasie.htm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>32CE36ED9039D3C2951350CFC5843BC145998CDA</td>
<td>/Hachett.trees07/amanda.html/nf/nat_1.GIF</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.1: A partial list of original hashing measurement.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>N</th>
<th>Hash Value (Signature)</th>
<th>Requested Resource</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>9D354FF4B08DB0FE8BD0656692AE895C6F36887</td>
<td>/cyberventus/st_proj.html</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>83AC2737D5DABEBA49E351AF492158ACE04ABE7</td>
<td>/Hachett_trees07/trees.htm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>45A90F81C355F38E9CD18C3F7BDFFDDB162003</td>
<td>/Hachett_trees07/amanda.html/kiana.htm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>687C8B4F81C9418EF10D1C5ACD4F93D14A</td>
<td>/Hachett_trees07/amanda.html/natasie.htm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>F688117B552340851B89ECA5EC839315815FB8</td>
<td>/Hachett_trees07/amanda.html/nf/nat_1.GIF</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.2: A partial list of hashing measurement after running malicious web content manipulation software.
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Table 6.3 illustrates that a partial list of alerted web content has been compromised by running malicious web content manipulation software. For example, the requested page "/cyberventues/st.proj.html" had been altered by changing the following:

1. The value of HTML Title element "<title>Student Web Projects</title>" was altered to "<title>This is a different name</title>".

2. The colour of letters in the the linked image "stweb.gif" in Img element was altered. K, R, and J analysed the HTML source code of "/cyberventues/st.proj.html" by extracting the name of image element in this tag "<img src='images/stweb.gif' width=359 height=50>" and then altered the contents of this image object.

3. The white background of "/cyberventues/st.proj.html" was altered to yellow.

The original hash values of "/cyberventues/st.proj.html" are shown in Table 6.1. The altered hash values after running tampering are shown in Table 6.2. As can seen from Table 6.3 all alerted web content had been detected and recovered using the proposed WCVR system. It is suggested that the WCVR system has the capability to detect and recover web content that has been tampered with, and hence, the WCVR system satisfies the security objective as defined above.

Readers should note that Appendix A contains the following table:

1. Table 1: The whole list of alerted web content that are compromised by running malicious web content manipulation software.
Table 6.3: A partial list of alerted web content that are compromised by running malicious web content manipulation software.

The following example will be used to explain how the integrity verification and recovery processes work. When K, R, and J students requested the "Cart.jsp?itemID=2&count=17" (see Figure 6.1 - d), the HTTP interface mechanism intercepted the HTTP request and analysed details of the request header (such as request name and URL parameters), as shown in Figure 6.3. After that, the mechanism extracted the request path to compare the hash value of original request (which is calculated by web registra mechanism) with the one on a web server. In Figure 6.3, the log message "Static Web Content (Cart.jsp) Integrity at the Server-Side has been successfully verified" indicates that the integrity verification was successful. The HTTP interface mechanism generated log files, which includes a sequence of messages such as details of re-
quest header, the verification message (either for static or dynamic web content), hash value of response output, the state of online transaction database and recovery messages if the web content is tampered with.

In the next stage of verification, the http interface mechanism also intercepted, and analysed the output HTTP response of "Cart.jsp?itemID=2&count=17", as shown in Figure 6.3. The HTTP interface mechanism analysed the output HTTP response and extracted the following information: the state of connection, content type, content length, date, type of web server and response body. After that, this mechanism compared the original hash value of the generated dynamic web content (which was calculated by response hashing mechanism) with the hash value of the output HTTP response. In Figure 6.3, the log message "Dynamic Web Content Cart.jsp?itemID=2&count=17 Integrity at the Server-Side has been successfully verified" indicates that the integrity verification was successful.

In this context, the last log message ("Row is deleted" in Figure 6.3) denotes that the generated dynamic web content had been served to a target client. The details about this request are deleted from the DBMS online-transaction table.

K, R, and J focused on the generated dynamic web content from the JSP shopping cart application. For example, the Store.jsp web page (see Figure 6.1-presentation (b)) includes the list of seven books. K, R, and J selected Moby Dick book (price: $5.80) by requesting URL presents in the following: "Cart.jsp?itemID=0&count=15" (Figure 6.1-presentation (c)). This kind of web content is dynamic because the HTTP request includes those URL parameters. K, R, and J then requested "Cart.jsp?itemID=2&count=17" (Figure 6.1-presentation (d)) and also requested "Cart.jsp?itemID=6&count=19" (Figure 6.1-presentation (e)).

It can be seen from Figure 6.1 that K, R, and J generated three different dynamic web contents from the same source page "Cart.jsp" and that each generated HTTP response has a different hash value, as shown in the section "Response value of hash" in Figures 6.2, 6.3, and 6.4.
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6.3.1.1 Section Conclusions

We have carried out the following two experiments to test the security objective *(How does WCVR system provide tamper detection and recovery in the server-side static and dynamic web content on Apache Tomcat and Microsoft IIS web servers)* of the proposed WCVR system:

- Experiment 1: To investigate the tamper detection and recovery in a server-side static and dynamic web content on Apache Tomcat web server.

- Experiment 2: To investigate the tamper detection and recovery in a server-side static web content on Microsoft IIS web server.

Three computing students at the Computer Forensics lab at Northumbira University picked over five hundred web requests from the (i) UK Hillside Primary school web site and (ii) Borland JBuilder JSP shopping cart. The students identified a potential victim list of target web resources and manually confirmed exploitable flaws in the identified web resources. Over 70 tampering attacks were launched against the designated directories of the suggested web sites hosted on Tomcat and IIS web servers. The results of this experimental study have shown that the proposed system (WCVR) may provide a high coverage of detection and recovery and a low level of overhead times.
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Figure 6.1: A sequence of static and dynamic web pages from JSP shopping cart application have been requested.
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Request Details
Request: GET /Cart.jsp?itemID=0&count=15 HTTP/1.1
Accept: image/gif, image/x-xbitmap, image/jpeg, image/pjpeg, application/vnd.ms-excel, application/vnd.ms-powerpoint, application/msword, application/x-shockwave-flash, */*
Referer: http://phdmachine/Store.jsp
Accept-Language: en-us
Accept-Encoding: gzip, deflate
User-Agent: Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 6.0; Windows NT 5.1)
Host: phdmachine
Connection: Keep-Alive
Cookie: JSESSIONID=526ADA5C45E7B5D4C752E7597E83FE52DB

Static Web Content (Cart.jsp) Integrity at the Server-Side has been successfully verified

Response Details
HTTP/1.1 200 OK
Content-Type: text/html
Content-Length: 1345
Date: Tue, 18 Dec 2007 19:09:01 GMT
Server: Apache-Coyote/1.1

Dynamic Web Content (Cart.jsp?itemID=0&count=15) Integrity at the Server-Side has been successfully verified

Row is deleted

Figure 6.2: Log file: Cart.jsp?itemID=0&count=15
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Request Details
Request: GET /Cart.jsp?itemID=2&count=17 HTTP/1.1
Accept: image/gif, image/x-bitmap, image/jpeg, image/pjpeg, application/vnd.ms-excel,
application/vnd.ms-powerpoint, application/msword, application/x-shockwave-flash, */*
Referer: http://phdmachine/Store.jsp
Accept-Language: en-us
Accept-Encoding: gzip, deflate
User-Agent: Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 6.0; Windows NT 5.1)
Host: phdmachine
Connection: Keep-Alive
Cookie: JSESSIONID=2AA545E7B3D4C752797E3F35E02F36C

Static Web Content (Cart.jsp) Integrity at the Server-Side has been successfully verified

Response Details
HTTP/1.1 200 OK
Content-Type: text/html
Content-Length: 1345
Date: Tue, 18 Dec 2007 19:09:21 GMT
Server: Apache-Coyote/1.1

Response value of hash value:903E12713636C8646C14F91465028356248ACF8
Dynamic Web Content (Cart.jsp?itemID=2&count=17) Integrity at the Server-Side has been successfully verified
Row is deleted

Figure 6.3: Log file: Cart.jsp?itemID=2&count=17
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Request Details
Request: GET /Cart.jsp?itemID=6&count=19 HTTP/1.1
Accept: image/gif, image/x-xbitmap, image/jpeg, image/pjpeg, application/vnd.ms-excel, application/vnd.ms-powerpoint, application/msword, application/x-shockwave-flash, */*
Referer: http://phdmachine/Store.jsp
Accept-Language: en-us
Accept-Encoding: gzip, deflate
User-Agent: Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 6.0; Windows NT 5.1)
Host: phdmachine
Connection: Keep-Alive
Cookie: JSESSIONID=2AA545E7BD4C752797E3FE35E02F36C

Static Web Content (Cart.jsp) Integrity at the Server-Side has been successfully verified

Response Details
HTTP/1.1 200 OK
Content-Type: text/html
Content-Length: 1473
Date: Tue, 18 Dec 2007 19:09:24 GMT
Server: Apache-Coyote/1.1
Response value: <HTML><!--ShoppingCartappCart.jsp--><BODY BACKGROUND="images/greepaper.gif"><FORM METHOD=POST><H3>CartContents/</H3><INPUT TYPE=HIDDEN NAME="pageCount" VALUE="19"><INPUT TYPE=submit NAME="Remov e" VALUE="Removeitemsbooks"></INPUT TYPE=Submit NAME="Removeitemsbooks">TABLEWIDTH="60%"CELLSPACING="0"CELLPADDI NG="1"><TH ALIGN="CENTER"BCOLOR="#808080">ReMove</TH><TR ALIGN="CENTER"BCOLOR="#808080">Price</TR><TD ALIGN="CENTER">$5.80</TD><TD ALIGN="CENTER"><INPUT TYPE=CHECKBOX NAME=REMOVE_BOOK0></TD><TD><请输入想了首 книги '</TD><TD ALIGN="CENTER"BCOLOR="#808080">MobyDick</TD><TD ALIGN="CENTER">$5.99</TD><TD ALIGN="CENTER"><INPUT TYPE=CHECKBOX NAME=REMOVE_BOOK1></TD><TD ALIGN="CENTER">MobyDick</TD><TD ALIGN="CENTER">$5.95</TD><TD ALIGN="CENTER"><INPUT TYPE=CHECKBOX NAME=REMOVE_BOOK2></TD><TD ALIGN="CENTER">$5.95</TD><TD ALIGN="CENTER"><INPUT TYPE=CHECKBOX NAME=REMOVE_BOOK3></TD><TD ALIGN="CENTER">Total</TD><TD ALIGN="CENTER">$19.74</TD><TD ALIGN="CENTER">ReturnToTheStore</TD><TD ALIGN="CENTER">GoBack</TD><TD ALIGN="CENTER">ProceedToCheckout</TD><TD ALIGN="CENTER">PurchaseItem</TD><TD ALIGN="CENTER"><IMG SRC="images/small.gif"ALT="go back"BORDER=0></A></TD><TD ALIGN="CENTER"><IMG SRC="images/small.gif"ALT="proceed"BORDER=0></A></TD></TR></TABLE></BODY></HTML>

Response value of hash value:4922DD4563B0E37735616FB3026E4F4AC414E02

Dynamic Web Content(Cart.jsp?itemID=6&count=19) Integrity at the Server-Side has been successfully verified.

Row is deleted

Figure 6.4: Log file: Cart.jsp?itemID=6&count=19
6.3.2 Case Study for Micro-benchmarking Performance

We measured the runtime performance of the web register mechanism with a set of micro-benchmarks. We measured the latencies of the web register mechanism in two different cases, namely, SHA-1 (10 digits) and SHA1-extended (16 digits). In the SHA-1 case, we calculated the hash value of a web content using SHA-1 function (10 digits). The SHA1-extended represented the case when we calculated the hash value of a web content by SHA-1 function where number of digits was 16. Since the goal is to measure the latency, we ran the web register mechanism 15 times over 200 entries of different sizes for every case (SHA-1 and SHA1-extended) using MS Windows XP Professional. The implementation of the micro-benchmarks is based on the HBench framework industrial standard (132).

An illustration of results is presented in Table 6.4. It should be noted from this table that the web register overhead in the case of SHA-1 (10 digits) is low - the average running time was 1.4274 seconds (representing the average of time taken to run 15 trails), which is less time when using SHA1-extended (2.2176 seconds). These cases do not only measure the overhead of the hash value itself, it also measured all functions in a web register mechanism for both cases (SHA-1 and SHA1-extended).

We have concluded that the SHA1-extended is the most costly in performance terms. This is understandable, because the SHA1-extended contains 16 digits instead of 10 digits. Readers should note that this work as detailed in this thesis is more concerned with security than performance.

It is anticipated that performance gains can be expected from an industrial standard web server. In the case of static content, the web register is able to hash the web content before a request is responded to, however in the case of dynamic content, the hashing is required at the time of delivery and hence requires more computerised effort.

We have also presented the registry performance of a web content as a function of file sizes. We measured the web register mechanism running time for both: SHA-1 and SHA1-extended, varying the input file sizes. The results are shown...
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in Table 6.5. When the file size is large, the difference in the hashing overhead can be significant. For example, a 64 Kilobytes file when using SHA1-extended takes about 12.47 milliseconds, where it takes about 3.2 milliseconds for SHA-1. Furthermore, when using SHA1-extended, a 13 Megabytes file records 1531 milliseconds performance overhead, but when using SHA-1, the same file records 620.067 milliseconds performance overhead.

In Figure 6.5, the performance overhead (ms) with the SHA1-extended case is represented by an unbroken curve, while the performance overhead (ms) with the SHA1 case is represented by a dashed line. The horizontal axis represents the file sizes in byte, and the left vertical axis represents the overhead running time in milliseconds. As expected, the performance overhead has a direct correspondence to the file size, i.e. the larger file size is the greater performance overhead.

Table 6.4: Overhead of a web register mechanism

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Web Register Call</th>
<th>Overhead (ms)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SHA1-extended (16 digits)</td>
<td>2217.6 (2.2176s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHA-1 (10 digits)</td>
<td>1427.4 (1.4274s)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.5: Registry Performance for both SHA1-extended and SHA-1 as compared with file sizes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>File Size (Byte)</th>
<th>Overhead (ms) with SHA1-extended</th>
<th>Overhead (ms) with SHA-1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1KB</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.627</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16KB</td>
<td>5.13</td>
<td>2.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64KB</td>
<td>12.47</td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2MB</td>
<td>163.73</td>
<td>118.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5MB</td>
<td>348</td>
<td>251.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13MB</td>
<td>1531</td>
<td>620.067</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 6.5: A linear chart of registry Performance for both SHA1-extended and SHA-1 as compared with file sizes.

As shown in Figure 6.5, longer keys take much more computing resource to decrypt, and hence make them less vulnerable to attack. However, the SHA1-extended is also more costly in performance terms, but this is the cost that legitimate users pay for higher levels of security. The impact of hashing and encryption are issues that increase the overhead and they are rarely considered in the area of web engineering and design. When using the encryption and hashing, some users have observed that the CPU overhead of sending and receiving encrypted requests, and the hashing verification to be as high as 100 to 200 milliseconds per request, easily overwhelming any other processing (48). This overhead varies widely by implementation, key length and other factors, but it is always costly in performance terms. In this experimental study, we measured the performance for two cases: SHA-1 (10 digits), and SHA1-extended (16 digits).

It should also be noted that Appendix B contains the following two tables:

1. Table 1: List of all entries that were measured using SHA-1 function.
2. Table 2: List of all entries that had been measured using SHA1-extended function.
6.3.3 End-to-End Performance Evaluation

The testing environment is composed of two web servers: Apache 1.3.29 with Tomcat container 5.01 on MS Windows Server 2003 and IIS 6.0 on MS Windows Server 2003. The two web servers contain a copy of target web site and shopping cart application. Over 70 attacks were performed against the server-side generated static and dynamic web content security properties. These attacks exploited different types of vulnerabilities that allowed for the modification of files in the designated directories of a web server. As a result, all the known attacks launched against the web content were detected and recovered by the WCVR system.

A load test can be used to test an application’s robustness and performance, as well as its hardware and bandwidth capacities. In these experiments, we used the Neoload application which is a stress and load testing tool to (i) test a web site's vulnerability to crashing under load and (ii) check response times under the predicted load.

As the verification and recovery processes are performed online in real-time, it should induce a time overhead in the service. The results presented in this section have been obtained on the same set of requests, using the same network architecture.

Three undergraduate computing students individually conducted three experimental studies (including case study K, case study R, and case study J) to measure the end-to-end performance with the (i) proposed WCVR system, (ii) DSSA system, and (iii) without any verification system.

The duration of the test was dedicated by the requirements of the Neoload testing. The run-time policy was ramped-up (i.e. generating a number of virtual users that increases throughout the test until it reaches the specified maximum) from 2 users (initial user number at the same time) adding 2 users every 2 minutes. This is useful for checking the server’s behaviour under an increasing load. The virtual users were connecting at 100Mbps through a local network.

All these measurements were performed from the client point of view (i.e. all durations show the time between a request and the reception of its answer). Each
row in the below tables displays the average response time (request), maximum response time (request), and minimum response time (request) in seconds, of all requests during the test and average page response time for all pages where each page may contain a number of requests. The average response time is the mean-time necessary to process a request by each web server when the proxy, browser, and the WCVR system are active. The activation of the WCVR implies that HTTP request-response communication has changed. The activation of the of the recovery component implies that the server-side static and/or dynamic web content has been tampered with. The communications (network response time) are parts of the measured times.

6.3.3.1 Case Study K

This study consisted of two parts: static web content, and dynamic web content. We have summarised the results in Table 6.6 and Table 6.7, respectively.

Case Study K- Static Web Content

Experiment 3 and 4 were carried out using MS Windows environment (i.e. MS Windows XP Professional for clients machines, and MS Windows Server 2003 for a server) with IIS and Tomcat web servers. Experiment 3 is designed to show end-to-end performance (i.e. verification of the integrity of server-side static web content; the recovery response if the web content has been tampered with; the network speed; the web server response; and the web browser response) via (i) the proposed WCVR system and (ii) the existing DSSA system on IIS web server. Experiment 4 is designed to show end-to-end performance (i.e. verification of the integrity of server-side static web content; the recovery response if the web content has been tampered with; the network speed; the web server response; and the web browser response) via (i) the proposed WCVR system and (ii) the existing DSSA system on Tomcat web server.

In experiment 3, 54645 requests were created, 2575 web pages were served and 572.29MB (total throughput) were received by the client. The number of virtual users launched was between 108 and 221. In experiment 4, 20626 requests were created, 10482 web pages were served, and 211.73MB (total throughput) were
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received by the client. The number of virtual users launched was between 30 and 93.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>Web Server</th>
<th>Graph Min (request)</th>
<th>Average Response Time (request)</th>
<th>Graph Max (request)</th>
<th>Average 90% (request)</th>
<th>Average Page Response Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DSSA</td>
<td>IIS</td>
<td>0.076</td>
<td>0.357</td>
<td>4.14</td>
<td>0.318</td>
<td>0.309</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WCVR</td>
<td>IIS</td>
<td>0.084</td>
<td>0.307</td>
<td>4.39</td>
<td>0.292</td>
<td>0.607</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSSA</td>
<td>Tomcat</td>
<td>0.106</td>
<td>0.834</td>
<td>15.4</td>
<td>0.669</td>
<td>1.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WCVR</td>
<td>Tomcat</td>
<td>0.046</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>60.7</td>
<td>0.661</td>
<td>1.88</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.6: Case Study K- Static Web Content: Comparison between the response times through DSSA and WCVR systems, in seconds, of all requests during the test on IIS and Tomcat web servers.

A comparison of the WCVR and DSSA systems indicates that the end-to-end performance of the WCVR (on IIS and Tomcat web servers) is better than the end-to-end performance of the DSSA. As illustrated in Table 6.6, the average response time (request) through WCVR was 0.307 seconds on IIS and was 0.66 seconds on Tomcat, whereas the average response time (request) through DSSA was 0.357 seconds on IIS and was 0.833 seconds on Tomcat.

In Figure 6.6, the average response times (request) are represented by an unbroken curve, while the number of virtual users is represented by a dashed line. The horizontal axis represents the duration of test in minutes, the left vertical axis represents the running time in seconds and the right vertical axis shows the number of virtual users. In the four graphs the number of virtual users increases closing to a linear state as the duration of test increases as the test adds 2 users every 2 minutes. These graph indicate how the number of users changes with time during the test.

As shown in Figure 6.6: graph (a-DSSA), the maximum response through the DSSA system (on IIS web server) was at 1 minute, 5 minutes, 6.5 minutes, and 8 minutes (with a maximum response time of 4.14 seconds). Whereas in Figure 6.6: graph (b-WCVR), the maximum response through the WCVR system (on IIS web server) was only at 8 minutes (with a maximum response time of 4.39 seconds).
Figure 6.6: Case Study K - Static Web Content: Graphs for the response times (requests) through the DSSA and WCVR systems on IIS and Tomcat web servers, in seconds, of all requests during the test.
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The graph (c-DSSA) in Figure 6.6 shows the minimum response time was 0.106 seconds at the first minute; where there was a sharp increase of response times to reach the maximum value (15.4 seconds) at the 18th minute. The standard deviation was low (1.09 seconds) indicating that the response times showed little variation. Whereas, the graph (d-WCVR) in Figure 6.6 shows the minimum response time is 0.046 seconds at the first minute; where there is a sharp increase of response times to reach the maximum value (60.7 seconds) at the 9th minute because:

- There was insufficient memory on the server, which caused a disconnection of the communication between the server and client.

After that, the response time decreases dramatically closing to a constant state. The standard deviation was high (3.72 seconds) indicating that the response times varied widely (see graph (d-WCVR) in Figure 6.6).

It would appear that the WCVR is less costly in performance terms when verifying the server-side static web content against tampering attacks on IIS and Tomcat web servers.

Case Study K- Dynamic Web Content

Experiment 5 was carried out on MS Windows environment (i.e. MS Windows XP Professional for clients machines and MS Windows Server 2003) using a Tomcat web servers. This experiment is designed to show end-to-end performance (i.e. verification of the integrity of server-side static web content; the recovery response if the web content has been tampered with; the network speed; the web server response; and the web browser response) via (i) the proposed WCVR system and (ii) without any verification system on Tomcat web server. In this study, the response times for Scenario A (without any verification system) and Scenario B (with the WCVR system) were collected.

Readers should note that the testing of dynamic web applications relies on HTTP requests that can include parameters which are specific for each user. The values of such parameters can be different for different users of the same type and
can change throughout the session. For example, a web server can send a session variable in response to the first request from a user. This variable is inserted to the subsequent requests and is used to identify that user.

In this case study, 16396 hits were created, 14136 web pages were served, and 29.29MB (total throughput) were received by the client. Number of virtual users launched was between 150 and 474.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>Web Server</th>
<th>Graph Min (request)</th>
<th>Average Response Time (request)</th>
<th>Graph Max (request)</th>
<th>Average Page Response Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Without any verification system</td>
<td>Tomcat</td>
<td>0.032</td>
<td>0.527</td>
<td>4.08</td>
<td>0.634</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WCVR</td>
<td>Tomcat</td>
<td>0.011</td>
<td>0.437</td>
<td>5.29</td>
<td>0.505</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.7: Case Study K - Dynamic Web Content: Comparison between the response times in seconds, of all requests during the test on Tomcat web server.

Table 6.7 illustrates that the average response time (request) through WCVR was 0.437 seconds on Tomcat. In Scenario A (without any verification system), the average response time (request) was 0.527 seconds on Tomcat. Therefore, the WCVR satisfies the performance objective for verification of integrity of dynamic web content.

The results indicate that the average response time when using the WCVR system is better than when not using any verification system - it is suggested that the reason for this is as follows:

- The HTTP connection problem: For example, at the first 3 minutes during the test (see graph (a) in Figure 6.7), student K requested the wrong URL (GET http://192.168.10.1/StartHere.jsp HTTP/1.1) indicating the communication between the client and the server was disconnected. Consequently this led to an increase in the average response time. However, the correct URL was (GET http://192.168.10.1:8081/StartHere.jsp HTTP/1.1). Note, K did not add the port number (8081) of connection in the URL request.
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The graph (a) in Figure 6.7 represents the curve of response times throughout this test without any verification system on Tomcat. As shown in graph (a), the minimum response time was 0.032 seconds and, the variation of response times was relatively low.

The graph (b) in Figure 6.7 shows the minimum response time through WCVR was 0.011 seconds on Tomcat. In addition, the response times did not vary widely.
Figure 6.7: Case Study K- Dynamic Web Content: Graphs for response time curves through without verification system and the WCVR on Tomcat, in seconds, of all requests during the test.
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6.3.3.2 Case Study R

This study consisted of two parts: static web content, and dynamic web content. We have summarised the results in Table 6.8 and Table 6.9, respectively.

Case Study R- Static web content

Experiment 3 and 4 were carried out on MS Windows environment (i.e. MS Windows XP Professional for clients machines and MS Windows Server 2003) using IIS and Tomcat web servers. In experiment 3, 9130 hits were created, 6096 web pages were served, and 57.22MB (total throughput) were received by the client. The number of virtual users launched was between 36 and 44. In experiment 4, 9023 hits were created, 5882 web pages were served, and 34.75MB (total throughput) were received by the client. The number of virtual users launched was over 45.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>Web Server</th>
<th>Graph Min (request)</th>
<th>Average Response Time (request)</th>
<th>Graph Max (request)</th>
<th>Average 99% (request)</th>
<th>Average Page Response Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DSSA</td>
<td>IIS</td>
<td>0.085</td>
<td>2.77</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>2.46</td>
<td>3.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WCVR</td>
<td>IIS</td>
<td>0.088</td>
<td>1.56</td>
<td>5.98</td>
<td>1.49</td>
<td>2.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSSA</td>
<td>Tomcat</td>
<td>0.097</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>5.57</td>
<td>1.86</td>
<td>2.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WCVR</td>
<td>Tomcat</td>
<td>0.101</td>
<td>3.78</td>
<td>5.44</td>
<td>3.94</td>
<td>3.94</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.8: Case Study R - Static web content: Comparison between the response times through DSSA or WCVR systems, in seconds, of all requests during the test on IIS and Tomcat web servers.

Table 6.8 demonstrates that the average response time (request) of the WCVR on IIS web server was 1.56 seconds and on Tomcat was 3.78 seconds. Whereas, the average response time (request) of the DSSA on IIS was 2.77 seconds and on Tomcat was 1.90 seconds. Therefore, the average response time of the WCVR system was less than the overhead times of the DSSA on IIS web server. However, the average response time (request) of the WCVR on Tomcat was higher than a DSSA. The total errors that occurred in the HTTP conversation via the WCVR on Tomcat during 30 minutes was much higher than the total errors that occurred in the DSSA on Tomcat.
If number of errors increases, then the average response time increases and hence the overhead time increases. The results indicate that the end-to-end performance when using the DSSA system on Tomcat is better than when using the WCVR system - it is suggested that this occurs because the following reasons:

1. Miscellaneous I/O error when connecting to the server.

2. Error when connecting to the server for insufficient memory. Indicates a server-side error occurring when attempting to bind a socket.

The graph (c - DSSA) in Figure 6.8 illustrates the maximum response time (request) through the DSSA system on Tomcat web server was 5.57 seconds at the 26th minute. There were small variations in the response times throughout this test. Whereas, the graph (d - WCVR) in Figure 6.8 shows the variations of response times through the WCVR system (on Tomcat web server) were highly variable from the first minute to the 9th minute closing to a constant state from the 9th minute to the 30th minute.
Figure 6.8: Case Study R - Static web content: Graphs for response time (request) curves through the DSSA and the WCVR on IIS and Tomcat servers, in seconds, of all requests during the test.
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Case Study R- Dynamic Web Content

Experiment 5 was carried out on MS Windows environment using a Tomcat web server. This experiment is designed to show end-to-end performance (i.e. verification of the integrity of server-side static web content; the recovery response if the web content has been tampered with; the network speed; the web server response; the web browser response) via (i) the proposed WCVR system and (ii) without any verification system on Tomcat web server. In this study, the response times for Scenario A (with the WCVR system) and Scenario B (without any verification system) were collected.

In case study, 2941 hits were created, 2832 web pages were served, and 1.81MB (total throughput) were received by the client. The number of virtual users launched was between 107 and 158.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>Web Server</th>
<th>Graph Min (request)</th>
<th>Average Response Time (request)</th>
<th>Graph Max (request)</th>
<th>Average Page Response Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Without any verification system</td>
<td>Tomcat</td>
<td>0.014</td>
<td>3.49</td>
<td>4.68</td>
<td>3.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WCVR</td>
<td>Tomcat</td>
<td>0.118</td>
<td>11.7</td>
<td>208.6</td>
<td>12.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.9: Case Study R- Dynamic Web Content: Graphs for response time curves through without verification system and the WCVR on Tomcat, in seconds, of all requests during the test.

The results indicate that the average response time when not using any verification system is better than when using the WCVR system. Table 6.9 illustrates that the average response time (request) through the WCVR was 11.7 seconds on Tomcat. In Scenario B (when not using any verification system), the average response time (request) was 3.49 seconds on Tomcat.

The graph (a) in Figure 6.9 shows the maximum response time when not using any verification system (on Tomcat web server) was 4.68 seconds at the 1st minute. The graph (b) in Figure 6.9 shows the maximum response time when using the WCVR system was 208.6 seconds at the 8th minute, because the
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WCVR system was disconnected, the actual test started from the 4th minute. This kind of error would tend to increase the average response time.

6.3.3.3 Case Study J

This study consisted of two parts: static web content and dynamic web content. We have summarised the results in Table 6.10 and Table 6.11, respectively.

Case Study J - Static web content

Experiment 3 and 4 were carried out using MS Windows environment (i.e. MS Windows XP Professional for clients machines and MS Windows Server 2003) with IIS and Tomcat web servers. Experiment 3 is designed to show end-to-end performance (i.e. verification of the integrity of server-side static web content; the recovery response if the web content has been tampered with; the network speed; the web server response; the web browser response) via (i) the proposed WCVR system and (ii) the existing DSSA system on IIS web server. Experiment 4 is designed to show end-to-end performance via (i) the proposed WCVR system and (ii) the existing DSSA system on Tomcat web server.

In experiment 3, 9130 hits were created, 6096 web pages were served and 57.22MB (total throughput) were received by the client. The number of virtual users launched was between 114 and 207. In experiment 4, 11041 hits were created, 6116 web pages were served, and 89.84MB (total throughput) were received by the client. The number of virtual users was between 88 and 89.

A comparison of the WCVR and DSSA systems indicates that the end-to-end performance of the WCVR (on both web servers: IIS, and Tomcat) is much better than that on the DSSA. As illustrated in Table 6.10, the average response time (request) through WCVR was 1.06 seconds on IIS and was 1.93 seconds on Tomcat, whereas the average response time (request) through DSSA was 4.03 seconds on IIS and was 3.86 seconds on Tomcat.

In Figure 6.10, the average response times (request) are represented by an unbroken curve, whilst the number of virtual users is represented by a dashed line. The horizontal axis represents the duration of test in minutes, the left
Figure 6.9: Case Study R- Dynamic Web Content: Graphs for response time curves through without verification system and the WCVR on Tomcat, in seconds, of all requests during the test.
Table 6.10: Case Study J - Static web content: Comparison between the response times through DSSA or WCVR systems, in seconds, of all requests during the test on IIS and Tomcat web servers

vertical axis represents the running time in seconds and the right vertical axis shows the number of virtual users. In the four graphs, the number of virtual users increases closing to a linear state as the duration of test increases. The test adds 2 users every 2 minutes. These graph indicate how the number of users changes with time during the test.

The graph (a-DSSA) in Figure 6.10 illustrates that the maximum response through the DSSA system (on IIS web server) was at 90 seconds (with a maximum response time of 4.48 seconds). After the maximum response time at the 90th seconds, the response time closed to a constant state. The graph (b-WCVR) in Figure 6.10 illustrates the maximum response through the WCVR system (on IIS web server) was only at the 17th minute (with a maximum response time of 4.12 seconds).

The graph (c-DSSA) in Figure 6.10 shows the maximum response time was 4.71 seconds at the 2nd minute. The response times showed little variation. Whereas, the graph (d-WCVR) in Figure 6.10 illustrates the maximum response time was 90.3 seconds at the 8th minute. The end-to-end performance obtained is highly variable; factors such as insufficient memory and not requesting the correct URL can severely limit the performance through the WCVR system, and therefore, the response times showed much variation.

It would appear that the WCVR is less costly in performance terms when verifying the server-side static web content against tampering attacks on IIS and
Figure 6.10: Case Study J - Static web content: Graphs for response time (request) curves through DSSA and the WCVR on IIS and Tomcat servers, in seconds, of all requests during the test.
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Tomcat web servers.

Case Study J - Dynamic Web Content

Experiment 5 was carried out on MS Windows environment (i.e., MS Windows XP Professional for clients machines and MS Windows Server 2003) using a Tomcat web server. This experiment is designed to show end-to-end performance via (i) the proposed WCVR system and (ii) without any verification system on Tomcat web server. In this study, the response times for Scenario A (without any verification system) and Scenario B (with the WCVR system) were collected.

In case study, 5421 hits were created, 5397 web pages were served and 1.55MB (total throughput) were received by client. the number of virtual users launched was between 198 and 204.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>Web Server</th>
<th>Graph Min (request)</th>
<th>Average</th>
<th>Graph Max (request)</th>
<th>Average Page Response Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Without any verification system</td>
<td>Tomcat</td>
<td>0.029</td>
<td>3.14</td>
<td>4.66</td>
<td>3.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WCVR</td>
<td>Tomcat</td>
<td>0.219</td>
<td>3.95</td>
<td>6.01</td>
<td>3.97</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.11: Case Study J - Dynamic Web Content: Comparison between the response times through without verification system or WCVR systems, in seconds, of all requests during the test on Tomcat web server.

Table 6.11 illustrates that the average response time (request) through WCVR was 3.95 seconds on Tomcat. In Scenario A (without any verification system), the average response time (request) was 3.14 seconds on Tomcat. Therefore, the WCVR satisfies the performance objective for verification of integrity of dynamic web content.

The results indicate that the average response time when not using any verification system (Scenario A) is better than when using the WCVR system (Scenario 3).

The graph (a) in Figure 6.9 represents the curve of response times without any verification system on Tomcat. As shown in graph (a), the maximum response
time was 4.86 seconds with the variation of response times was relatively low. The graph (b) in Figure 6.9 shows the maximum response time through WCVR was 6.01 seconds on Tomcat. The response times do not vary widely. As the WCVR system was disconnected, the actual test through the WCVR started from the 4th minute. This kind of error would tend to increase the average response time.
Figure 6.11: Case Study J - Dynamic Web Content: Graphs for response time curves through without verification system and the WCVR on Tomcat, in seconds, of all requests during the test.
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The experimental results indicate that not only is the WCVR able to ensure the survivability of dynamic web content, it is also able to ensure the survivability of static content at a faster and more reliable rate.

In the case of static web content, the results of experiential studies (K, R, and J) appear to indicate that the average end-to-end performance when using the WCVR system (on IIS and Tomcat web servers) is better than when using the DSSA system. As shown in Figure 6.12 the average response time through the WCVR was 2.12 seconds on Tomcat and 0.977 seconds on IIS, whilst the average of response time through DSSA was 2.198 seconds on Tomcat and was 2.39 seconds on IIS. The WCVR results (through the WCVR) are lower than the response times through the DSSA on both web server applications.

In case of dynamic web content, the results of experiential studies (K, R, and J) appear to indicate that the average end-to-end performance when not using verification system on Tomcat is better than when using the WCVR system. As shown in Figure 6.12 the average response time through the WCVR was 5.362 seconds on Tomcat, while the average of response time when not using verification system was 2.386 seconds on Tomcat. When using the WCVR system to verify the dynamic web content, it degrades the overall performance with respect to the type of web content.

We also observe that the overall performance through the WCVR (on IIS and Tomcat web servers) is considerably improved as compared to that obtained when using the DSSA. This is understandable because we have utilised the performance of a WCVR using a new hashing strategy.

However, some common bottlenecks (such as network bandwidth, CPU, memory and I/O) occurred in our experimental studies, this led to an increase in the overhead of our proposed system. If the CPU utilization is over 80%, it will increase exponentially rather than linearly. In addition, our experimental results indicate that the importance of memory: the memory in our experiments was insufficient and this led to the disconnection of the IIS and Tomcat web server.
Figure 6.12: Average response time (seconds) on Tomcat and IIS web servers.

The content type, static or dynamic, will also have in impact on overhead. For example, server-side dynamic content, such as CGI or Servlets, make it difficult to size the processor. The processing costs of this dynamic content will be high enough so that the web server processing cost is not significant. This assumes that the web server has been correctly configured (133). Therefore, given more memory on a large scale web server, it is unlikely that the WCVR system would crash.

A comparison\(^4\) of different web servers performance when generating dynamic

\(^4\)http://www.pcmag.com/topic/0,2944,t=John%20Clyman,00.asp.
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pages (using a Common Gateway Interface), illustrates dramatic decreases in a web server performance when generating dynamic pages.

Readers should note that longer keys in hashing take much more computing resource to decrypt, and hence make them less vulnerable to attack. However, the SHA1-extended is also more costly in performance terms (see Table 6.4 and Table 6.5), but this is the cost that legitimate users pay for higher levels of security.

In this chapter, five case studies are presented to evaluate the reliability and performance of the proposed WCVR system: case study - security objective (detection and recovery), case study for micro-benchmarking performance (SHA-1, and SHA1-extended) and case studies K, R, and J to measure the end-to-end performance through (i) the WCVR system, (ii) the DSSA system and (iii) without any verification system.

We have tested our system in an environment which is composed of two web servers: Apache 1.3.29 with Tomcat container 5.01 on MS Windows Server 2003 and IIS 6.0 on MS Windows Server 2003. The two web servers contain a copy of the target web site and a shopping cart application. Over 70 attacks were performed against the server-side generated static and dynamic web content security properties. We exploited different types of vulnerabilities that allowed for the modification of files in the designated directories of a web server. During testing, all the attacks launched against the web servers were detected and recovered by the WCVR system.

To conclude, results from a series of experimental tests (K, R, and J case studies) appear to suggest that the WCVR satisfies the performance objective for verification of integrity of server-side web content. We believe that the overhead of WCVR system can be significantly decreased, if the server technical speculation follows the current industry standards. The experimental studies indicate that the performance of the WCVR is dependent upon the CPU processing capabilities, the memory size and network bandwidth.

In the next chapter, we will summarise the contributions in this thesis and highlight the future work.
Chapter 7
Conclusions and Future Work

7.1 Research Summary

Chapter 1 has described the thesis problem, motivation, aims, objectives and contributions. Although current security mechanisms could provide security against unauthorised access to system resources, several security incident reports from emergency response teams such as CERT and AusCERT clearly demonstrate that the available security mechanisms have not made system break-ins impossible. In chapter 2, we presented the description of web content and the HTTP request-response model. We also concentrated on definitions and objectives of web security. As mentioned in chapters 1 and 2, data integrity has received little attention in information security research and technical security groups and communities.

In chapter 3, we identified tampering attacks on server-side static and dynamic web content. Furthermore, we surveyed the limitations, requirements, strengths and weaknesses of basic security technologies (e.g., SSL, firewall, digital signature and data validation schemes) and existing integrity verification systems. Our investigation has indicated that because server-side dynamic web content is not verified unauthorised tampering is a potential issue. To address this issue, we propose a novel system, called the Web Content Verification and Recovery (WCVR) system (see chapter 4). In chapter 5, this proposed system has been implemented...
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into three mechanisms: web register, response hashing and HTTP interface, using tools such as Java, Servlet and Filters and DBMS Microsoft Database.

In chapter 6, we conducted a set of experiential studies to address the security and performance objectives. The results of the experimental studies have demonstrated that the proposed system (WCVR) provides a high coverage of detection and recovery.

The reminder of this chapter is organised into the following sections: Section 7.2 provides conclusions of this thesis. In Section 7.3, the contributions of this research work are summarised. Section 7.4 discusses several avenues for further work, and indicates the limitations of our research.

7.2 Conclusions of Thesis

In this research work, we have focused on tampering attacks on server-side static and dynamic web content. Server-side web content can be tampered with by altering the style classes such as Cascading Style Sheet (CSS) and referenced objects (images, audio, video and other objects). In addition, source code of the web page can be tampered with by running malicious code that compromises a requested page before the client receives it.

Our investigation indicates that data integrity has received little attention in information security research. Furthermore, there is little published research in methods for testing web content integrity. The published research and technical communities in web security area are generally more concerned with cryptographic rules and algorithms. In an attempt to address this, our thesis focuses on the integrity of data. Data integrity refers to the trustworthiness of information resources, thereby ensuring that only an authorised client can alter the data – unauthorised tampering may result in incorrect or malicious web application behaviour. The main finding in our literature review is that unauthorised tampering is still a potential problem because dynamic web content is not verified. The question this thesis addresses is how the integrity of server-side static and
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dynamic web content can be verified to detect and recover from tampering attacks before the client receives the requested page.

We have presented a novel security system called Web Content Verification and Recovery (WCVR) system, which attempts to address the security issues (violation of data integrity) that arise in tampering attacks. We have developed a client interaction model and a new hashing strategy. Furthermore, we propose a real-time web security framework consisting of a state protocol of web security policies and a number of components that can be used to verify the static and dynamic web content. Our solution is implemented as a prototype. This prototype consists of three mechanisms: web register, HTTP interface and response hashing. In this thesis, we have conducted a set of experiential studies to meet the security (detection and recovery) and performance objectives. As a result, tests indicate that the WCVR is able to reliably and accurately detect and recover from tampering attacks on the server-side static and dynamic web content.

It should be noted that our approach is applicable to many common kinds tampering attacks such as visualisation spoofing attacks and processing of all data types on the server-side.

7.3 A Summary of Contributions

The main aim of this thesis is to investigate server-side static and dynamic web content survivability using a WCVR system. The main contributions of this thesis are as follows:

7.3.1 A novel approach to the verification of server-side dynamic web content integrity

In an attempt to overcome the research problem, we have proposed a novel survivable system that could provide continued and correct services to internal and
external users, even though a web data manipulation problem may have occurred. The proposed framework includes a new state protocol to enforce a set of web policies, and a supporting software system to verify server-side static and dynamic web content before the client receives the requested page. This approach would add confidence in terms of users correctly accessing web services and displaying electronic materials on their web browsers.

As an integrity check, the proposed state protocol is similar to adaptive intrusion-tolerant server system (110). For each web resource whose integrity is to be checked, a checksum (hash value) is computed from a private key. To resist possible guesses by an adversary, the checksum is computed by applying a one-way SHA-1 hash function to the concatenation of the private key and the content to be checked. The resulting checksum is then compared with a precomputed one. This is sufficient to check if a web content has been tampered with.

We have also formulated a new model to deal with every interaction element (both HTML and non-HTML objects) in a web page called Client Interaction Elements (CIE) model. A CIE model extends Offutt et al.'s (4) HTML Input Units (IU) model which is only used to HTML input units to create tests on the client for web applications that violate checks on user inputs.

A CIE model is formulated to provide the automatic extraction of parameters (e.g. HTTP transfer mode, user, data, type of interaction element, and server page) of the client interaction element. The automatic extraction method provides a simple method for automatically analysing a web site that contains a large number of elements and where each web page includes a large number of interaction elements (e.g. forms, frames, links, and HTML and non-HTML objects).
7.3.2 Improved performance in the verification of static web content

In the case of static web content, the results of experiential studies (K, R, and J) appear to indicate that the average end-to-end performance when using the WCVR system (on IIS and Tomcat web servers) is better than when using the DSSA system. As shown Figure 6.12 the average response time through the WCVR was 2.12 seconds on Tomcat and 0.977 seconds on IIS, whilst the average of response time through DSSA was 2.198 seconds on Tomcat and was 2.39 seconds on IIS. The WCVR results (through the WCVR) are lower than the response times through the DSSA on both web server applications.

We also observe that the overall performance through the WCVR (on IIS and Tomcat web servers) is considerably improved as compared to that obtained when using the DSSA. This is understandable because we have utilised the performance of a WCVR using a new hashing strategy.

Therefore, we have developed a new hashing strategy to describe hashing calculations for the referenced objects that are shared among the web pages of the target web site or the web application. This strategy applies for all web referenced objects that have been developed before use over the secure HTTP request-response model. This new hashing strategy to improve the hashing performance and minimise overhead times of the proposed WCVR system.

7.3.3 The development of the WCVR system to ensure the survivability of web content

The WCVR prototype is implemented into three mechanisms: web register, response hashing and HTTP interface mechanism. We carried out a set of experiments to address the security objective (detection, and recovery) and the performance objective. The results of a pilot study have shown that the proposed system (WCVR) provides a high coverage of detection and recovery.
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7.3.4 Experimental studies to evaluate the reliability and effectiveness of the WCVR system

In this thesis, five case studies are presented to evaluate the reliability and performance of the proposed WCVR system: case study - security objective (detection and recovery), case study for micro-benchmarking performance (SHA-1, and SHA1-extended) and case studies K, R, and J to measure the end-to-end performance through (i) the WCVR system, (ii) the DSSA system and (iii) without any verification system.

We have tested our system in an environment which is composed of two web servers: Apache 1.3.29 with Tomcat container 5.01 on MS Windows Server 2003 and IIS 6.0 on MS Windows Server 2003. The two web servers contain a copy of the target web site and a shopping cart application. Over 70 attacks were performed against the server-side generated static and dynamic web content security properties. We exploited different types of vulnerabilities that allowed for the modification of files in the designated directories of a web server. During testing, all the attacks launched against the web servers were detected and recovered by the WCVR system.

To conclude, results from a series of experimental tests (K, R, and J case studies) appear to suggest that the WCVR satisfies the performance objective for verification of integrity of server-side web content. We believe that the overhead of WCVR system can be significantly decreased, if the server technical speculation follows the current industry standards. The experimental studies indicate that the performance of the WCVR is dependent upon the CPU processing capabilities, the memory size and network bandwidth.
7.4 Limitations of Research Work and Future Work

It should be noted that the WCVR system has some limitations. These limitations are related directly to our solution design and implementation.

In the solution design, we have used a set of work assumptions that may limit the functionality of our solution. For example, we have assumed that SSL protocol is confined to secure the communication channel between the client and server sides. However, this assumption may be invalid if the integrity of data in transfer is violated. To address this issue, we believe that our approach can be extended to derive all tampering attacks over the HTTP request-response model include data integrity in communication channel. Such an extension is planned as future work.

Another work assumption is that the data validation modules should be operated in the client and server sides. But this assumption may be invalid if an existing web application does not have a data validation modules on the server-side. Therefore, future work to develop a data validation module on a server is related to our solution would help to address this issue.

Optimisation of our solution implementation is another issue for future work. The WCVR system tested is not optimised. We believe that the optimisation of the conceptual design is possible. Such an optimisation would increase the effectiveness of the WCVR system.
Appendix A

Case Study - Security Objective:

Table

The following table contains the whole list of alerted web content that are compromised by running malicious web content manipulation software.

To assess how successful the WCVR system is able to detect, and recover from the unknown tampering attacks; students (K, R, and J) started to run the proposed web register mechanism. This mechanism takes the hashing measurements for every server-side static web content stored in the designated directories of the suggested web sites/applications hosted on Tomcat and IIS web servers. Note, the response hashing mechanism takes the hashing measurement for the generated dynamic web content during online transactions (when a user request a web resource).

Over 70 tampering attacks were launched against the designated directories of the suggested web sites hosted on Tomcat and IIS web servers. During the testing, all the attacks launched against the web servers were detected and recovered by the WCVR system.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>URL</th>
<th>Altered Data</th>
<th>Result</th>
<th>Detection</th>
<th>Recovery</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td><a href="http://192.168.10.1/tree2/hillside-neck_am.k12.ma.us/cyberventues/st-pro.html">http://192.168.10.1/tree2/hillside-neck_am.k12.ma.us/cyberventues/st-pro.html</a></td>
<td>Title changed to 'This is a different name' stweb.gif altered in paint, colour of letters changed Changed Background to Yellow</td>
<td>Unaltered web page, recovery successful</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td><a href="http://192.168.10.1/tree2/hillside-neck_am.k12.ma.us/cyberventues/st-pro.html">http://192.168.10.1/tree2/hillside-neck_am.k12.ma.us/cyberventues/st-pro.html</a></td>
<td>2007-2008 now equals 'This' 2005-2006 now equals 'is' 2003-2004 now equals 'A'</td>
<td>Unaltered web page, recovery successful</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td><a href="http://192.168.10.1/tree2/hillside-neck_am.k12.ma.us/cyberventues/flachett-trgse07/trees.htm">http://192.168.10.1/tree2/hillside-neck_am.k12.ma.us/cyberventues/flachett-trgse07/trees.htm</a></td>
<td></td>
<td>Unaltered web page, recovery successful</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td><a href="http://192.168.10.1/tree2/hillside-neck_am.k12.ma.us/cyberventues/flachett-trgse07/">http://192.168.10.1/tree2/hillside-neck_am.k12.ma.us/cyberventues/flachett-trgse07/</a></td>
<td>Deleted everything between Html tags</td>
<td>Unaltered web page, recovery successful</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td><a href="http://192.168.10.1/tree2/hillside-neck_am.k12.ma.us/cyberventues/rodden07/penguins.rodden07.htm">http://192.168.10.1/tree2/hillside-neck_am.k12.ma.us/cyberventues/rodden07/penguins.rodden07.htm</a></td>
<td>penline.jpg swapped around with bobopenguin.jpg Underlined and altered colour of Miss Rodmans Third Graders</td>
<td>Unaltered web page, recovery successful</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td><a href="http://192.168.10.1/tree2/hillside-neck_am.k12.ma.us/cyberventues/dunnett_p%D1%80%D0%B3unio6ic/main.htm">http://192.168.10.1/tree2/hillside-neck_am.k12.ma.us/cyberventues/dunnett_pргunio6ic/main.htm</a></td>
<td>Deleted CSS from this file</td>
<td>Unaltered web page, recovery successful</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td><a href="http://192.168.10.1/tree2/hillside-neck_am.k12.ma.us/cyberventues/dunnett_p%D1%80%D0%B3unio6ic/main.htm">http://192.168.10.1/tree2/hillside-neck_am.k12.ma.us/cyberventues/dunnett_pргunio6ic/main.htm</a></td>
<td>Deleted all of the table</td>
<td>Unaltered web page, recovery successful</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td><a href="http://192.168.10.1/tree2/hillside_needle/contents.htm">http://192.168.10.1/tree2/hillside_needle/contents.htm</a></td>
<td>Replaced the multiple images titled tooth5.gif, teeth3n.gif and tttt.gif with a comment displaying the following characters, 'There is no picture'.</td>
<td>Unaltered webpage, recovery successful</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td><a href="http://192.168.10.1/tree2/hillside_needle/contents.htm">http://192.168.10.1/tree2/hillside_needle/contents.htm</a></td>
<td>Font altered from style 3 to arial. 'Mind boggling teeth riddles' was changed to testing static content.</td>
<td>Unaltered webpage, recovery successful</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td><a href="http://192.168.10.1/tree2/hillside_needle/early/main.htm">http://192.168.10.1/tree2/hillside_needle/early/main.htm</a></td>
<td>Editing the four images sky colour to black. Changing overall background colour to pink.</td>
<td>Unaltered webpage, recovery successful</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td><a href="http://192.168.10.1/tree2/hillside_needle/early/main.htm">http://192.168.10.1/tree2/hillside_needle/early/main.htm</a></td>
<td>Deleted Hyperlinks and altered images so they have a big black line going through the middle.</td>
<td>Unaltered webpage, recovery unsuccessful</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td><a href="http://192.168.10.1/tree2/hillside_needle/early/main.htm">http://192.168.10.1/tree2/hillside_needle/early/main.htm</a></td>
<td>Changing centre image to a red circle.</td>
<td>Unaltered webpage, recovery successful</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td><a href="http://192.168.10.1/tree2/hillside_needle/early/main.htm">http://192.168.10.1/tree2/hillside_needle/early/main.htm</a></td>
<td>Deleted all chain images.</td>
<td>Unaltered webpage, recovery successful</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number</td>
<td>URL</td>
<td>Altered Data</td>
<td>Result</td>
<td>Detection</td>
<td>Recovery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td><a href="http://192.168.10.1/free2/hillside_needham.l12.ma.us/cyberventures/st_pro.htm">http://192.168.10.1/free2/hillside_needham.l12.ma.us/cyberventures/st_pro.htm</a></td>
<td>Delete created by Mrs Rodman third graders, plus link, Change date of 2004-2005 to 2012-2005</td>
<td>Unaltered web page, recovery successful</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td><a href="http://192.168.10.1/free2/hillside_needham.l12.ma.us/cyberventures/road_to_reuse_students/timeline_indexvertical.htm">http://192.168.10.1/free2/hillside_needham.l12.ma.us/cyberventures/road_to_reuse_students/timeline_indexvertical.htm</a></td>
<td>Put simly face on image, Changed image size width to 700</td>
<td>Unaltered web page, recovery successful</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td><a href="http://192.168.10.1/free2/hillside_needham.l12.ma.us/cyberventures/animals_ma_rogd/a06/main.htm">http://192.168.10.1/free2/hillside_needham.l12.ma.us/cyberventures/animals_ma_rogd/a06/main.htm</a></td>
<td>Changing Johnathon to Shearer, Changed table to 700, Edit animals on the football pitch</td>
<td>Unaltered web page, recovery successful</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td><a href="http://192.168.10.1/free2/hillside_needham.l12.ma.us/cyberventures/st_pro.htm">http://192.168.10.1/free2/hillside_needham.l12.ma.us/cyberventures/st_pro.htm</a></td>
<td>Backgrounding color to violet, Delete 2007-2008</td>
<td>Unaltered web page, recovery successful</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td><a href="http://192.168.10.1/free2/hillside_needham.l12.ma.us/cyberventures/teeth_riddles/du/contents.htm">http://192.168.10.1/free2/hillside_needham.l12.ma.us/cyberventures/teeth_riddles/du/contents.htm</a></td>
<td>Edit image ttt.gif background to grey, delete the toothbrushes, Changed table width to 1000</td>
<td>Unaltered web page, recovery successful</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td><a href="http://192.168.10.1/free2/hillside_needham.l12.ma.us/cyberventures/Hachett_trees07/trees.htm">http://192.168.10.1/free2/hillside_needham.l12.ma.us/cyberventures/Hachett_trees07/trees.htm</a></td>
<td>Changed arbrres07.gif by spraypainting over the file, Delete trees by Denise</td>
<td>Unaltered web page, recovery successful</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td><a href="http://192.168.10.1/free2/hillside_needham.l12.ma.us/cyberventures/rodman_about_both.htm">http://192.168.10.1/free2/hillside_needham.l12.ma.us/cyberventures/rodman_about_both.htm</a></td>
<td>Changed back2.gif by making pencil pink, Changed Charles link too</td>
<td>Unaltered web page, recovery successful</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td><a href="http://192.168.10.1/free2/hillside_needham.l12.ma.us/cyberventures/rodman_about_both/a_letter.htm">http://192.168.10.1/free2/hillside_needham.l12.ma.us/cyberventures/rodman_about_both/a_letter.htm</a></td>
<td>Changed a gif so the man has a beard, and mad light in the windows and had a red door</td>
<td>Unaltered web page, recovery successful</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>URL</td>
<td>Description</td>
<td>Result</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td><a href="http://192.168.10.4/tree2/hillside_needed_am.k12.ma.us/cyberventures/guer_pen_penguin/main.htm">http://192.168.10.4/tree2/hillside_needed_am.k12.ma.us/cyberventures/guer_pen_penguin/main.htm</a></td>
<td>Delete all links and CSS</td>
<td>Unaltered web page, recovery successful</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td><a href="http://192.168.10.4/tree2/hillside_needed_am.k12.ma.us/cyberventures/early_tree6/tree.htm">http://192.168.10.4/tree2/hillside_needed_am.k12.ma.us/cyberventures/early_tree6/tree.htm</a></td>
<td>Changed allignment for Samantha to left and changed font size to 24px</td>
<td>Unaltered web page, recovery successful</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td><a href="http://192.168.10.4/tree2/hillside_needed_am.k12.ma.us/cyberventures/dummert_penguin/main.htm">http://192.168.10.4/tree2/hillside_needed_am.k12.ma.us/cyberventures/dummert_penguin/main.htm</a></td>
<td>Changed hobopenguin.gif so penguin has a baseball hat and delete the massive penguin logo</td>
<td>Unaltered web page, recovery successful</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td><a href="http://192.168.10.4/tree2/hillside_needed_am.k12.ma.us/cyberventures/am_rev_timeline/sample/sampler.htm">http://192.168.10.4/tree2/hillside_needed_am.k12.ma.us/cyberventures/am_rev_timeline/sample/sampler.htm</a></td>
<td>Changed crispus_attucks.jpg size too 100 and delete the image source james_armstead.jpg</td>
<td>Unaltered web page, recovery successful</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td><a href="http://192.168.10.4/tree2/hillside_needed_am.k12.ma.us/cyberventures/pollution_removeq65/main.htm">http://192.168.10.4/tree2/hillside_needed_am.k12.ma.us/cyberventures/pollution_removeq65/main.htm</a></td>
<td>Changed background color to blue and changed Everglades to monitor</td>
<td>Unaltered web page, recovery successful</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td><a href="http://192.168.10.4/tree2/hillside_needed_am.k12.ma.us/cyberventures/redpen67/julachinstrap.htm">http://192.168.10.4/tree2/hillside_needed_am.k12.ma.us/cyberventures/redpen67/julachinstrap.htm</a></td>
<td>Changed the direction of the arrows in julachinstrap_1</td>
<td>Unaltered web page, recovery successful</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix B

Case Study for

Micro-benchmarking

Performance: Tables

This appendix contains the following two tables:

1. Table 1: List of all entries that had been measured using SHA-1 function.

2. Table 2: List of all entries that had been measured using SHA1-extended function.
### Table 1: Using SHA1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>File Name</th>
<th>File Size (byte)</th>
<th>Checksum</th>
<th>Time (f)</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>11</th>
<th>12</th>
<th>13</th>
<th>14</th>
<th>15</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Signature.txt</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shadi.htm</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>1272572422</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hadi.htm</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>884912936</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TryBean.java</td>
<td>341</td>
<td>-1600651456</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exp1Bean.java</td>
<td>342</td>
<td>-232798031</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trai2Bean.java</td>
<td>343</td>
<td>204520273</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JsptraitBean.java</td>
<td>346</td>
<td>-1677907428</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SetcookieBean.java</td>
<td>347</td>
<td>-2042327349</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CookieformBean.java</td>
<td>348</td>
<td>1442310949</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ShowcookievalueBean</td>
<td>353</td>
<td>-989928715</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CustomerRegistration</td>
<td>358</td>
<td>1154350516</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LoginSession.inc.jsp</td>
<td>361</td>
<td>1373536135</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ThankYou.java</td>
<td>366</td>
<td>-1343059341</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bean1.java</td>
<td>409</td>
<td>871613630</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>travel-styles.css</td>
<td>424</td>
<td>-17980562</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MainTop.inc.jsp</td>
<td>458</td>
<td>2106879059</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TryBean.class</td>
<td>466</td>
<td>1401421774</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exp1Bean.class</td>
<td>468</td>
<td>1177154182</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trai2Bean.class</td>
<td>470</td>
<td>-408911572</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JsptraitBean.class</td>
<td>476</td>
<td>1526137390</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SetcookieBean.class</td>
<td>478</td>
<td>-1775340616</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CookieformBean.class</td>
<td>480</td>
<td>-1955559726</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ShowcookievalueBean</td>
<td>490</td>
<td>-540965340</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CustomerRegistration</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>-191227066</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WorkreportTop.inc.jsp</td>
<td>517</td>
<td>859478096</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IllegalRequest.jsp</td>
<td>556</td>
<td>1003298336</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ThankYou.class</td>
<td>556</td>
<td>1131069533</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>StartHere.jsp</td>
<td>559</td>
<td>147946009</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bean1.class</td>
<td>564</td>
<td>-190535789</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FilterServletOutputStr</td>
<td>579</td>
<td>-54711483</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SimpleExample.jsp</td>
<td>580</td>
<td>-583901640</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ThankYou.jsp</td>
<td>595</td>
<td>-1968407935</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FindHotels.jsp</td>
<td>620</td>
<td>696647692</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>accounts.jsp</td>
<td>622</td>
<td>-1669476439</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>File Name</td>
<td>Lines</td>
<td>Size (in Bytes)</td>
<td>Change 1</td>
<td>Change 2</td>
<td>Change 3</td>
<td>Change 4</td>
<td>Change 5</td>
<td>Change 6</td>
<td>Change 7</td>
<td>Change 8</td>
<td>Change 9</td>
<td>Change 10</td>
<td>Change 11</td>
<td>Change 12</td>
<td>Change 13</td>
<td>Change 14</td>
<td>Change 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EditAccounts.jsp</td>
<td>625</td>
<td>245083767</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RentCars.jsp</td>
<td>630</td>
<td>2000065234</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GenericServlet.java</td>
<td>650</td>
<td>1608865819</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SocketUtil.java</td>
<td>683</td>
<td>-457906586</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SimplePrimeExample</td>
<td>689</td>
<td>2095463072</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FilterServletOutputStr</td>
<td>704</td>
<td>1887981710</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GenericServlet.java~2</td>
<td>720</td>
<td>-1086882945</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PrimeExample.jsp</td>
<td>743</td>
<td>696948914</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LogOut.jsp</td>
<td>765</td>
<td>-1028653302</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Store.jsp</td>
<td>765</td>
<td>-512654884</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IllegalHeadingExample</td>
<td>797</td>
<td>-161636142</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SocketUtil.class</td>
<td>827</td>
<td>-1952368893</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RepeatExample.jsp</td>
<td>856</td>
<td>1870225064</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BoardNoticeDelete.in</td>
<td>880</td>
<td>-1653066870</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JSP-Styles.css</td>
<td>888</td>
<td>-1867757700</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DebugExample.jsp</td>
<td>904</td>
<td>-892866257</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GenericServlet.class</td>
<td>908</td>
<td>-1106515258</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BoardPage.inc.jsp</td>
<td>970</td>
<td>349991388</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BoardPageAdmin.inc</td>
<td>970</td>
<td>349991388</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>airplane.gif</td>
<td>975</td>
<td>131228564</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MainView.jsp</td>
<td>1097</td>
<td>510895866</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WorkreportDeleteAdmin</td>
<td>1097</td>
<td>-75962113</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>InfoDeleteAdmin.inc</td>
<td>1099</td>
<td>-1394978379</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dollar.gif</td>
<td>1100</td>
<td>97843809</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>car.gif</td>
<td>1147</td>
<td>-1420249025</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Copy of car.gif</td>
<td>1147</td>
<td>-1420249025</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BookFlights.jsp</td>
<td>1174</td>
<td>-945255418</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IExample.jsp</td>
<td>1203</td>
<td>1792013163</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WorkreportContent.inc</td>
<td>1226</td>
<td>-1709436887</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HttpClient.java</td>
<td>1317</td>
<td>1866499907</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lower.gif</td>
<td>1332</td>
<td>-1371724785</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WebClient.java~1</td>
<td>1338</td>
<td>-2017247515</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>File Name</td>
<td>Size (bytes)</td>
<td>Permissions</td>
<td>User</td>
<td>Group</td>
<td>Others</td>
<td>Size (K)</td>
<td>Mode</td>
<td>Date</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WebClient.java-2-</td>
<td>387948838</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WebClient.java-6-</td>
<td>1639038175</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WebClient.class</td>
<td>1079977277</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WebClient.java</td>
<td>676691846</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WebClient.java-3-</td>
<td>676691846</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WebClient.java-4-</td>
<td>-141169945</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WebClient.java-5-</td>
<td>676691846</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GenericResponseWriter</td>
<td>-139620875</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BoardNoticeView.inc</td>
<td>872389387</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rarrow.gif</td>
<td>-25495505</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>web.xml</td>
<td>-29429241</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>InfoChangeAdmin.jsp</td>
<td>-146529931</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WorkReportModify.inc</td>
<td>2144877508</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WorkReportMy.jsp</td>
<td>887760261</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MainMenu.inc.jsp</td>
<td>-1178118973</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>passport.gif</td>
<td>-871658710</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ByteArrayServletOut.jsp</td>
<td>25588838</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>art.jsp</td>
<td>1705820666</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cart.jsp</td>
<td>1705820666</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FilterExample.jsp</td>
<td>980958151</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bed.gif</td>
<td>121687676</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MainMenuAdmin.inc.jsp</td>
<td>-988530857</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NetworkClient.class</td>
<td>6055666764</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BoardLineDelete.inc.jsp</td>
<td>-110345879</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NetworkClient.java</td>
<td>-1108022713</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purchase.java</td>
<td>-275538599</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>airplane-large.gif</td>
<td>-954843052</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>integrityfilter.txt</td>
<td>627197437</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HttpClient.class</td>
<td>-77188432</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BoardNoticeConfirmA</td>
<td>1462315427</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>quick-search.html</td>
<td>1641397241</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DBCConnection.class</td>
<td>346487916</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OutputResponse</td>
<td>1719357629</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BoardNoticeView.jsp</td>
<td>1190396413</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purchase.class</td>
<td>-1457325174</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Join.jsp</td>
<td>622822035</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signature.class</td>
<td>435310626</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>File Name</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>MD5</th>
<th>CRC32</th>
<th>Checksum</th>
<th>Checksum 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>InfoMy.inc.jsp</td>
<td>3014</td>
<td>1849962161</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>InfoModifyAdmin.inc.jsp</td>
<td>3048</td>
<td>231662406</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cart.class</td>
<td>3077</td>
<td>-447479607</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DBCConnection.java</td>
<td>3085</td>
<td>-1302483155</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GenericResponseWrt</td>
<td>3134</td>
<td>-1628104902</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>original_response.java</td>
<td>3134</td>
<td>-1628104902</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>original_response.java</td>
<td>3134</td>
<td>-1628104902</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>original_response.java</td>
<td>3135</td>
<td>-1599864127</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mainfilter.java-2~</td>
<td>3168</td>
<td>1594995429</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mainfilter.java</td>
<td>3172</td>
<td>112181547</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mainfilter.java-3~</td>
<td>3173</td>
<td>-2038353487</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>interceptor.java</td>
<td>3186</td>
<td>-1240835344</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>interceptor.java-14~</td>
<td>3191</td>
<td>1621075004</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>original_response.java</td>
<td>3269</td>
<td>-528300110</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>original_response.java</td>
<td>3318</td>
<td>2109983333</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>original_response.java</td>
<td>3318</td>
<td>2109983333</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>original_response.java</td>
<td>3364</td>
<td>2088672851</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WorkreportAdmin.jsp</td>
<td>3471</td>
<td>725447933</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BoardLine.inc.jsp</td>
<td>3497</td>
<td>1288353540</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>index.inc.jsp</td>
<td>3517</td>
<td>-626885474</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cart.java</td>
<td>3567</td>
<td>-356039272</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>InfoMy.jsp</td>
<td>3700</td>
<td>305702591</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>csajsp-taglib-short.tld</td>
<td>3813</td>
<td>-328499648</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Copy of Signature.java</td>
<td>3897</td>
<td>-32121694</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GenericServlet.java-~</td>
<td>3897</td>
<td>-32121694</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>integrityfilter.class</td>
<td>3897</td>
<td>1319325810</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signature.java</td>
<td>3897</td>
<td>-32121694</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>greenpaper.jpg</td>
<td>4496</td>
<td>258146265</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>integrityfilter.java-10~</td>
<td>4732</td>
<td>-1827739517</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>integrityfilter.java-10~</td>
<td>4734</td>
<td>-2040608029</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>books.gif</td>
<td>4750</td>
<td>-516374921</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>integrityfilter.java-10~</td>
<td>4785</td>
<td>1287809676</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Checksum</td>
<td>Time (1)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E9E6DCB0E66BCD067AD9CR0200FE991DA446E00AFF</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5617516999A990DA09DB0E560DA79F8DDC05CB98AE9CB</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC0C6F79765E61ECE0286BDC04EDC046D1161D98</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4A1936301E23E0D7C67158A8AF50F3A367165EF3A2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B7EA3D21D06D004864C67A71CE4B94F9E52F52F</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1801365916F1056AC1C86159051C8E8670A20F</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0F79E5EE70192C02262E39D1E9A469E30508982</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1277724D7BB465D3FE1CD07B4E39C6327580F3AF</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>06B016C760F7E83DE0C60F28622E075120A15C373</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>247808EF2FCA0A5F995F87AC09ECBA333A5C2B95</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19F66EF6ED0F198623C1598BF14A1BF131B8495</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD088252720724016F6060978BAD5F8E153065E</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56F2A1B8BC49A602CF9DADAFA77BC4D8C0D1C9C8A</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9D869512F874F351B50825F43BF506562C960E</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9C63702DF4B03E39848F46565070046E8D451529</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0FF89CF301BD37C7476E812620EDE8B489968A9D</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D2AC8B5875F43868A527EC66AE420B281EED9C1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B7DB214ED9196000B2721DFAF23B3ED9093EAA9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>308385E6890C6956329C3A9A285D71DA154BE3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>233939C616386966EDE3C2A636F373CD866D3AAC</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>705876F7056C548C65887B6E12686D8905A39</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D8101D63FABCD0235F2D4393ACBA09218E8296FD</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64CF4C3AD7617079021CD293C373DC52DCC</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>057576CE5D01F0C1D935FF7909C942DE9C02</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>919C3694276A9695D9A26517CD83C14CC09</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28611C876D70C509A86B2C02C6C3163C6323726DF</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>765694B39D03954A175E772392143490068</td>
<td>55236652C0E32DB46363C52948501E766BDD949</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27FAE86739590EAE3A845TEDBD6F19F103131B1A</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27B3D6648661C6D62E626966ED70796E0966F77</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9BC888ACE703846E86329F9B26C254A617A8954B</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FD3D4E21F848F2D18EADF28A0951340EE2A2C7F</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C14624D02A9E325C9C8DBB24A6C4260822AEB0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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